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he most compelling shapes are those near to our hearts: peoples faces, 

a gracefully moving body, a natural scene with rustling leaves and flowing water. 

Evolution has tuned us to these sights. By combining vision and graphics, 

capturing and creating images of these scenes may soon be within reach.

And once we have these powerful tools for creation and manipulation in hand, 

perhaps we will be one step closer to the best possible tool for the imagination.”

Jed  L e n g y e l  

The Convergence o f Graphics and Vision 

IEEE Computer, p.53, July 1998.



Abstract

The rapid growth of end systems processing power and the development of state-of-the-art an

imation modelling packages gave birth to the field of animated 3-D graphics. However, the 

considerable amount of data involved in 3-D animations, combined with lack of inherent QoS 

support in the best-effort Internet, has meant that 3-D animation is, at best, still an emerging 

network stream type. Indeed, it is currently going through the early stages of the same devel

opment process undergone by what are now regarded as ‘traditional’ multimedia stream types 

in the 1990s. Naivety in the transmission of 3-D streams means that the network is exposed to 

a risk of considerably increased congestion, along with serious concerns about possible effects 

on existing well-behaved bulk data, or legacy audiovisual streaming media traffic, for which a 

largely acceptable degree of QoS has been achieved over the last decade.

In order for networked animation to become a reality, it is necessary (i) to encode 

3-D animation streams in a way that is compact, (ii) to ensure that congestive loss suffered 

on the network has as little perceptual impact as possible and, (iii) to ensure that the overall per

ceptual quality of the animation remains acceptable in the presence of fluctuating bandwidth. 

We present solutions to each part.

In order to ground the individual pieces of practical work that we have undertaken within 

an appropriate context, we propose and evaluate an end-to-end architecture suitable for stream

ing the novel data type of 3-D wireframe animations over the Internet. We then explain 

how we instantiate this architecture in order to (i) allow the representation of time evolving 

3-D geometry data at the source in a single resolution stream, (ii) achieve high animation qual

ity by maintaining optimal error control over the model’s surface smoothness by adding ap

propriate redundancy and, (iii) demonstrate Internet-friendly behaviour by finely adjusting the 

encoded animation rate at the source, thus gracefully adapting to a 3-D model quality corre

sponding to the available channel bandwidth. The rate controller operates in tandem with a 

source coding mechanism based on 3-D mesh decimation principles, which trades quality by 

reducing the number of geometric constructs encoded in the bitstream. The decimated geomet

ric constructs are further predicted by their neighbours in an appropriately designed receiver, 

which is also capable of recovering from limited frame losses.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over recent years, the increasing power of end systems has driven the growth in the use of mul

timedia over the Internet. Early text-based communication over low-bandwidth links, has been 

constantly evolving towards a richer, interactive, real-time, audio-visual collaboration through 

a virtual world. We experience this transformation of the Internet daily by generating and con

suming a range of digital media from a spectrum of applications, at work, in education, and for 

entertainment.

Visual information exchange in this networked world goes beyond static 2-D images or 

natural video. Now 3-D graphics add realism and allow interactivity, especially in software 

applications for distributed industrial design, medical imaging, and even game playing. In 

parallel, specialised hardware has been developed, and devices such as laser range scanners 

can facilitate the data acquisition process of intricate physical objects and produce consistent 

polyhedral 3-D models. As a consequence of the way that such graphics applications and data 

acquisition devices have been constructed, much effort has been expended in ensuring that large 

static 3-D models can be stored and transmitted efficiently.

Furthermore, modelling packages can process static 3-D graphics models, or sequences 

of these, and generate complex synthetic animations. Graphics animations require consider

able amounts of storage and bandwidth for transmission, even when they only approximate 

shapes with limited accuracy. However, the Internet’s available resources are not unlimited. 

Today’s streaming applications, which transport mainly audio and natural video, consume a 

considerable proportion of Internet’s bandwidth. Many of these applications to date have been 

appropriately engineered to achieve some quality of service that the Internet, as a best effort net

work, did not originally provide. There are a number of open questions that must be addressed 

before networked 3-D animation can become a practical reality. For example, it is unclear 

whether the internal mechanisms of existing streaming applications are adequate to transport 

the emerging streams of animated 3-D graphics. It is likely that we may need to appropriately
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process 3-D animation media, and enhance streaming applications with knowledge from the 

novel 3-D signals we intend to transmit, in order to efficiently deploy them over the Internet, 

while maintaining the network’s stability.

In the remainder of this chapter, the historical context of this work will be briefly outlined, 

followed by motivating factors and the contributions to knowledge this thesis makes. Since 

this work draws on research from a number of fields of endeavour, several strands need to be 

explored.

1.1 Background and Motivation

Systems based on 3-D animation enable intuitive and realistic interaction with virtual models 

and allow the production of effects that cannot be achieved with conventional 2-D animation 

realised with natural video processing. Emerging applications for graphics streaming are mov

ing beyond rigid models with animated transformations; today, animation modelling programs 

are capable of creating extremely complex and expensive to compute time-dependent geometry 

sequences. Novel animated 3-D graphics stream types are already being used to complement 

traditional audiovisual material. In particular, streams representing models for 3-D design art, 

e-commerce virtual salesmen, medical image sequences, recreational cartoons, and educational 

3-D content for natural sciences, to name but a few, show the clearest commercial benefits.

Despite superficial similarities of animated 3-D graphics to natural video, both being vi

sual media, the two are significantly different. Thus, although in image and natural video 

coding, data come as a 2-D regular array where luminance and chrominance signals need to be 

compressed, 3-D graphic data are not defined on a regular grid. Both the geometric structure 

(described by connectivity) and vertex data values (expressed as geometry positional matrices) 

must be coded, as well as the attributes (colours, normals and textures). Additionally, in the 

case of animated 3-D models, geometry motion needs to be structured and compactly repre

sented.

1.1.1 Representation of 3-D data

1.1.1.1 S tatic m esh com pression

The research field that deals with enabling technology for compact representation and efficient 

storage of 3-D models is 3-D mesh compression. In its context, algorithms have been developed 

that code geometry, connectivity, and attributes of a still 3-D model. To be able to recover 

a model that is as close to the original as possible, connectivity data need to be losslessly
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coded, whereas position and attribute^ information can be largely removed. The aim is to 

maximally reduce the number of bits needed to represent these models by preserving some 

minimum level of visual quality, at which any coding artifacts remain imperceptible to the 

human eye. With state-of-the-art static mesh compression algorithms, the storage requirements 

of typical complex models made up of a few tens of thousands of vertices can be reduced by 

two orders of magnitude, whilst maintaining much of their shape and attributes.

1.1.1.2 Progressive coding

Compression of static 3-D models has been complemented by progressive representations that 

trade compactness for flexibility in manipulating the compressed bitstream. For example, the 

need for transmission of a static model over a network, rendering it while its parts are still in 

transit, has resulted in hierarchical (or scalable) representations. These representations can be 

very compact and each small data fragment (or packet) contributes to the reduction of their 

coding distortion. The downside of such approaches is that some extra bits need to be allo

cated to afford this commodity; however, in modern hierarchical encoding this overhead can be 

negligible.

In a closely related field, multi-resolution, or incremental, representations have been de

veloped in order to manage the level of detail of a model adaptively at run time, or just to reduce 

its complexity and storage requirements. This need arises at the low-end consumer electronic 

devices, where computer games or virtual environments must often operate on systems with 

highly constrained processing resources. But it arises at the high-end as well, where realistic 

scientific visualisation systems typically construct and use model repositories that far exceed the 

capacity of powerful workstations, let alone the bandwidth bottleneck in case of their network 

transmission.

1.1.1.3 C oding o f dynam ic 3-D m edia

Compression and transmission of static 3-D models is just one approach of interest in the field 

of 3-D graphics that drives the evolution of networked graphics media. Whether compression 

is performed in a single-resolution or a scalable manner, the area has been intensely researched 

in the past decade. However, very little research has been conducted in compressing dynamic 

3-D geometry, a logical extension of static 3-D meshes to the temporal domain. Dynamic ge

ometry coding, also known as time-dependent geometry, deals with the efficient representation 

of sequences of a 3-D model, which usually maintain the same number of geometric constructs 

(vertices, faces, and edges) and constant topology (connecting relations between vertices), but 

 ̂‘Attributes’ refer to data representing colour, texture or normals in this thesis.
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they have their geometry (vertex positions) displaced between two consecutive instances, or 

frames, thus generating the effect of 3-D model animation.

1.1.2 The Internet

1.1.2.1 B est effort netw orks

In packet networks, when a source starts transmitting data, there is usually no a priori knowledge 

of the available bandwidth along the path to the destination. High-rate sources can potentially 

bring a network to congestion state, which manifests itself mainly with packet loss. On the other 

hand, overly conservative sources may leave the network under-utilised. When applications 

need to stream time-continuous data, as for audio and video, packet networks can only “do their 

best” and offer no guarantees with respect to the delivered quality of service. Since a large 

core of the network infrastructure only supports First-in-First-Out (FIFO) queue routers, end- 

systems are expected to be cooperative and to react to network feedback properly and promptly 

by adjusting their transmission rates to match the bandwidth that can be made available from 

the network.

1.1.2.2 Stream ing m ultim edia over the Internet

Lack of QoS support in the Internet, however, did not prevent streaming applications from 

growing. Early forms of continuous media, those of audio, image, and mainly video, consti

tute a significant portion of the Internet traffic. These continuous media are transmitted based 

almost exclusively on the User Datagram Protocol (UDF) at the transport layer, while the Real

time Transport Protocol (RTF) [SCFJ03] is becoming the common standard application level 

streaming protocol. UDF is the protocol of choice mainly because it has no hard timing con

straints, as opposed to Transmission Control Protocol’s (TCP) timers and acknowledgement 

based transport. The downside of using UDF, though, is the lack of reliability, and consequently 

its vulnerability to packet losses.

On the other hand, the dominant part of the traffic remains TCP-based and is short-lived 

(e.g., Web, ftp, e-mail, also known as ‘mice’), which is well-behaved towards the network; 

internal mechanisms in the various TCP flavours are designed to ensure network stability. Lack 

of such mechanisms in UDF has one key consequence: long-lived audio-visual streams (also 

known as ‘elephants’), and 3-D graphics in our case, if not controlled at the end-systems, could 

reach and sustain aggressive transmission rates that could lead the network to congestion, or 

even worse, to congestive collapse. Therefore, not only they could bring about packet losses, 

but they pose threats to well-behaved TCP traffic, which, if congestion persists, may end up 

being shut out of the network.
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1.1.2.3 End-to-end congestion control

The demand for cooperation of the end-systems is the baseline definition of end-to-end conges

tion control mechanisms in the Internet. Such control mechanisms should not only scale well 

with the number of sources, without creating substantial overhead to the network, but should 

also limit the bandwidth usage to a fair share among them. Furthermore, they should ensure 

stability of the active sources, by allowing them to converge to an equilibrium, should there be 

no further fluctuations to available bandwidth.

Consequently, protocols for congestion control have arisen that try to mimic TCP’s be

haviour as a moving target (due to TCP’s fluctuations), while exerting social behaviour (being 

TCP-friendly) towards other well-behaved traffic. Almost all such protocols are tailored to the 

streaming needs of legacy multimedia systems, namely streaming audio and video, and can be 

divided into two main categories: TCP-modelling and Additive Increase - Multiplicative De

crease (AIMD). In the first category, an equation estimates TCP’s transmission rate as a func

tion of packet loss events and round-trip delays (TCP-Friendly Rate Control Protocol, TFRC, is 

such an example). In the second category, conservative linear increases of the output rate take 

place at the source when more bandwidth becomes available, or sharp cumulative rate drops are 

employed otherwise (i.e.. Rate Adaptation Protocol or RAP).

1.1.3 Networked animation

1.1.3.1 A ddressing the problem s o f netw orking 3-D  anim ation

Despite the previously described developments individually in the areas of 3-D mesh coding, 

congestion control, and error control, animated 3-D graphics is not yet a mainstream net

worked medium. This is a consequence of the lack of scalable solutions that would allow 

3-D animations to survive the best-effort environment afforded by the Internet. In order to 

produce such a solution, the fundamental problems that arise within the Internet, such as lim

ited availability of bandwidth, unpredictable available rate fluctuations, and packet loss due to 

congestion, need to be explicitly addressed ab initio.

The challenge with modern graphics streaming applications is to determine whether the ex

isting, seemingly generic, congestion control protocols can be safely deployed in 3-D animation 

transmission systems as is, or whether we can benefit the design of these applications by apply

ing signal processing methods at the source that dynamically fit the output rate to the estimated 

available bandwidth.
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1.1.3.2 Standardisation activities

In the effort to build support for 3-D media over packet networks, standards-based source en

coding and communication systems must be actively pursued as solution environments. They 

should be considered, where possible, as they wrap up state-of-the-art technologies in complete 

multimedia frameworks.

For example, the ISO/IEC MPEG-4 standard caters for source coding of face and body 

animation data in the specification of its visual technology, as well as for encoding of whole 

multimedia presentation scenes in its binary scene format (BIFS), whilst allowing dynamic ma

nipulation of the scene’s objects. However, despite being a potentially promising technology, 

MPEG-4 has failed to achieve widespread use. Unlike developments in its natural video coun

terpart, animation in MPEG-4 has not been designed with joint source-network considerations 

in mind. Even after the most recent Animation Effects (AFX) extensions, the standard does not 

propose any form of rate or error control on dynamic graphics media. These are some of the 

reasons why to date the degree to which MPEG-4 has been deployed as an industry standard 

for quality streamed animations is rather limited.

As another example, the Web3D/X3D framework has been designed around an inherently 

reliable protocol (HTTP/TCP) which, however, for reasons related to their hard real-time con

straints and reliable delivery as mentioned earlier, is unsuitable for real-time streaming.

Furthermore, despite efforts in standardisation bodies to provide universal 3-D graphics 

storage formats, the transport format for this instance of multimedia is simply nonexistent. RTP- 

based payload formats emerge in abundance through standardisation procedures in the IETF for 

streaming audio, video, image, or text communications, but specifications for animated graphics 

transport payloads have never been proposed.

1.1.3.3 Visual perception factors

The impact of using unreliable transport protocols for streaming simplifies, yet weakens, the 

packet transport process as it renders it susceptible to signal quality deterioration due to packet 

loss. The application level transport protocol RTF has reached standard status in the IETF, aim

ing to strengthening the robustness level of audio-visual streams against unreliable transport. 

However, the transport mechanisms alone, even when they are supplemented with appropri

ate payload formatting, are inadequate for resilient streaming. The development of end-to-end 

error control mechanisms and media concealment at the receivers is a complementary neces

sity. Compared to conventional multimedia data sources, 3-D graphics streaming applications 

generate different data to pass across the network, loss of which affects signal reconstruction 

differently to, for example, video.
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The perceptual effects of such loss have been poorly addressed in the context of animation 

to date and much of the work that there has been in this field has relied on objective measures, 

such as PSNR, in lieu of those that take subjective effects into account. Thus one significant 

current challenge in this field is to integrate animated 3-D geometry as a first-class citizen in 

the existing evolving infrastructure of the Internet, in a way that allows for both graceful adap

tation to time varying conditions, and optimisation of subjective visual perception factors. By 

providing solutions towards this way we can realise the full potential of this medium and make 

animated 3-D geometry as ubiquitous as audio, image, and natural video streaming.

1.1.4 The current state o f the art

So far, the predominant forms of quality of service for graphics have been: (i) network adap- 

tivity for progressively coded 3-D models, (ii) error-resilient transmission of static 3-D models, 

(iii) level-of-detail control. The aim was to enable asynchronous rendering of static 3-D objects 

whilst their model is being streamed. These three forms of graphics data QoS have 

been achieved mainly through suitable signal (model) encoding [ISOOlb, Hop96, PH97, 

TGHL98, PROO, LLK97, COLR99, ADOla], multi-resolution signal processing [SZL92, RB93, 

CVM+96, RR96, Hop96, GH97, CCMS97], forward error correction [RA02, RAOl, RARM02] 

and error resilient model transmission [BCPZ98, BK02a, BK02b, LKSSOO], transcoding and 

packet re-transmissions [Mar02].

State-of-the-art research on animated 3-D models, has addressed compression of dy

namic 3-D meshes [Len99, GSK02, AKKH02, YKL02, SPBOOj. Transmission of animated 

3-D geometry has only been engineered with VRML-like position and orientation node in

terpolations that allow creation of predefined (stored) animations of face and body figures 

[GTHL99, ISOOlb]. Recent extensions through the AFX framework [ISO02] in the MPEG-4 

standard leverage the state of the art in 3-D model animation beyond face and body animations. 

To accommodate 3-D animations over the best-effort Internet, methods from progressive or 

level-of-detail based coding need to be enhanced with dynamic 3-D geometry coding, aided, in 

a controlled fashion, by simplification and refinement techniques. Hardly has any past research 

considered quality of service control while transmitting animated 3-D models over a best-effort 

network such as the Internet.

Also, several congestion control protocols have been proposed to date for use in the In

ternet, in particular with natural audio and video streaming in mind. AIMD based protocols, 

like RAP [RHE99], address quality of service for visual media streaming, by managing the 

number of layers the visual media is split into to handle the effects of long-term bandwidth
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variation, or by absorbing short-term rate fluctuations with receiver buffer policing. TFRC 

[FHPWOO], operates a TCP modelling approach at the source, primarily caring for network 

stability and maintaining stream fairness by mimicking TCP’s congestion behaviour. However, 

none of these protocols blends congestion control with the intricacies of the source signal they 

are transporting. There is a challenge in building rate control methods for animated 3-D models, 

using knowledge of the source signal and its encoding.

As a consequence of the level of variability and unpredictability of available resources 

along network paths of any length, it is desirable to be able finely to adapt the transmitted 

mesh quality to the prevailing network conditions on a short timescale, by appropriately re

ducing the output bitrate in poor conditions, or increasing the bitrate should more bandwidth 

become available. In this dissertation, the dimension of quality of service (QoS) for streaming 

dynamic 3-D meshes that we consider is one based on the general concept of fidelity: We are 

concerned with the ''end-to-end graceful degradation or enhancement o f their geometric de- 

tail”. Such degradation can occur as a result of network congestion or packet loss to which a 

controlled 3-D model encoder must react, adjusting its coding by limited step simplifications or 

step refinements that reflect the new network conditions.

1.2 The Research Problem and its Scope

The precise statement of the thesis research problem is the following:

Streaming o f  animated 3-D wireframe models can be supported in large scale over the 

Internet such that:

•  The animated model data are compactly represented while in transport from the source 

to the destination,

•  The animation streams are resilient to the channel’s loss conditions,

•  The sender and receiver cooperate to deliver high and stable quality animated models 

that adapt to the network’s variable available rate.

In the diagram of figure 1.1 the work described in this dissertation is depicted as a synthesis 

of its component parts laid out in the previous section. Milestone technologies of the relevant 

research scenery are placed on three axes. The projection of key research fields influencing the 

work presented herein defines the context and limits the scope of the dissertation.

In particular, the dissertation develops and builds knowledge in the top and front area of 

the grayed volume, in the context of rate and error control for time-dependent polygonal multi

resolution 3-D meshes. One key underlying target is to bring together research in 3-D graphics
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Figure 1.1: Dissertation design space.

coding and end-to-end streaming support over best effort networks. While developments in 

each area take place individually, this thesis strives to bridge the gap between the two. Arguably, 

further research in 3-D animation streaming will benefit from, and should develop solutions that 

build upon this match.

The top level area of the space refers to dynamic animated graphics. The main objective 

of this level is to express dynamic models in a format which, being aware of the temporal re

dundancies between successive time representations, develops a baseline source compression 

component for the graphics streaming application. The aim is not to optimally compress the 

animation signal, but primarily to remove from it redundancy while maintaining the flexibility to 

form: i) layers, or ii) flne-grained hatches of simplification and refinement operations. The lat

ter are denoted by operating at the front side of the volume, which encompasses multi-resolution 

3-D representations of polygonal models.

The centre-right subspace represents the context of network quality of service that this 

thesis is addressing. The form of quality provisioning that is examined is that of visual fidelity 

and spans the fields of error and rate control; in the error control domain, the amount of unequal 

error protection provided proactively to the animation streams is optimised, and receiver mech

anisms are built to partially recover the signal after packet loss; in the rate control field, graceful 

adaptation of the animation streams to the available network rates is the primary concern. The 

approach taken is to investigate the degree to which existing congestion control mechanisms for 

streaming media can be utilised to support animation streams, by enhancing the rate shaping 

methods in the encoder component to take advantage of the knowledge of the animation source 

signal. Adding or removing structural constructs of the models gives better adaptation to the
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network while it maintains at least a minimum level of visual quality.

1.3 Contributions

A number of research activities have laid the groundwork for either 3-D geometry and con

nectivity coding, or quality-aware progressive transmission of 3-D models. However, such re

search efforts from either side did not take into account the other: 3-D model compression only 

recently started to exhibit awareness for error control, whereas progressiveness in streaming 

3-D models is achieved by compromising data compression. This dissertation leverages exist

ing research in 3-D meshes to streaming animations with optimal smoothness as a form of error 

control and progressively coded source for rate control.

Ultimately, we believe that transmission of good quality animated 3-D graphics will be

come commonplace over the Internet for network games, education, e-commerce, and dis

tributed engineering. But before this can happen, we must develop understanding and build 

knowledge of the technical difficulties and special requirements imposed when 3-D models are 

transmitted over a best-effort network, before deployment of scalable 3-D graphics streaming 

engines can start. This dissertation represents one step towards this goal. Its contributions ad

vance the state of the art in both coding and streaming error- and rate-controlled 3-D wireframe 

animations, as follows:

• Flexible source coding: A generic compression scheme for time-dependent 3-D geo

metric meshes is described, as a baseline source coder. It is shown that, with minimum 

processing effort over the geometric signal, temporal compression of such geometric se

quences performs better than intra- only coding of 3-D models, as can be achieved cur

rently by the state-of-the-art solution afforded by MPEG-4. The flexibility is such that 

the generic encoder can also produce layers of animated 3-D data.

•  Sender-based redundancy for optimal visual smoothness: The fidelity of decom

pressed animated models can be optimally considered when such models are streamed 

over the best-effort Internet characterised by bursty packet loss. An expression of the 

reconstructed model’s surface smoothness as a quality criterion has been derived. A lay

ered 3-D graphics source supported by forward error control unequally distributed among 

layers, but with constrained available channel bandwidth, is shown to visually improve 

transmissions that are unaware of the channel error characteristics.

• Receiver-based concealment: Studying the effects of packet loss on 3-D animation re

veals that, even after loss, there is significant signal information at the receivers to help
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conceal missing animation frames. The approaches taken are much inspired by audio 

and natural video, but are tailored to the 3-D animation frames produced by the generic 

encoder, which structures the frames around motion vectors. Receiver-based model con

cealment is also shown to complement the joint source-channel optimised animation cod

ing.

• Multi-resolution coding for 3-D stream quality adaptation: An expression of dy

namic multi-resolution meshes is formalised. The formalisation is later projected onto 

the generic animation codec, which it enhances by allowing it to compress geometry of 

dynamic meshes in a fine-grained progressive manner.

• Rate-controlled end-to-end transmission: A rate-control method for the adaptive trans

mission of dynamic 3-D meshes is proposed. The method is built around the multi

resolution representation of dynamic meshes and allows streamed 3-D animations to 

gracefully adapt their rate to available network resources with step quality degradation 

or refinement, in a way that respects co-existing and well-behaved traffic.

1.4 The Structure of the Dissertation

The dissertation is organised as follows:

Chapter 2 first introduces core terminology used in the field of 3-D geometry. Later, it re

views literature and provides a taxonomy of past work related to 3-D connectivity and geometry 

coding for static and animated models. The material is presented in a manner that highlights the 

differences between proposed approaches and previous work. The main approaches of stream

ing graphics data in a QoS-controlled fashion are also reviewed. Last, a review is presented of 

the most commonly used metrics for measuring distortion or fidelity in 3-D models.

Having established the background information, chapter 3 outlines a top-level architectural 

view of 3-D animation streaming applications for the Internet. The two key source components 

of the design are identified as error and rate control that not only interact with the source en

coder, but can also inter-operate in a coherent way to both improve the animation quality of 

the streamed models and respect network resources. Chapter 3 also argues that the proposed 

architecture can be used generically in 3-D animation streaming applications by tuning the com

ponents’ parameters to the appropriate operational space.

In chapter 3, subsection 3.4.1, the differential representation of 3-D animation signals is 

extended to a multi-resolution expression. Formal notation of such representations is given, 

as well as a high-level overview of a related encoder and its application to the 3-D animation
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streaming architecture. Its interactions with a rate control component, which help to provide 

quality aware adaptation to the network conditions, are also defined. Evidence of the perfor

mance features of the scheme is given by simulation that shows that it outperforms traditional 

quantisation control schemes.

Chapter 4 studies through extensive simulations the effects of packet loss on differentially 

encoded 3-D animation streams. It develops and compares three methods for animation stream 

repair, highlighting possible network state scenarios where these methods can be employed to 

conceal loss damaged streams.

Chapter 5 takes a layering approach to robustly encode 3-D animations. Using cues from 

the previous chapter’s study of the effects of loss, it models the network’s burst loss behaviour 

to simulate experiments where unequal error protection provides increased resilience to the 

animation stream. Visual smoothness is introduced as a measure of animation quality, which is 

optimised by providing error protection information unequally across layers.

Chapter 6 concludes the dissertation and addresses issues appropriate for future work.

To highlight certain design choices, a sequence of appendices is provided, which also 

contain implementation details of the encoder.



Chapter 2

Related Literature

In the following section, definitions and the basic terminology used in geometry modelling and 

compression are provided, and the various classification schemes encountered in the literature 

are identified. A survey of the related literature follows for still 3-D mesh compression based 

on a comprehensive classification. Literature related to dynamic 3-D meshes then follows.

Before delving into the topics of 3-D modelling animation, compression and simplifica

tion, it is appropriate to clarify at this point a basic distinction made in the remainder of this 

thesis. Although there is a considerable amount of work exhibited in the domains of mesh 

compression and simplification, the majority of it utilises meshes that show no evolution in 

time. Meshes of this category will be referred to as still or static meshes. Time dependency, 

though, without necessarily implying connectivity changes, refers to meshes whose geometry 

is time varying. The terms dynamic, time-dependent, or animated meshes will be used for this 

category. The literature presented in the sections below follows this distinction.

2.1 Basic Terms & Taxonomy

A 3-D mesh consists of three different kinds of mesh elements: vertices, edges and faces. The 

information describing the mesh elements consists of mesh connectivity, mesh geometry and 

mesh photometry. Mesh connectivity describes the incidence relations between mesh elements. 

Mesh geometry specifies the position in space of each vertex. Mesh photometry refers to those 

attributes of a mesh that describe its appearance and shading, such as colour, texture and normal 

vectors. In the following definitions, the numbers of faces, vertices, and edges of a mesh are 

respectively denoted by / ,  v, and e.

Polygonal vs. triangular meshes. A  generic 3-D mesh may consist of faces with an arbitrary 

number of bounding edges. This mesh is called a polygonal mesh. In the special case 

where the bounding loop of every face in a mesh has exactly three edges (triangular faces) 

then the mesh is called a triangular mesh. Typical triangular meshes have twice as many
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triangles as vertices, or 2v ~  / .

Degree (valence). The degree or valence of a vertex is the number of edges incident to that 

vertex. It can be shown that, for triangular meshes, the sum of valences is twice the 

number of edges, or valence =  2e. For sufficiently large meshes, the relationship 

also holds.

Regular vs. irregular meshes. A 3-D mesh is regular if all its vertices have the same valence 

otherwise it is irregular. Given the previous definitions and equations, in a regular trian

gular 3-D mesh the average vertex valence is 6.

Triangle strips and fans. A triangle strip is a sequence of triangles in which adjacent triangles 

share an edge. Strips are more efficiently processed by the graphics processor because 

each successive triangle in the strip is defined by a single additional vertex; the triangle’s 

other two vertices are already known from the preceding triangle in the strip. A strip of 

/  triangles can be drawn with /  +  2 vertices.

A triangle fan  is a group of triangles sharing the same vertex and forming a circular 

concatenation.

Figure 2.1 shows a concatenation of a triangle strip and fan.

Triangle strip and fan

Figure 2.1; Triangle strips and fans (from [KBB'^00]).

Manifold vs. non-manifold meshes. A 3-D mesh is called manifold if each edge is incident 

to only one or two faces and the faces incident to a vertex form a closed or an open 

fan, as shown in figure 2.2. A manifold mesh is closed if all edges are shared by two 

polygons, otherwise it is open. Non-manifold meshes can be cut into manifold meshes by 

replicating vertices with more than one fan and edges incident to more than two faces.

Manifold Non-manifold

Figure 2.2: Manifold and non-manifold meshes (from [KBB'^00]).

n-ring. The n-ring of a vertex v is the set of all vertices at distance n  (in edges) to v. The 

1-ring of V is the set of immediately adjacent vertices to v. In a regular mesh, each n-ring
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has exactly the same number of vertices.

Complexity vs. smoothness. Polygonal mesh representations can be rated according to var

ious criteria. Most notably their complexity is measured by the number of vertices or 

faces. Smoothness can be measured in different ways, such as the angle between the 

normal vectors of adjacent triangles, or other more sophisticated methods.

Single-resolution vs. multi-resolution meshes. Organisation and representation of 3-D mesh 

spatial data at a single level of accuracy (resolution) forms a single-resolution mesh. 

High-detail single-resolution 3-D models typically involve large amounts of data, which 

cannot be always efficiently manipulated by the application, e.g., on-line retrieval of a 

model with real-time rendering, as in flight simulators, navigation in virtual environ

ments, etc.

Multi-resolution models allow for representation, analysis, manipulation, and transmis

sion of spatial data at variable resolutions. Most graphics applications usually require 

high model resolution only on certain parts of 3-D objects, and the location of such parts 

may change over time. Thus, the size (and the cost for manipulation) of a 3-D model 

can be maintained low by locally adapting resolution to the needs of the application. Ad

justing the complexity of a mesh introduces scalability to the bitstream representing the 

coded mesh. It is desirable to have a multi-resolution mesh coded in a progressive manner 

(see below).

Progressive meshes. A progressive representation of a polygonal mesh enables one to define a 

base quality mesh (or coarse) representation first and subsequently refine it with details. 

A refinement scheme inserts vertices or other detailed information to the base mesh. As 

progressive representations are usually developed to benefit mesh transmission, compres

sion strategies are usually employed to make such transmission compact. Modem mesh 

compression schemes incorporate progressive representations for the mesh signal, and 

may trade compression bits to achieve progressive layers.

Refinement vs. decimation. Mesh decimation algorithms (or simplification) transform a given 

polygonal mesh into another mesh with fewer faces, edges and vertices. The decimation 

procedure is controlled by user-defined quality criteria, which preserve specific properties 

of the original mesh to the extent possible (e.g., geometric distance, such as the Euclidean 

or Hausdorff distance, or visual appearance - colours, features, etc.). The inverse process, 

where a polygonal mesh is transformed into another of finer quality, is called refinement.
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Hierarchical meshes (models). A progressive mesh implies a hierarchy in level o f detail 

(LOD) of the mesh representation. Two conceptually different expressions of hierarchy 

are identified; topological hierarchies refer to coarse/fine mesh representations, whereas 

geometrical hierarchies refer to smooth/non-smooth representations. While decimation 

reduces complexity and hence always removes detail information, the refinement can be 

used to either re-insert details or to increase smoothness without adding detail.

Homogeneous vs. heterogeneous motion regions. We refer to a subset of a polygonal mesh’s 

vertices as a mesh region, if those vertices are neighbours. If each polygon in a mesh 

region shares at least one edge with another polygon in the same region, the region is 

said to represent a connected component. In an animated polygonal mesh, a homoge

neous motion region refers to a connected component whose updated coordinates can 

be expressed as a single transformation (rotation or translation) of its coordinates in the 

previous instance.

Rigid vs. non-rigid motion. As opposed to free form local mesh deformations, rigid motion is 

more suited to express human figure and other rigid object animations, where the various 

body parts or objects exhibit uniform motion as single entities. Rigid body animations 

can be ejTectively described by affine transformations or kinematic equations.

Homeomorphic and isomorphic meshes. Two meshes A  and B are homeomorphic, if A can 

be stretched or bent to B without tearing. Dynamic meshes that maintain their homeomor- 

phism through time - invariant topology and number of vertices - are termed isomorphic.

Sparse vs. dense animations. In a time-dependent mesh, if the number of vertices displaced 

between successive mesh instances is low, or the displacements of certain moving vertices 

is small so that the vertices are considered stationary by the application, the animation 

is called sparse. Otherwise, if all vertices move by significant (for the application) dis

placements, the animation is termed dense.

The degree of sparsity or density of animations will be mathematically quantified in sec

tion 3.3.

2.1.1 Classification of encoding schemes

3-D mesh compression covers the efficient encoding of both structure data (topological or con

nectivity quantities: vertices, edges, faces) and attribute data (geometric quantities: vertex

positions, face colours and normals), as expressed by Bajaj et al. in [BPZ98].
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This initial classification is historically introduced and researched upon by Deering in his 

pioneering work on geometry compression [Dee95]. Deering introduced the first geometry 

and connectivity compression scheme to compress the bitstream sent by a CPU to a graphics 

adapter, generalising the triangle strips and fans. Chow’s follow-up work [Cho97] caters for 

the speed and memory requirements of real-time decompression and rendering of compressed 

3-D mesh geometry. (Details of both early schemes are given in the following subsection). The 

motivation in both these early pieces of work was to meet the stringent real-time requirements 

of a fast graphics hardware pipeline. Consequently, Deering and Chow built efficient single-rate 

3-D mesh compression algorithms where all the connectivity and geometry data are compressed 

and decompressed as a whole. In contrast, later research focused on efficient mesh transmis

sion over the Internet, thus leading to the more recent progressive compression and transmission 

schemes. These software-based schemes allow more complicated compression and decompres

sion stages by providing larger memory buffers than an on-chip cache, random-access to an 

array of vertex data, multiple passes over the vertices, etc. When progressively encoded and 

transmitted, a 3-D mesh can be reconstructed in continuous levels of detail (LODs), starting 

from a coarse initial mesh towards a finer maximum detail representation.

Some researchers have attempted a baseline classification of encoding schemes. In related 

work on single rate connectivity coders, Khodakovsky et al. in [KADS02] determine that there 

are two major groups of algorithms: those specific to triangle meshes, and those for more gen

eral polygon meshes. In [GBTS99], Guéziec et al. distinguish two categories of meshes, non

manifold and manifold, noting that conversion from the latter to the former type is possible by 

allowing mesh cuts, and subsequently proposing a compression scheme for manifold meshes. 

Such low-level categorisations, though, are limited only to the context of the specific encoding 

methods to which they are bound, and are not suitable for top-level classification and survey

ing. A handful of other surveys related to 3-D meshes exist [Tau99, ShiOOb, GGK02, Gar99a]. 

These, although more generic, focus only on a certain aspect of 3-D meshes:

• Taubin [Tau99] describes in detail mesh compression and progressive transmission with 

focus on his topological surgery and progressive forest split as part of the MPEG-4 stan

dard, with other schemes receiving little attention.

•  In [ShiOOa, ShiOOb], Shikare reviews available state-of-the-art compression algorithms 

for static 3-D meshes, and classifies them according to the type of encoding technique 

used and the type of bitstream generated: single layer (or rate), or progressively refining 

layers.
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•  Gotsman, Gumhold and Kobbelt [GGK02] reviewed 3-D meshes based on simplification, 

connectivity and geometry coding approaches. Although their survey is the most compre

hensive so far, they do not provide detailed review of progressive coding schemes which 

have lately gained in importance.

•  Garland [Gar99a] surveyed multi-resolution modelling methods with emphasis on itera

tive edge contraction algorithms for incremental representation (simplification and refine

ment streams) of 3-D models. This classification, however, does not address compression 

of 3-D meshes.

All the above literature surveys pay limited attention to 3-D mesh encoding for streaming. 

They also lack discussion on the emerging research on time-dependent 3-D mesh coding. This 

chapter provides a detailed classification focusing on both compression and Internet transmis

sion, for static and dynamic 3-D meshes. The classification is expanded in sections 2.2 and 

2.3.

In the following section of the chapter, a top-level classification is followed between 

single-layer (single-rate, or single-resolution) and progressive encoding, as this reflects one 

of the distinct requirements for transmission of the bitstream over heterogeneous networks. 

Subsection 2.2.1 discusses single-layer compression. Subsection 2.2.2 presents progressive 

compression and decimation methods. Each top-level category is then further distinguished 

between connectivity-based and geometry-based coding. Paragraph 2.2.22  in particular, dis

cusses also compression methods that are not based directly on 3-D mesh structure or attribute 

data, but transform the original mesh signal instead. Finally, subsection 2.2.3 outlines all other 

3-D coding efforts that cannot be classified under the previous subsections.

2.2 Static 3-D Mesh Compression

This review of static 3-D mesh coding distinguishes mainly between single-rate and progressive 

compression, but work in the closely related field of mesh decimation is also presented.

2.2.1 Single-rate compression

There are two different classes of single-rate 3-D mesh coding research: connectivity and ge

ometry compression.

2.2.1.1 Mesh representation (connectivity compression)

In this subsection, a review is given on how the face-vertex incidence table of a mesh can 

be encoded efficiently. Different methods are identified depending on whether the mesh is
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planar or non-planar. The remainder of this section focuses on non-planar meshes as this thesis 

deals with 3-D meshes and the methods described below represent the most recent connectivity 

coding attempts. These methods can be further categorised as face based, vertex based and 

edge based according to the type of mesh element playing the dominant role in the compression 

scheme.

After Deering's first attempt to code non-planar triangular meshes, Chow’s main con

cern was speed [Cho97] for building cost-effective hardware implementations. He proposes 

a “meshifying”  ̂ algorithm that decomposes a given triangular mesh into several generalised 

triangle meshes. This decomposition allows most vertices to be reused when forming new tri

angles. He also suggests that different regions of a geometric model should be compressed with 

variable precision depending on the level of detail present in each region. This lowers the aver

age bits per triangle for a given object. He also presents a method for automating the selection 

of quantisation levels given a user error threshold. The meshifying algorithm is based on the 

spiraling traversal of the mesh first introduced by Taubin and Rossignac in [TR98].

This latter research, called Topological Surgery (TS), was motivated by Deering’s work, 

but was later optimised for transmission over the Internet. According to this method the encoder 

first has to construct the vertex spanning tree of the input mesh, based on a layered decomposi

tion of the mesh that is similar to the way we peel an orange along a spiral path. Such a spanning 

tree construction aids the maximisation of the length of the layer and the minimisation of the 

number of layers generated. The basic idea is to cut a given mesh along a selected set of cut 

edges to make a planar polygon. Typically, in a single mesh, any vertex-spanning tree can be 

selected as the set of cut edges. The structures of the cut edges and the planar polygon are then 

used to represent the connectivity of the mesh.

TS represents the first connectivity preserving single-resolution manifold triangular mesh 

compression scheme. Follow-up improvements to handle arbitrary polygonal meshes led to its 

proposal as a compressed file format to encode binary VRML files. And with its subsequent 

more efficient encoding of general manifold meshes, it is now part of the MPEG-4 standard. It 

has also inspired most of the 3-D mesh encoding approaches described elsewhere in this section.

Bajaj et al. also suggested layered decomposition in their method for compressing large 

CAD models [BPZ98]. Earlier mesh decomposition work by the same group involved triangle 

meshes only. They proposed a layering method that first decomposes a triangular mesh into 

concentric vertex layers and then, within each pair of adjacent vertex layers, it constructs a 

triangle layer. The connectivity is coded by the total number of vertex layers, the layout of 

'The term “meshify” was coined by Michael Deering in [Dee95j.
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vertices in each vertex layer, and the layout of triangles in the triangle layer. Ideally, the triangle 

layer is a generalised triangle strip. This algorithm was later extended by the researchers to 

compress quadrilateral and general polygonal models.

Face based. In [GS98], Gumhold & StraBer introduce a compressed representation of 

the connectivity of a triangle mesh, with a sufficiently fast decoder for real-time applications 

and hardware implementations. At each step, the cut-horder machine algorithm inserts a new 

face (triangle) into the conquered part, closed by the cut-border, using one of the five pre

defined building operators: new vertex, forward, backward, split, and close. The sequence of 

building operators generated at the encoding process is compressed with Huffman codes. Later 

improvements included an optimised border encoder and adaptive arithmetic coding.

Rossignac, in a nearly equivalent algorithm to the cut-border machine, proposed the Edge- 

breaker [Ros99]. This algorithm defines a slightly different set of growing operations but, as 

the cut-border machine, it encodes the incidence relation of the current face with the cut-border 

using a restricted symbol set. Although it achieves good compression performance, it is unsuit

able for streaming applications since it requires a two-stage decoding process.

Vertex based. Another popular triangular mesh compression method is given by Touma 

& Gotsman in [TG98], who pioneered a novel vertex-based traversal scheme that provides a 

natural adaptation to triangle mesh regularity through entropy coding. The algorithm starts 

from an arbitrary triangle of the mesh and pushes its three vertices into an active list. For each 

vertex in the active list, its adjacent unprocessed vertices are traversed and pushed on to the end 

of the list. The algorithm outputs the valence of each processed vertex, or uses special codes to 

encode a split or a merge operation on the active list. It also employs dummy vertices to close 

the topology of the boundary loop. This algorithm, followed by an arithmetic coder, achieves 

very compact encoding of typical meshes with an average vertex valence of 6, and is considered 

the state of the art.

Alliez & Desbrun [ADOlb] improved on Touma & Gotsman’s algorithm, by reducing the 

number of bits required for the encoding of split codes, offsets and dummy vertices. They 

used heuristic methods selectively to choose the next focus vertex, and employed an efficient 

adaptive arithmetic encoder.

Edge based. Major efforts in this category come in the form of edge contractions (elim

inations from the original mesh) where the main target application is multi-resolution mesh 

coding. Multi-resolution schemes will be discussed in 2.2.2.
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2.2.1.2 Geometry com pression and prediction

Although mesh connectivity schemes have reached almost optimality, mesh geometry still dom

inates mesh storage requirements, and recent 3-D mesh compression efforts increasingly focus 

on geometry compression. In the previous subsection, lossless schemes were presented that ex

ploit the discrete nature of connectivity information. Geometry data are of a continuous nature, 

especially in smooth meshes, and strong correlation exists between the values of neighbouring 

vertices. Typical geometry encoding schemes consist of the following threes steps:

• Quantisation. Data redundancy is first minimised by a lossy technique, such as quantisa

tion. Quantisation is a mature field of data compression that has been studied extensively, 

and its application to 3-D geometry comes in several forms. In uniform quantisation 

the coordinate vectors are mapped to the discrete values of a uniformly-spaced three- 

dimensional grid structure. Uniform quantisation was used by Deering in the generalised 

triangle strips [Dee95], by Taubin in TS [TR98], and by Touma & Gotsman [TG98]. In 

non-uniform quantisation, more quantisation vectors are positioned in the regions where 

more of the vertices lie, hence reducing the value of the quantisation error. Chow used 

adaptive non-uniform quantisation in [Cho97], according to local surface curvature and 

triangle size. Another set of quantisation techniques, known as vector quantisation (VQ), 

take into account the joint distribution of vertex components to exploit the correlation 

between the three coordinates.

When quantising 3-D geometry, care should be exercised to quantise all coincident ver

tices together. In situations where boundaries coincide, with the incident to the boundary 

vertices subjected to different quantisation levels, or to negligent non-uniform quantisa

tion, cracks or overlaps may appear on the geometry, as shown in figure 2.3.

Grid 2

Grid 1

Figure 2.3: Crack and overlap artifact when non-uniformly quantising coincident vertices (from [GGK02]).

Prediction. Predictive coding is extensively employed at the second step, where the
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coordinates of a set of previously encoded vertices are used to predict the coordinates of 

another unprocessed vertex with some prediction error. A  good prediction scheme can 

generate error vectors that have a compact distribution. The order of vertex geometry 

encoding is usually dictated by the vertex traversal used in connectivity encoding and it 

drives the prediction process.

• Entropy coding of residuals. As a final step, a geometry compression scheme performs 

entropy coding of residual errors, usually through Huffman or arithmetic coding tech

niques.

In the following paragraphs, a review of known predictors for 3-D mesh geometry is given 

as variations of the linear predictor that form the basis of linear predictive coding.

Linear predictive coding (LPC). Although a number of predictors have been proposed 

in the literature, most of them can be regarded as variations of the linear predictor, with appro

priately selected coefficients. In a linear prediction scheme, the geometry of a vertex is pre

dicted from a linear combination of the geometries of k of its ancestors u„_ i, Un_2 , . . . ,  v ^ - k  

in the vertex traversal order, which can be expressed in a scalar form as:

k

Vfi — ^   ̂ • Vfi—i  4-  E ( v j i )  . ( 2 .1)

i= l

In TS [TR98], Taubin and Rossignac first employed such a fc-order linear predictor, where 

the k  previous vertices were appropriately selected along the path from the root of the vertex 

spanning tree to the current vertex, in a way that the mean square \E{vn)\^ of the prediction 

error was minimised.

Differential predictive coding. In the special case where k = 1 and Ai =  1 in equa

tion (2.1) we obtain the differential predictor, where deltas (^) between the coordinates of the 

current vertex position to the previous are usually small, and are preferred for coding over the 

absolute vertex position, i.e.:

5 =  E{Vn) = V n ~  Vn-l  ■ (2.2)

The early geometry compression work of Deering [Dee95] and Chow [Cho97] use differential 

coding of geometry. In the same line of thought, Bajaj et al. [BPZ98] used second-order linear 

prediction for encoding vertices along the contours. In 2^^ order prediction Vi -  V i-\ is pre

dicted as V i-\ — V i-2 , hence Vi is predicted as 2uj_i — V i-2 , where the prediction coefficients 

are =  2 and (Ai, A2 ) =  (2 ,-1 ) .  In higher order prediction, one can compute the optimal 

set of prediction coefficients A%, such that the average prediction error is minimised; however, 

in practice, the additional benefit of optimal coefficients is small.
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Parallelogram prediction (PP). Touma & Gotsman [TG98] better captured the spatial 

redundancy of vertex positions, relying on the triangular structure of the mesh to apply LPC, so 

that the geometry of a vertex may be predicted as a linear combination of other vertices in the 

preceding neighbourhood of the vertex traversal path. They empirically observed that two adja

cent co-planar triangles in a triangle mesh tend to form a parallelogram, hence the fourth vertex 

in such a structure may be predicted from the preceding (neighbouring) three with k = 3 and 

(Ai, A2, A3) =  (1 , 1, —1), or Vn =  Vn-i +  Vn- 2  ~  Vn-3 - These coefficients yield better predic

tion over the x-continuation (2,0, —1) and the y-continuation (0,2, —1). Figure 2.4 shows the 

scheme, widely known as the parallelogram prediction rule. In the left hand figure, vertex r  is 

predicted as p = v + u — w. In m  improved variation of the simple PP, shown in the right hand 

figure, r is predicted as p' taking into account an estimate of the crease angle a of p around 

edge {u,v) ,  in the case the adjacent vertices do not lie on the same plane, as in non-smooth 

meshes.

Triangles
already
encoded

Triangles
already
encoded

Figure 2.4: Parallelogram prediction (from [TG98]).

Bi-directional prediction (BDP). Sim, Kim and Lee [SKL03], proposed the bi-directional 

(or dual) parallelogram prediction (BDP). This is a modified PP scheme, based on a triangle 

fan. As shown in the left of figure 2.5, BDP is applied to the last untraversed vertex y  of a 

triangle fan around a central vertex C. Assuming a counter-clockwise vertex traversal of the 

fan, the predicted geometry V d p p  of vertex V  is defined as the average of the forward V ppp  

and backward Vjgpp PP predictions of V, or;

. (2.3)

The BDP is not a scheme that can be applied alone on all vertices of a 3-D mesh to predictively 

encode its geometry, but it builds on the PP of Touma & Gotsman.

Multi-way prediction (MWP). Cohen-Or et al. [COI02], improve upon the 1-way PP 

scheme by using a multiplicity of directions to predict the position of a vertex. They call this 

scheme k-way, or multi-way prediction (MWP), and its basic principle is depicted on the right 

in figure 2.5. They define the prediction degree of a vertex as the number of triangles that
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can be used to predict its position with the PP rule. For typical meshes, the average prediction 

degree of a vertex is two. Furthermore, in order to maximise the number of multi-way predicted 

vertices, they propose a simple heuristic that always tries to select for encoding the vertex with 

prediction degree two or higher. Therefore, the MWP scheme guarantees lower entropy than 

the simple PP, or the BDP, as it yields smaller error vectors.

Figure 2.5: Extended parallelogram-based predictions. Left: Dual and, right: Multi-way (from [SKL02, COI02]).

Generalised parallelogram prediction (GPP). Isenburg and Alliez [IA02] presented a 

generalisation of the PP rule by Touma & Gotsman to polygonal 3-D meshes. They let the 

polygon information dictate where to apply the PP rule, and made predictions within a polygon 

rather than across polygons, as shown in figure 2 .6 .

across prediction within prediction

Figure 2.6: Generalised parallelogram-based prediction (from [IA02]).

Butterfly prediction (BP). The progressive coding scheme CPM (presented later in 

2 .2 .2 .1) used a geometry prediction method inspired by a butterfly subdivision scheme that 

inserted a new vertex by splitting an edge, and which calculated the location of the new vertex 

as a weighted sum of the surrounding vertices. Pajarola and Rossignac in CPM [PROO] extended 

this idea by approximating the position of a vertex A by a linear combination of its immediate 

neighbours aj, with topological distance 1 on the triangulation graph, and the vertices cj at 

topological distance 2, as shown in figure 2.7. Equation (2.4) gives the approximation A' of A:

'L .a , -  V L .  Ci
(2.4)

k k
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ck-1

ak-1

ci-1

ai+1ci+1

Figure 2.7: Butterfly prediction (from [PROO]).

Specifying a value of less than 1 for the parameter a  denotes a weighted averaging between 

the two crowns ai and ci, and a value of more than 1 expresses more of an extrapolation based 

on the difference between the two crowns for estimating A. The value of a  can be adjusted for 

each model if needed.

2.2.2 Progressive & hierarchical methods

When bandwidth resources are limited, the task of transmitting 3-D meshes needs special con

sideration. In the single-rate coding schemes described in the previous subsection, a receiver 

needs to download the whole of mesh connectivity, geometry, and property data before it starts 

rendering. To overcome such a limitation and allow rendering at different levels of detail (LOD) 

while still receiving mesh data, progressive compression and transmission schemes have been 

proposed in the literature [Hop96, PH97, TGHL98, PROO, LLK97, COLR99, ADO la]. These 

allow the encoding of a base mesh, which they transmit first, followed by refinements on con

nectivity, geometry, and possibly property data. Decoding can stop at any time, either con

strained by network resource unavailability, or interrupted by the end-user.

In theory, building a progressive coder is expected to be less effective in terms of coding 

gain than a single-rate coder, since it requires the encoder to store additional information that al

lows the decoder to terminate its process at any instant. Recent mesh coding research [ADOla], 

however, reports fully progressive encoders with performance as good as the state-of-the art 

single-rate method [TG98]. Geometry coding in progressive mesh compression is still driven 

by connectivity coding, but new methods have emerged that either decouple, or reverse, this 

dependency [KGOO, KSSOO].

2 .2 .2 .1 Connectivity-based com pression

The progressive mesh compression process is closely related to mesh simplification or decima

tion methods, discussed in more detail below in paragraph 2.2.2.3, and which follow a certain 

mesh decimation primitive, or topological operation, laid out in figure 2.8. The basic represen

tation of progressive meshes was introduced by Hoppe in Progressive Meshes (PM) [Hop96j.
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Hoppe described the typical progressive mesh encoding scheme, which first gradually simplifies 

a given orientable manifold 3-D mesh M  — using n  successive edge collapse operations, 

ecoli, into a base mesh with considerably reduced number of vertices, edges and faces:

M  =  M » . . .

By logging the simplification operations and applying the reverse sequence on the base 

mesh, the original mesh can be reconstructed. It is easily observed that the edge collapse oper

ations are invertible into vertex splits, vsp liti, therefore the arbitrary triangle mesh M  can be 

represented as a simple mesh followed by a sequence of n  vertex splits:

^ 0  vsplito  v sp lih  VSplitn-1  ̂ (2-6)

A progressive mesh is then represented as follows:

{M o ,{v sp lito ,v sp liti, . . .  ,v s p litn - i} )  ■ (2.7)

Hoppe also suggested a method to select the proper edge to be collapsed at each step. The 

method he proposed sorts all candidate edge collapse operations into a priority queue, according 

to an estimated energy cost A E ,  which measures distance accuracy, scalar attributes accuracy, 

and the accuracy of the discontinuity curves of the mesh In each iteration, the algorithm 

applies the edge collapse operation of the lowest A E  and re computes the priorities of edges in 

the neighbourhood of the transformation.

Popovic and Hoppe proposed Progressive Simplicial Complexes (PSC) [PH97] as an im

provement over PM. PSC is not only able to handle non-manifolds, but allows topological 

changes during simplification and refinement, at the expense of compression efficiency. They 

encoded changes in both connectivity and geometry by introducing a generalisation of the ver

tex split operation. In the new progressive scheme, the mesh consists of a single-vertex base 

model and a sequence of generalised vertex splits. The PSC compression process records a 

code that indicates one of four possible configurations that result from a generalised vertex split 

operation.

Taubin et al. also proposed a progressive compression scheme called Progressive Forest 

Split (PFS) [TGHL98]. Similarly to the PM scheme, Taubin’s PFS encodes a base mesh fol

lowed by a sequence of refinements. The vertex split operation in PFS is substituted by the 

forest split. This process cuts a mesh along the edges belonging to a forest, and re-triangulates 

the generated gap space. With the forest split operation, the PFS scheme can achieve better 

compression performance at the expense of reduced granularity.
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Pajarola & Rossignac proposed Compressed Progressive Meshes (CPM) in [PROO], which, 

like PFS, trades granularity for improved compression gain. To encode connectivity, CPM 

groups vertex splits into groups called batches and uses a sequence of marking bits to index 

the vertex to be split within a batch. For geometry coding, CPM originally predicted a fully 

collapsed edge e =  (v i,V 2 ) to its middle point v — {vi v<2) /%  using a butterfly prediction 

scheme within the 1-ring and 2-ring from v. It was later improved by employing the half edge 

collapse of edge e to one of its endpoints v \  or V2 and predicting the new endpoint vertex 

position within a 1-ring only of the half-collapsed edge. Huffman coding was used to encode 

the prediction errors.

Although all previous methods discuss compression of geometry, with or without con

nectivity, in a progressive manner, they do not distinguish the encoding of different attributes 

but rather treat these in the traditional run-length single solution manner. Second, they do not 

integrate the coding of the structure data with the coding of the attribute data. Yet another 

truly progressive approach was suggested by Li and Kuo in [LLK97]. According to this coding 

method, both structure and attribute data are compressed progressively. During the encoding 

process, every output bit contributes to reduce the distortion, and the contribution of bits de

creases according to their order of position in the bitstream. In this way, a series of models 

of continuous resolution can be decoded from a single bitstream, which is called an embedded 

bitstream. Such a coding scheme, however, does not exploit the fact that only the front parts of 

a model are visible to the viewer at any time and transmission of the invisible parts is simply a 

waste of bandwidth.

The encoding algorithm proposed by Li and Kuo operates as follows: A hierarchical struc

ture for a 3-D graphic model is first built by making multiple passes through the vertices of the 

original mesh in order to organise the vertices into a layered fashion. Then, a mesh simplifica

tion step is applied, where vertices are classified as simple, complex, or boundary. Simple or 

boundary vertices can then be removed from the mesh, along with the triangles depending on 

this vertex, since these elements do not alter topology. The vertex and triangle removal process 

may result in a hole in the mesh. This hole is then filled by performing local re-triangulation. 

The delete-fill operation is repeated until further removal of any vertex would result in topolog

ical violation. The resulting mesh serves as the base mesh that is the coarsest approximation 

of the original mesh. The first refinement layer adds back deleted vertices to the base mesh by 

predicting their attribute data from the average of the local vertex neighbourhood.

This method also improves on the entropy encoding of attribute data residual prediction 

errors while encoding the 3-D model in an embedded bitstream. This is due to the use of a
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successive quantiser with gradually refined step size. This last feature of this encoding scheme 

has been integrated by the MPEG-4 Synthetic Natural Hybrid Coding (SNHC) group into its 

state-of-the-art 3DMC coding scheme.

Cohen-Or et al. proposed Patch Colouring (PC) [COLR99] for progressive encoding of 

3-D meshes. Their method removes an independent set of vertices at each iteration, where 

there are no adjacencies between vertices of the set in the original mesh. The vertex removal 

generates holes that are re-triangulated. The set of new triangles is called a patch, which is 

coloured according to one of two proposed techniques: 2- and 4-colouring. The colouring 

method to be chosen depends on the distribution of vertex valences at encoding time. The 

geometry is encoded by predicting each vertex position from the average of its neighbouring 

vertices.

Alliez and Desbrun proposed a valence-driven progressive coding method [ADOla] after 

observing that when encoding the connectivity of a mesh, the entropy depends on the distribu

tion of vertex valences. They suggested a breadth-first degree-n patch conquest over the mesh 

surface, where a degree-n patch is defined as a set of faces incident on a common vertex of 

valence n. The patch is conquered by decimating one of the boundary edges and re-tiling the 

remaining polygon. As this process may not fully cover the surface of a 3-D mesh, null patches 

are generated to cover the unconquered triangles. The encoder then outputs a sequence of patch 

degrees and null patch codes. Additionally, a ‘cleaning conquest’ may improve the regularity 

of the resulting mesh. For geometry coding, they used the typical parallelogram rule prediction.

2.2.2.2 Geometry-based compression

Progressive methods of compressing geometry of 3-D meshes bear great similarity to transform 

coding used widely for still image, audio, and video compression. For 3-D meshes, such trans

form coding techniques are based on the construction of a set of orthogonal basis functions 

for decomposition of a polygonal mesh into signals. The signals have components across a 

spectrum of frequencies. The low frequency components are regarded as the foundation data 

(in 3-D graphics these signals usually correspond to smooth features on a mesh), whereas high 

frequency components are considered noise to be removed (signals corresponding to mesh dis

continuities such as creases, folds and corners). In the case of compression of 3-D mesh signals, 

the underlying assumption is that a relatively good approximation of the original mesh can be 

obtained by using only a small number of the low-frequency basis functions, whereas further 

quality refinements can be obtained by decoding higher frequency component coefficients. In 

the following paragraphs, three significant progressive geometry compression methods are de

scribed where the signal decomposition functions are based on mesh vertex adjacency, wavelet
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functions, or Fourier transforms. In general, we refer to such methods of 3-D mesh compression 

as signal processing based methods.

Spectral methods. Kami & Gotsman proposed a spectral method for progressive ge

ometry compression [KGOO] of triangular meshes. The formulation of the geometry signal 

decomposition is as follows. For a 3-D mesh consisting of n  vertices the Laplacian operator 

L  is constmcted as the symmetric n  x  n  matrix, L  — I  — D A . The adjacency matrix A  is 

populated by assigning A ij =  1 if vertices i and j  are incident, 0 otherwise. I  is the identity 

matrix and D  is a diagonal matrix with da set to the degree of the z-th vertex. The eigenvectors 

of L  give an orthogonal basis of an n-dimensional space. The spectral analysis is achieved 

by obtaining the iimer products of each of the z , z vertex coordinate vectors with the basis 

vectors. Obviously, there are three different spectra, one per dimension a;, y, z of the geometry, 

which exhibit different frequencies depending on the directional geometric properties of the 

mesh (e.g., curvature). High frequency components of smooth mesh spectra have insignificant 

values, which can be tmncated or quantised to a small number of discrete values. This scheme 

naturally enables progressive transmission by encoding the low-frequency spectral coefficients 

before those of high-frequency. The connectivity of the mesh can be compressed using any best 

method described earlier in paragraphs 2.2.1.1 and 2.2.2.1.

The disadvantage of spectral techniques lie in the calculation complexity of the eigen

vectors of the Laplacian operator L. This limitation makes spectral methods impracticable for 

compressing large still models, let alone dynamic mesh compression in real-time. Kami and 

Gotsman proposed efficient mesh partitioning to alleviate computation complexity. The par

titions need to be small enough to reduce computation time, but small partition sizes reduce 

compression efficiency. Spectral methods are most suitable for encoding smooth meshes, for 

which the bulk of the transformed geometries are concentrated in the low-frequency area of the 

spectrum.

Fourier transform methods. Kami and Gotsman’s spectral compression method de

scribed in the previous paragraph can be seen as an extension of Fourier analysis on 3-D mesh 

compression. Past literature also proposed the use of Fourier transforms on 3-D meshes, where 

the main aim was not geometry compression, but geometric detail suppression. For example 

Lee and Lee [LL98] proposed a Fourier transform method for reducing the geometric details of 

polygonal mesh models representing solids.

Wavelet transform methods. Khodakovsky, Schroder and Sweldens introduced a 

wavelet-based technique for progressively compressing geometries [KSSOO]. They convert an 

arbitrary manifold mesh into a semi-regular mesh with vertex valence 6 using the MAPS algo
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rithm, which finds a coarse base approximation of the arbitrary mesh and iteratively subdivides 

each triangle by four at each refinement step. Then, with a wavelet transform, they replace 

the original mesh with the coarse base mesh and the sequence of wavelet coefficients, which 

expresses the difference between successive levels. The distribution of wavelet coefficients is 

centred around zero, and these are entropy coded with a modified zerotree^ algorithm. This ge

ometry compression technique, although powerful, was only shown upon manifold meshes and 

requires the source mesh to have a strongly regular structure. If applied to an arbitrary mesh, 

the original connectivity cannot be preserved.

2.2.2.S Mesh decimation methods

Progressive coding methods of connectivity and geometry are used to compactly represent 

3-D mesh hierarchies bottom-up, by refining a coarse base mesh to a specified level of detail. 

Following the inverse top-down hierarchy build, a detailed mesh can be successively decimated 

to a coarse base mesh by iteratively removing information. This paragraph surveys the distin

guished literature that addresses the problem of reducing the complexity of a 3-D mesh through 

decimation or simplification techniques. Although mesh decimation methods can be seen as 

contrasting to progressive encoding, they are included under the progressive compression sub

section in this chapter since they are usually complementary to progressive schemes, and most 

state-of-the-art progressive methods have been derived by applying the inverse sequence of 

simplification operations on the coarse base mesh that resulted from the decimation.

Surveys by Garland [Gar99a] and Kobbelt et al. [KBB+00] discuss typical application 

areas where mesh simplification can be used. These include: (i) overly sampled models, which 

are usually uniformly sampled (such as those generated by 3-D scanners), (ii) overly tessellated 

surfaces, (iii) level-of-detail rendering, either to speed-up rendering of a dense mesh on a high- 

end processor, or to render a lower quality of the same mesh on a low-end device such as a 

PDA, (iv) progressive transmission, where a 3-D mesh can be transmitted over a low-bandwidth 

connection.

Garland [Gar99a] and Cignoni et al. [CMS98] provide comprehensive listings of available 

decimation methods. All above surveys build their classifications by identifying three charac

teristic key elements of simplification algorithms:

1. the properties that drive the simplification process,

2. the error metric that evaluates the approximation process, and,

^The embedded zerotree wavelet (EZW) coding algorithm, pioneered by Shapiro [Sha93], is an efificient tech

nique based on quad-trees that encodes the coefficients of a wavelet transform.
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3. the quality criteria that the simplification process strives to achieve.
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Properties that drive the simplification process can be any geometric and topological enti

ties, or attributes. Typically, most decimation algorithms apply atomic changes to the mesh, 

affecting its connectivity. Such possible decimation primitives are depicted in figure 2.8 

[KBB'^OO] and are called topological operations. It is possible to introduce a global rank

ing of candidate topological operations on a mesh, by assigning a cost value to each operation 

and pushing them to a priority queue, thus constructing incremental decimation methods that 

dominate the field of mesh simplification [SZL92, RB93, CVM+96, RR96, Hop96, GH97, 

CCMS97].

The error metric is where incremental decimation algorithms differ the most, and it may 

evaluate different properties of the mesh, ranging from textural and colour attributes to geomet

ric distances between various topological constructs (edges, faces, vertices). Error evaluations 

between successive steps of the decimation process are called local, as opposed to global eval

uations between the current decimation step and the original mesh. EiTor evaluation is usually 

intertwined with the topological operation (simplification) it evaluates. Section 2.5 discusses 

various error metrics, measuring geometric distance, attribute deviation, or energy optimisa

tion, introduced by known simplification methods. The extension of some error expressions to 

animated meshes is further outlined in subsection 2.5.3.

The quality criteria conceptually represent a separate entity, but in practice they are closely 

connected to the error metric, and serve to define the order in which the topological operators 

can be applied to optimise geometric criteria (surface smoothness, or ‘roundness’, etc.), topo

logical criteria (achieve mesh regularity, control the number of separate mesh components, etc.), 

or attribute criteria (minimise texture distortion, minimise surface normal deviation, etc.).

Vertex R em ovg l̂ 

Vertex Insertion

/ \  / \  Vertex Contraction

V  V -V V Vertex Separation

Edge C o lla p ^  

E dge Split

Half E dge C o lla p |e  

Restricted Vertex Split

E dge Flip

E dge Flip

Figure 2.8: Topological operators (from [KBB^OO]).
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In the remainder of this subsection, an overview of key simplification methods is presented, 

based on the topological operator that influences the decimation process.

Vertex removal. Pioneering mesh simplification work that introduced the term “mesh 

decimation” was done by Schroeder et al. in [SZL92]. They proposed the removal of a vertex 

and re-triangulation of the resulting hole. The vertex to be removed at each iteration was the 

one whose distance from the average plane of the re-triangulation fell below a user-specified 

threshold. This method was later included in the popular visualisation toolkit VTK.

Cohen et al. [CVM+96] proposed simplification envelopes as another decimation process, 

according to which two offset surfaces, the outer envelope and the inner envelope, were gen

erated as copies of the vertices of the original surface at bounded distances +6 and —e along 

their normals respectively. The envelopes were not allowed to self-intersect; where the curva

ture would create such self-intersection, e was locally decreased. These envelopes guided the 

simplification process by allowing iterative vertex and face removals in a way that the simpli

fied surface remained within the envelopes, thus guaranteeing a deviation of no more than e 

from the original surface and resulting in very good fidelity. For the same reason, though, this 

algorithm was also self-limiting in the sense that it prevented drastic mesh reduction in order to 

preserve topology and to guarantee error bound of 6.

Edge collapse. Ronfard and Rossignac [RR96] observed that each vertex in the original 

model lies at the intersection of a set of planes, those defined by the faces adjoined to the vertex. 

This observation underlies their simplification algorithm, which associates each vertex with a 

zone o f incident planes. The error metric, or cost, is defined as the maximum distance between 

the vertex resulting from an edge collapse and the planes in its zone. When collapsing edges, 

the zone of the new vertex is the union of the zones of the edge endpoints. The algorithm 

proceeds by iteratively collapsing the edge associated with the lowest cost.

Hoppe’s method [Hop96] for constructing progressive meshes was discussed in para

graph 2.2.2.1 and is also based on edge collapse sequences that decimate a given mesh based 

on minimisation of an energy function.

Vertex clustering. Rossignac and Borrel [RB93] described a very general technique for 

simplifying triangulated 3-D meshes, called vertex clustering. They subdivided the model’s 

bounding volume into a regular grid of boxes of user-specified size and suggested that all ver

tices within each box be merged together into a new representative vertex. The new set of 

representative vertices is triangulated by preserving as much as possible of the original topol

ogy and forms the simplified mesh. A  conceptually similar approach was proposed by Reddy 

[Red96], where clustering is performed based on perceptual properties of the mesh.
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Garland and Heckbert [GH97], in a similar approach to Ronfard and Rossignac’s [RR96], 

proposed a simplification method whose error metric is based on the calculation of the distance 

of a vertex to a set of planes. The method operates by associating each vertex with a 4 x 

4 symmetric matrix and generalising the edge collapse operation as a vertex-pair contraction 

where the vertex pair need not necessarily be connected by an edge. The method is called 

Quadric Error Metric simplification since the symmetric matrices are constructed so that their 

level surfaces are almost always ellipsoids. This method, although very similar to [RR96], is 

more general as it can simplify non-manifolds with disconnected components.

Fitting. Although topological operations discussed so far aim at reducing mesh complex

ity, edge flip can be used to adjust a mesh to help preserve some features, such as volume, 

creases, and folds, or to optimise the error metric by adjusting the geometric position of the 

vertices through vertex displacement. Such operations have been used by Hoppe [Hop96] and 

Ciampalini [CCMS97] and, in general, they assist the leading simplification methods to achieve 

global mesh geometry (vertex displacement) and connectivity (edge-flip) optimisations.

2.2.3 Other approaches

2.2.3.1 Compression of large 3-D models

Shikhare discussed compression literature for large-scale 3-D data models and proposed a cus

tom scheme for 3-D model compression [SBM02, SBMOl]. The technique he proposed au

tomatically detects repetition of component shapes, and repetition of groups of component 

features, and then compactly encodes the geometry using a ‘master geometry - instant trans

form’ hierarchy. The master geometry can be encoded using well known suitable geometry 

compression algorithms in the literature.

Bajaj et al. [BPZ98] proposed a system for compression and transmission of very large 

CAD models. Their system extended existing compression schemes to handle quadrilateral and 

general polygonal models, as well as CAD models with smooth NURBS patches. The resulting 

compressed bitstream is partitioned into variable length blocks which can be transmitted inde

pendently. They also proposed a novel layering structure to organise the redundant information 

of the CAD model.

2.2.3.2 Resilient streaming of 3-D models

Error resilient transmission of static 3-D meshes is a field closely related to the topic of 

3-D mesh compression, on which it often passively relies, or actively co-operates with, and 

recently received increased attention.

Most notably, Bajaj et al. [BCPZ98], designed a mesh layering algorithm that first par
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titions a mesh into classic triangle strips and fans, and then forms vertex layers based on a 

contouring scheme. The latter is used to improve the reconstruction process by speeding up 

searches for common triangle edges in both the triangle layers and the vertex layers. Due to 

the small size of the layers this search is performed fast. By construction, these layers exhibit 

strong locality property, which is exploited to achieve passive error resilient transmission. The 

two types of layers are interlaced during transmission and loss of one such layer only affects 

the rendered model locally.

Taking a proactive approach, Al-Regib [RA02, RAOl] designed an error resilience method 

based on forward error correction codes (FEC), which are transmitted as redundant information, 

by simultaneous reduction of the source rate. They selectively provided higher redundancy to 

certain parts of a 3-D mesh that are more likely to lead to higher distortion of the model. The 

same team also took another step forward by extending the principle of error resilience into 

3-D animations [RARM02], through redundancy and re-transmission of the most sensitive parts 

of a dynamic model.

Bischoff & Kobbelt [BK02b, BK02a] proposed a progressive mesh coding algorithm 

which, based on the construction of overlapping ellipsoids covering the mesh’s interior and 

a set of refinement details, transmits the ellipsoids with increased reliability than refinement 

data.

To better organise the literature material of this thesis, the most relevant error resilient 

approaches are critically reviewed in subsection 2.4.4.

2.2.4 Summary of static 3-D mesh compression

Table 2.1 summarises the main literature in statically encoding a 3-D mesh in single-resolution 

or in progressive manner. Table 2.2 summarises the decimation methods.

2.3 3-D Animation Coding and Compression

In the 3-D coding literature discussed above, all of the work focused on encoding and com

pression of connectivity and geometry of static meshes. As modelling packages become more 

sophisticated, complex animations can be generated from static meshes that need to be trans

mitted fast and rendered in real-time. Animation data should effectively be seen as another 

streaming media type and no longer as a plain ‘bag of polygons’, with little change between 

frames, to be passed down the hardware rendering pipeline. Animated geometry, in particular, 

should be seen as a first-class media stream that, if coupled with compressed texture and con

nectivity data, can produce realistic 3-D simulations streamed over wide area networks. In order
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Table 2.1: Summary of single-rate and progressive encoding methods for static 3-D meshes.

C a t e g o r y S in g l e -R a t e P r o g r e s s i v e

Triangle strips [Dee95] Progressive Meshes [Hop96]

Generalised strips & fans [Cho97] Progr. Simplicial Complexes [PH97]

I
Topological Surgery [TR98] Progr. Forest Split [TGHL98]

Layered Decomposition [BPZ98] Compr. Progr. Meshes [PROO]

1 1
Touma & Gotsman [TG98] Embedded coding [LLK97]

6 Alliez & Desbrun [ADOlb] Patch Colouring [COLR99]
> Guéziec [GBTS99] Valence-driven [ADOla]

Cut-border Machine [GS98]

Edgebreaker [Ros99]

Linear [TR98] Spectral compression [KGOO]

Delta [Dee95, Cho97]
o
55 Wavelet compression [KSSOO]

S Simple [TG98]

g g Bi-directional (Dual) [SKL03]

s
1

Generalised [IA02]

Multi-way [COI02]

Butterfly [PROO]

Table 2.2: Summary of decimation methods for static 3-D meshes.

C a t e g o r y M e t h o d  N a m e

V e r t e x  r e m o v a l
Simplification Envelopes [CVM +96]

Mesh Decimation [SZL92]

ë
E d g e  c o l l a p s e

Full-range approximation [RR96]

Progressive Meshes [Hop96]

Q
Vertex clustering [RB93]

V e r t e x  c l u s t e r i n g Perceptual clustering [Red96]

Quadric Error Metrics [GH97]

E d g e  f l ip
Global Error [CCMS97]

Î Progressive Meshes [Hop96]

b V e r t e x  d i s p l a c e m e n t < m an y>

to prevent the modelling tools from swamping the run-time rendering engines and congesting 

networks, compression of the animation data is paramount.

Research in the area of generic time-dependent geometry compression has been limited. 

From its early stages, representative work was motivated either by compression as storage space 

savings [Len99, GSK02, AKKHOl, AKKH02, YKLOl, YKL02], or just efficient dynamic mesh 

representations [SPBOO], possibly combined with spatio-temporal progressive representation 

or levels of detail [AMOO, SPOl]. The approaches described below in detail go beyond plain 

rigid object transformations, and study animation as composed of a coarse mesh representation
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(or mesh components) for the gross movement and residual predictive coding (or differential 

coding to average components respectively), for the details. None of the work presented below, 

however, considers the network from any viewpoint.

From a data-encoding standpoint for visual data, one could separate the following work 

into: i) coding literature only [SPBOO, AMOO, SPOl], ii) geometry compression literature 

[Len99, GSK02], and, iii) motion-compensated compression literature [AKKH02, YKL02]. 

The following subsections reflect this classification. All literature presented below considers 

isomorphic dynamic meshes, except from Gupta’s [GSK02] dynamic geometry compression 

algorithm.

2.3.1 Dynamic 3-D mesh coding

Alexa and Müller [AMOO] described an approach for representing dynamic mesh sequences 

based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA). They restricted their work to scenes comprising 

animated polyhedral shapes described by key-frame geometries. They elaborated on the idea 

of shape space, which was originally used for interpolating between implicit descriptions of 

shapes. Alexa and Müller attempted to structure the elements of an animated scene in terms 

of a linear shape space. They derived linear spaces by performing a basis transformation on 

appropriately represented animated polyhedral models. Using PCA, they first determined the 

average shape that contains the common properties of the shapes in all key-frames. Other 

components represent differences to this basic average shape. Their animation method is based 

on the computation and off-line transmission of the set of basic shapes as determined by the 

PCA analysis.

This work differs from others discussed later in this section in the fact that the majority of 

other dynamic geometry compression schemes are based on prediction that they use to remove 

temporal redundancies from a specific animation sequence. Alexa’s work based on principal an

imation components led to the abstraction of linear shape spaces that decouples animation from 

geometry and can be used to drive the same animations over different geometries. Their ap

proach also overcame other problems related to key-frame based animations; it avoids complete 

object descriptions for each key-frame, and introduces the LOD concept in dynamic meshes, 

which would not be possible to exploit otherwise in key-frame animations. Nevertheless, the 

method cannot easily be applied to streaming interactive animations. It requires a considerable 

amount of pre-processing during which the PCA analysis determines the base shapes. Although 

the animation representation is inherently progressive, the authors do not specify any method 

to address loss of a basic shape matrix. This would inevitably result in the animation reaching
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terminal resolution equal to the best model quality experienced just before the loss, unless some 

mechanism is devised to account for the missing shape. Animation frame sizes, though, could 

be decreased by prediction and entropy compression of the basic shape matrices.

Shamir et al. [SPBOO] introduce T-DAG, an adaptive multi-resolution representation for 

dynamic meshes with arbitrary deformations including attribute, position, connectivity and 

topology changes. They also provide an on-line algorithm for constructing the T-DAG, en

abling the traversal and use of the multi-resolution model for partial playback while still con

structing it. Therefore, their flexible mesh representation scheme can be used for compressing 

3-D animated meshes. However, such a direction is not being followed in their research, and 

the T-DAG structure does not refer to compression, but only to coding for efficient represen

tation of dynamic meshes. In a companion work [SPOl], Shamir further exploits T-DAGs to 

represent spatial and temporal levels of details for time-dependent deformable meshes. This 

use of T-DAG is further discussed in subsection 2.4.3.

2.3.2 Dynamic 3-D mesh compression

The idea of exploiting temporal redundancy in a series of static meshes or a dynamic mesh 

by differentially compressing them was first introduced in MPEG-4 SNHC ad-hoc group in 

1997. The ISO output document [IS098] outlined the core experiment plan for coding and 

compression of connectivity, geometry and photometry of static 3-D models and, optionally, 

for dynamic meshes. Although dynamic mesh compression was mentioned, the group did not 

show any related output, and the whole specification relies on BIFS-Anim to handle animation.

BIFS-Anim is the animation coding protocol made available for standardisation by MPEG- 

4 [ISOOla]. Its advantages over 3DMC are obvious; BIFS-Anim follows a temporal prediction 

scheme for dynamic fields of MPEG-4 nodes and, therefore, exploits the temporal redundancy 

inherent in time-dependent meshes to achieve rate reduction. However, in order to be fully 

integrated into the standard as an operational protocol, BIFS-Anim suffers from overheads as

sociated with the system-level headers (SL headers). For example, timestamps and sequence 

number information can be provided by RTF [SCFJ03] in a streaming architecture and dupli

cation of the corresponding fields in the SL headers is unnecessary. SL packets are also strictly 

defined to be 256 bytes long. This would require payload fragmentation that does not respect 

common rules, such as the Application Level Framing (ALF) rule [CT90]. Furthermore, al

though theoretically BIFS-Anim can express any mesh deformation using animation bitmasks 

to signal the dynamic fields, practically the protocol requires definition of such masks prior to 

the animation, thus making real-time animation compression in MPEG-4 a more difficult task.
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Last, the standardisation body made no provisions for adaptation of BIFS-Anim streams to net

work conditions. The visual result of a high-resolution model, or an intensely animated model, 

under network congestion is unpredictable, with poor quality or discontinued animation most 

likely to occur.

Also in the context of MPEG-4, it has been noted that up to 80% of a BIFS scene’s file size 

may be occupied by data representing geometry and animation [BS02], therefore the SNHC, 

and more recently the Animation Effects (AFX), groups adopted a number of technologies that 

allow the expression of realistic 3-D model and animation compression features. In the past, 

geometry size had been addressed by 3-D model compression (3DMC), whereas interpolator- 

based animation technologies were later developed (Coordinate, Position, and Orientation com

pressed node interpolators). The latter provide reported gain between 30% and 100% over the 

previous compression method of P r e d i c t i v e M F F i e l d  in MPEG-4 BIFS [KJH+02].

In [Len99], Lengyel described a compression method for time-dependent geometry. He 

first introduced the distinction between static and dynamic mesh coding and made a pioneering 

effort to express dynamic mesh deformations generically, by placing vertices of a dynamic mesh 

in the rows and their sampled motion trajectories in the columns of a matrix V . He followed 

this input vertex matrix placement by appropriate segmentation that greedily clustered columns 

together in order to enable their coding in local coordinate systems. The encoder was designed 

to calculate series of affine transformations that best matched the base mesh to the current, 

using least-squares methods. Segmented clusters of vertices were considered independently. 

The encoder could also use a feedback-loop with the inverse mesh transformations, using the 

previous frame’s mesh as the base mesh against which to match. This is analogous to the 

I frames of MPEG and other natural video encodings. After removing as much coherence as 

practically possible through the previous mesh transform coding techniques, the best case would 

be for the residuals to be negligible. However, typical non-rigidly moving objects decomposed 

into static base shapes may result in non-zero residuals. These were handled with row difference 

prediction on the input vertex matrix.

The method described above by Lengyel, removes considerable temporal redundancy from 

a dynamic sequence, as reported in the experiments. Results, though, show good compression 

only when the sequence is close to an affinely transformed hierarchy. If not, compression 

ratios are compromised. In addition, calculating the series of affine transformations can be 

a very expensive operation for large input vertex matrices. Processing within a frame may 

incur considerable overhead too. For example, column sorting and prediction may be desirable 

on such general vertex matrices, where measures of column similarity are required. On large
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sequences this may be inefficient, or an effective column similarity may not be found at all, as 

happens with the test model C h ic k e n . (Details of this sequence can be found in appendix A .) 

Furthermore, Lengyel reports unpleasant visual artifacts resulting from vertex clusters jittering 

together, if affine transformation matrices are quantised with fewer than 16 bits. The human 

visual system is much more tolerant of per-vertex jitter and work will be needed to determine 

an error measure with more correlation to perceived quality to drive the proposed encoding 

method.

Gupta et al. [GSK02] presented another coding algorithm for time dependent meshes based 

on image registration techniques. The proposed encoding employed the Iterative Closest Point 

(TCP) algorithm for motion prediction between two successive 3-D frames, as well as for con

nectivity registration. Motion segmentation was performed in a way that separated the vertices 

into two sets; the first set containing those vertices whose motion could be encoded with a few 

affine parameters, whereas the second set contained those vertices needing further encoding of 

residual errors along with the estimates of affine motion parameters. Also, within the second 

set, those vertices associated with large residual errors under affine mapping were submitted 

to further motion coding with Newtonian (non-linear) motion estimates. In their follow-up re

search [GSK03], Gupta et al. studied the insertion of I-frames in the encoded sequence based 

on SNR objective performance criteria. The SNR metric was also used to derive rate-distortion 

curves that allowed them to appropriately determine the number of bits for encoding the error 

residuals.

Gupta’s ICP-based algorithm is novel in the sense that it expands 3-D dynamic geometry 

coding with dynamic connectivity. However, this advantage comes at the expense of consid

erable computation time due to the operation of the ICP algorithm on a per-frame basis. This 

restricts the potential use of the proposed encoding scheme to storing animations only and ren

ders it unsuitable for streaming. Moreover, the encoding process does not take the network 

into account, and losing vital affine mapping motion parameters would result in great distor

tion. Another interesting aspect of Gupta’s work [GSK02, GSK03] is the discussion on error 

measurement in 3-D sequences, and the introduction of an SNR variant for 3-D signals, based 

on signal variance. Subsection 2.5.3 discusses this expression of error along with other error 

metrics. In a related area, chapter 4, following similar to Gupta’s motion estimation methods, 

shows receiver-based concealment of 3-D dynamic sequences for missing frames.
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2.3.3 Motion compensated compression

Object-based compression and composition of 2-D synthetic video coding emerged early in 

the course of MPEG-4 standardisation. In particular, motion compensated 2-D triangular ge

ometry compression was reported by van Beek, Tekalp and Puri [BTP97]. They proposed an 

integrated approach to compressing 2-D video objects using mesh-based motion estimation and 

compensation to replace the block-based motion compensation part of a standard natural video 

codec. Their method comprised two ways of coding the 2-D mesh motion vectors; the first 

way is based on using motion vectors of surrounding vertices as predictors; the second way is 

based on using motion vectors of a block-based motion video coder as predictors. The spa

tial and block-based motion vector prediction forms the basis for the 3-D motion-compensated 

compression methods described below.

In [AKKHOl, AKKH02] Ahn et al. described a motion-compensated 3-D animation cod

ing algorithm in analogy to the popular video coding standards of H.26x and MPEG. Their 

codec was based on the following steps; mesh decomposition to generate triangle strip seg

ments equivalent to the macro-blocks of the 2-D video counterparts; motion compensated pre

diction for each segmented block; and 1-D discrete cosine transform (DCT) coding for the 

residuals. The DCT coefficients are quantised, DPCM coded, entropy coded and multiplexed. 

As in the 2-D video world, the authors distinguish between reference (intra), predictive, and 

bi-directional meshes, or frames, which they encode with the same repeating sequence patterns 

as H.26x and MPEG. Encoding of the reference mesh is performed with the parallelogram 

prediction rule by Touma and Gotsman [TG98]. For the predictive frames, encoding involves 

subtracting the real motion vector of each vertex from the average motion vector of all vertices 

of the same segment. Bi-directional frame encoding is achieved by linearly interpolating vertex 

positions from previous and subsequent time instances. Compression ratios are only reported in 

comparison to MPEG-4’s SNHC 3DMC codec for static meshes, which they outperform. How

ever, they only use a point set measure, the Hausdorff distance, and they restrict the comparison 

only to the starting 28 frames of the C h ic k e n  sequence, which are not representative of high 

motion that their codec could exploit.

The above encoder proposed by Ahn and colleagues represents an elegant translocation of 

known coding methods from motion compensated 2-D video coding to the 3-D space, and may 

indeed give good compression ratios for certain sequences. There is, however, a substantial 

difference between the 2-D and 3-D encodings: 2-D video is a bounded rectangular area, cod

ing is performed at pre-specified resolutions, and the signal (luminance and chrominance) is of 

bounded range. 3-D meshes can be of arbitrary shape, resolution, size, and motion. This may
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incur the following trade-off: very dense triangular meshes will indeed result in small residuals 

by the parallelogram rule because each segment’s vertices will carry high spatial redundancy. 

But a dense mesh will also generate a very high number of such triangle strips, thus increasing 

processing time and memory. On the other hand, in medium to low detail meshes, the segments 

do not necessarily exhibit high coherence as their vertices typically lie in a sparser area. There

fore, the average motion vector used to compute the residuals may not be appropriate to reduce 

the dynamic range of the signal and achieve high compression.

Further to the above discussion, Ahn’s work implicitly assumes triangular meshes only. 

Other types of polygonal meshes are not considered and, in general, efficient triangulation of 

a generic polygonal mesh may be an expensive pre-processing step for compression. Finally, 

such coding does not naturally adapt to network congestion to achieve graceful degradation of 

the represented animation. Any attempt to provide fine-grained control over the output bitrate 

would typically involve quantiser step adaptation. However, using coarser quantisers unevenly 

over mesh segments, or greater clusters of those segments (components), will lead to the gen

eration of surface cracks.

Yang et al. [YKLOl] presented another motion-compensated 3-D coding scheme for ani

mated meshes, based on vertex-wise motion vector prediction. Intra-frame coding was applied 

to the first frame of the sequence. It was achieved by employing Touma and Gotsman’s encoder 

[TG98] for the connectivity data and the dual parallelogram prediction method by Yang, Kim 

and Kuo [YKKOl], for the geometry data. Subsequently, the prediction errors were quantised 

and arithmetically coded. In inter-frame mode they suggested motion vector prediction, which 

was done upon neighbouring vertices’ motion vectors. The neighbourhood of a vertex was 

defined not as the set of geometrically nearest vertices, but as those vertices already encoded 

and located within a pre-specified distance from the reference vertex. The distance between 

two vertices, in their case, referred to the number of edges along the shortest path connecting 

them. The encoding process involved solution of an optimisation problem that minimised the 

magnitude of the error motion vector. To reach a solution, the encoder had to keep track of all 

motion vectors in all frames, thus the minimised error vector removed redundancy incurred by 

global deformation of the 3-D mesh. Yang and his colleagues made the observation that the 

error vector reflected the local deformation and might still have redundancy. To exploit this 

redundancy, the error vector was further predicted spatially or temporally. By monitoring the 

temporal correlation of the error vectors during encoding, they could predict the error vector 

from its corresponding one in the previous frame in case of high correlation, or by averaging 

the spatially adjacent error vectors otherwise.
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The previously described method is a fine approach to encoding 3-D animation sequences. 

However, to optimise the error vectors on a per frame basis is a tedious and costly task with 

possible impact on the performance of the encoder for large meshes. Further to this, the encod

ing process implicitly assumes that for any generic 3-D mesh, an appropriate traversal of the 

vertices can be built, as is done in intra-mode by Touma and Gotsman’s connectivity encoder. 

If no such traversal exists that maximises the number of prediction coefficients, we may face 

a situation of having only a few or no predictors for some vertices. In the reported results for 

the 3-D sequence B o u n c e b a l l , for example, it is observed that the error vector has low cor

relation between frames, and is predicted with the spatially adjacent error vectors. (Details of 

this sequence can be found in appendix A.) Luckily, the sequence represents a regular mesh, 

therefore spatial prediction of error vector is effective. Had the mesh been non-regular, it is 

questionable whether a good compression ratio would have been achieved. Finally, in Yang’s 

work there is no consideration of coding for network QoS. In chapter 4, among decoding op

tions that provide robustness against packet loss, a method based on motion vectors is presented.

2.3.4 Summary of dynamic 3-D mesh coding

Table 2.3 summarises the reviewed methods for coding and compressing time-dependent 

3-D meshes.

Table 2.3: Summary o f dynamic 3-D mesh coding methods.

C a t e g o r y M e t h o d  N a m e S u m m a r y  N o t e

Alexa & Millier [AMOO]
Shape space, PCA analysis for key-frame 

animated polyhedral shapes

C o d in g
Shamir et al. [SPBOO]

Dynamic mesh encoding with 

T-DAG representation

Shamir et al. [SPOl] Spatio-temporal LODs with T-DAG

G e o m e t r y

C o m p r e s s io n

Lengyel [Len99]
First compression effort, segmentation, 

affine transforms and residual prediction

Gupta et al. [GSK02]

ICP model registration, non-isomorphic meshes, 

affine and non-linear motion parameters,

I-frame optimised positioning

M o t io n -
Ahn et al. [AKKH02]

Triangle strip decomposition, segment predict

ion, residual DCT, DPCM, entropy coding

C o m p e n s a t e d
Yang et al. [YKL02]

Vertex-based motion vectors, temporal & spatial 

2-stage optimised residual vector prediction
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2.4 Quality of Service for 3-D Mesh Transmission

In the previous sections, 3-D model simplification and encoding were presented from a signal 

processing perspective. Most literature presented therein dealt with mesh size reduction, either 

in some resolution mode similar to the original mesh through signal compression, or in a lower 

resolution mode dictated by some mesh decimation technique, or both of the above. The signal 

undergoing processing represented one of mesh geometry, connectivity, photometry attributes, 

or combinations of those.

In modem applications related to 3-D graphics and virtual environments, where interac

tivity is paramount, new parameters are introduced when compressing a still or a dynamic 

3-D mesh. Clearly, state-of-the-art applications imply that a key requirement is the ability to 

transmit meshes to a remote terminal, or rendering client, at a potentially reduced or varying 

rate.

In this section, a deeper exploration of the literature is presented to highlight existing 

research efforts dealing with transmission of 3-D models over packet networks and issues as

sociated with quality of service. A  taxonomy of such literature is built from a network and 

application QoS perspective.

2.4.1 Expressions of QoS in the 3-D world

Despite the increasing number of applications using 3-D graphics to provide visual information, 

a number of challenging issues remain to be addressed as far as quality of service (QoS) for 

3-D media delivery and 3-D content adaptation is concerned. In an attempt to identify these 

issues, one often comes across the difficulty of defining what the terms ‘QoS’ and ‘adaptation’ 

themselves mean in the 3-D world.

There seems to be a diverse expression of QoS in the area of 3-D graphics transmission in 

existing literature. This is mainly due to the fact that in order to fully realise systems capable of 

delivering and rendering 3-D content efficiently to potentially large number of heterogeneous 

receivers, one has to encompass at least two scientific disciplines: computer graphics and net

worked systems.

Given this diversity and the breadth of the topic, it is wise at this stage to list how QoS 

is perceived in the literature of these disciplines. A closed definition of QoS in 3-D is not yet 

provided at this stage as this would restrict its meaning to past and current developments in 

applications from either graphics or networking worlds. Instead, the remainder of this section 

shapes the term by delving into literature related to 3-D graphics processing for rendering and 

network delivery. Then, after identifying the different forms QoS takes in the 3-D world, critical
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review of key literature for each form of QoS will be presented.

The following three different flavours of QoS in 3-D are identified in the literature:

Terminal QoS: Van Raemdonck, Lafruit, and Pham Ngoc, discussed architectural 

[NRL+02] and rendering performance optimisation [RLS+02, LNDBOO] issues for streaming 

3-D content to client terminals.

They used the term “3-D computational graceful degradation” and “scalable 3-D graphics” 

to introduce features of their proposed 3-D scene rendering technology. According to it, the 

decoding and rendering time of 3-D graphics content can be predicted using complexity es

timation functions, so that the rendering process can be adapted to the terminal’s processing 

capabilities. Their work shows early awareness of the need for adaptation of 3-D graphics con

tent through: i) a heterogeneous set of terminals, ii) LOD management. It forms a statement 

of QoS in 3-D from a terminal processing workload viewpoint; therefore one can refer to this 

expression of QoS as Terminal QoS.

Application/System QoS: In a slightly different context, Martin has shaped the term 

“adaptive graphics” [BM03] around the generic notion of transcoding, where conversions of 

the same 3-D object to different modalities (resolutions, or other forms of multiple represen

tations) are used for transmission to clients with different rendering and network capabilities. 

Such modalities are either predefined, or applied on-the-fly, and optimal combinations of those 

in distributed 3-D visualisation applications are orchestrated by a single system, a prototype of 

which, ARTE, has been developed and demonstrated (the system is reviewed further in subsec

tion 2.4.4).

In the context of ARTE, Martin recognises 3-D model compression, progressive coding, 

model simplification, LOD management, and image-based coding and rendering of 3-D objects, 

as optimisation methods for transmission and rendering of 3-D models. However, the notion of 

QoS that is being achieved through the term “graphics adaptation” is that of different descrip

tions of 3-D media, or resolutions, from a visualisation system’s point of view. This expression 

of QoS is termed System QoS, or Application QoS.

Monitoring and recording system resources in 3 layers, namely OS workload, application 

performance (e.g., frame rate), and network (latency and bandwidth), is also a key feature of 

ARTE in providing QoS, but it is not specified what timescales are met for adaptation. From a 

3-D visualisation perspective, recording such resource information is desirable to predict future 

QoS levels and adapt to them. From a networking application’s point of view, regular and 

frequent network feedback is mandatory to allow the 3-D source to react promptly to resource 

variations.
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Network QoS: Olbrich and Pralle [OP99] describe a distributed system for three- 

dimensional exploration in the context of high-performance networked computing, which sup

ports 3-D scene processing, on-line visualisation, and interactive steering. Despite the fact that 

their system is essentially just a high-performance visualisation application, the terms “con

tinuous 3-D media streams” and “streaming of 3-D scene sequences” are used, denoting that 

streams representing possibly dynamic 3-D content will be transported over a network in a 

similar way to other continuous streams, such as video and audio. In addition, geometry com

pression is mentioned as a means of reducing the size of the source representation of 3-D scenes 

before streaming, but no such method is used in the actual system.

In this work, among other architectural considerations, the authors identify and address 

discrete 3-D QoS requirements for their network platform. In particular, the network architec

ture of the proposed system allows the following novel approaches to 3-D media streaming: 

i) controlled streaming of 3-D scene media with RTSP, ii) an optimised transport protocol for 

3-D scenes, called the DVR protocol, iii) buffering of scenes at the client before viewing. In 

all three such elements of the network module design, there is a discernible awareness and 

similarity to designing core elements of a network streaming application.

Olbrich and Pralle also recognised the need of reliably transmitting their proprietary bi

nary representation of 3-D scenes with TCP. This design choice reveals two facts. First, it 

demonstrates that 3-D system designers were aware that data losses and out-of-order 3-D data 

delivery was a known network-imposed problem. Second, it indicates that due to this lack of 

explicit expression of QoS in 3-D graphics systems, data loss or out-of-order delivery could 

not be tolerated. Expressions of QoS in 3-D systems related to network problems are termed 

Network QoS in this thesis.

2.4.2 Defining QoS in 3-D

Given the previous discussion on expressions of QoS in the 3-D graphics world, one realises 

that it is not possible to have a strict definition of the term QoS in 3-D graphics. But, we can 

shape the term and derive the following summary:

QoS for 3-D graphics encompasses terminal processing heterogeneity, visualisation sys

tem resolution capabilities, and network-imposed constraints. Adaptivity refers to the ability o f  

visually interacting with still or animated models regardless o f  rendering, resolution, and trans

mission capabilities o f a networked 3-D graphics environment. A QoS-enabled 3-D streaming 

architecture should support, at least, multiple or hierarchical resolutions, rate adaptation, de- 

jittering, and repair mechanisms, like conventional audio-visual media adaptive systems. And
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at best, simplification methods, LOD management, view-dependent resolution, time-critical ren

dering, and interactivity. To this end, congestion management modules, the operating system, 

and the graphics application must continuously synergise in order to respect bounded end-to- 

end transmission latencies, and to achieve optimised visual quality within the networked 3-D 

environment’s resource constraints.

The approach taken in defining QoS for 3-D in this thesis is to relax the boundaries 

between the graphics and network worlds, by defining two sets of QoS elements identified 

in their respective literature. 3-D QoS can then be perceived as providing care in modem 

3-D applications for any combination of elements taken from these sets, which are defined 

in table 2.4 as follows.

Table 2.4: QoS element sets for 3-D applications.

Networks QoS set

Low delay/latency [BM03, Mar02]

Packet loss [VOHOl, VHO02]

Network available bitrate and rate variation [JMT02] and [CN02]

Applie.-layer or hybrid protocols for 3-D model transmission [RA03, RARM02]

Network scalability [W3C03, Kri03, NCO03]

Graphics QoS set

Client, or terminal, heterogeneity [BM03, RLS+02, NRL+02]

Model resolution [TLG99, FCOIZOl]

Model simplification and LOD management [LGTW98, SPOl, GTHL99]

3-D model error resilience through redundancy [RADI, RA02]

Robust and selective broadcasting of 3-D geom. [BK02a, BK02b, LKSSOO, RARM02]

View-dependent transmission of 3-D model [YKKOl, KH03]

Time critical rendering and interactivity [GB99] and [Kri03]

The contribution of this thesis in 3-D graphics QoS lies at the intersection of three main el

ements from the tables above: packet loss repair, redundancy control, and 3-D model resolution 

adaptation to network available bandwidth.

The reviewed literature in the following subsections, focuses only on a subset of issues 

in QoS-controlled 3-D mesh streaming. The classification applied to this literature reflects this 

fact, and some overlap may exist between the following categories. In particular, the material 

is organised into three main tracks:
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•  Research that has dealt with compressed or uncompressed geometry transmission ei

ther as a level-of-detail, or view-dependent encoding problem [TLG99, YKKOl, SPOl, 

JMT02, CN02, WLOO].

•  Work using network protocols not originally designed for streaming [RA03, Mar02, 

CN02]. Or, research dealing with robust and error-resilient broadcasting of 3-D ge

ometry, focusing on bandwidth optimisation, in conjunction with, or in separation from 

compression [BK02a, BK02b, RARM02, LKSSOO].

•  Or, finally, by placing the work in some standardisation framework, or by investigating 

and optimising time constraints that enhance interactivity. The latter is a feature of poten

tial commercial benefit, as a number of interactive services can be built over developing 

standards [GTHL99, FCOIZOl, COMF99, NCO03, W3C03, SMG+02].

The notable contributions of these works are critically analysed below. It has to be noted 

that the following subsections do not only review animated 3-D meshes. Since the vast ma

jority of existing work in 3-D graphics adaptation is concerned with static meshes and virtual 

environments, some related efforts are included. Where the literature deals with any form of 

support for 3-D animation, this will be clearly stated.

2.4.3 QoS through view-dependent and progressive mesh coding

In [TLG99], To, Lau and Green, presented a method that allows progressive and selective trans

mission of multi-resolution models. Their development effort stemmed from the fact that other 

existing work on adaptive (or view-dependent) model transmission did not address support for 

progressive transmission and reconstruction. The major reason for this is that most other meth

ods to date required large portions of the hierarchical data structures to be available at the client 

before rendering started, mainly due to neighbouring vertex or face dependency constraints. 

With their approach. To and colleagues reduce these dependencies and allow the visually im

portant parts of an object to be transmitted to the client at higher priority than the less important 

parts.

This work represents a credible early effort to put 3-D data onto the network; however, its 

value is undermined by a lack of important capabilities: not only do they transmit uncompressed 

geometric models, they do not consider animated models either. Likewise, neither texture nor 

other attribute information are transmitted.

In a companion paper [LGTW98], Lau et al. used simplification streams to provide incre

mental representation of meshes for transmission. They used simplification streams of bounded
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size as a cache of recently generated approximations for run-time simplification. Recording the 

last k  contractions allowed their system to refine the current approximation by at most k  steps. 

However, if further refinement is required, for example as a result of reduced congestion levels, 

simplification has to begin again from the original model, thus limiting the use of their system 

to applications requiring a small range of approximations.

Yang and Kuo [YKKOl] considered a view-dependent progressive mesh coding scheme 

(VDPM) for graphics streaming. The proposed algorithm first splits the input mesh into several 

partitions, and compresses each partition progressively. A half-edge collapse multi-resolution 

method is used for progressive coding of the partitions. (In the same research, an interest

ing expression measuring visual quality is also expressed, which is further discussed in para

graph 2.5.3.4.) The algorithm also suggests that RTSP-based streaming control allows the client 

to provide clues to the server beforehand for the suitable viewing parameters during transmis

sion. According to these client-negotiated viewing parameters, the server assigns appropriate 

resolutions to each partition. The server then reorganises and prioritises the transmission of 

topological and geometrical data that maximise the quality of the visible parts subject to the 

bandwidth constraint. To determine the visual quality (visibility) of vertices, a novel criterion 

based only on normal vectors is used.

Although computationally simple, the drawback of using this criterion is that it may mark 

hidden or shadowed vertices for coding as if they were visible. This case may occur in multi

object environments. If the visibility criterion were to be improved, transparent faces (and 

possibly reflective surfaces) should also be considered, since transparency may re-validate pre

viously invisible vertices as candidates for coding. Another shortcoming in Yang’s work is that 

the entire topological data needs to be transmitted with the base mesh, thus considerably in

creasing start-up latency. It is, however, a notable foresight that RTSP has been considered as 

the media control protocol for the first time in the graphics literature, if only to aid the set-up 

phase.

Chen and Nishita [CN02] recognised the need for QoS control in streaming 3-D meshes. 

They point out that QoS for 3-D data over the Internet should take into account the nature of 

Internet bandwidth as a resource that is unknown when streaming starts, and unstable for the 

duration of the mesh transmission. Their proposed algorithm suggested that the original mesh 

is decimated using some form of progressive coding, the resulting base mesh is transmitted as 

a coarse patch, and the time of coarse mesh transmission is recorded. In the event a client 

wishes to receive refinement information, this is transmitted as a refinement patch. Multiple 

refinement patches can be sent sequentially, until the client is satisfied. Continuous evaluation of
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the network conditions is performed by re-calculating the average bandwidth usage by recording 

the transmission time of each patch. The algorithm places emphasis on this re-calculation of 

bandwidth from the last experienced time for a patch transmission, and the updated value is 

used to estimate the refinement level to be achieved in the subsequent patch.

The value of Chen and Nishita’s scheme is undermined by the use of the HyperText Trans

fer Protocol (HTTP) as the basic transport protocol. Each patch request to the server suggests 

extra time is spent for the new connection set-up; server response must also be taken into ac

count. An HTTP-based streaming system could become a bottleneck if it serves multiple other 

HTTP requests simultaneously. Using HTTP in order to achieve firewall traversal is unconvinc

ing as an argument that Chen’s solution is suitable for real-time 3-D streaming or dynamic mesh 

transmission. The work does, however, capture the principle of adaptive Internet multimedia 

applications in a rather synchronous manner. Section 3.4 proposes a more elegant approach 

to QoS preserving in 3-D mesh streaming, where a 3-D model is made adaptive to network 

conditions.

Kim and Ho [KH03], in recent work, have taken 3-D QoS a step closer to the analysis 

of the term provided in the previous subsection, by combining view-dependent representations 

with hierarchical coding. According to their approach, the server-stored hierarchical 3-D mesh 

consists of sequentially and progressively coded submeshes that can be stitched together, or 

split, to achieve a desirable resolution for transmission. For the transmitted resolution, the 

scheme can take into account viewpoint information of a client. The merging and splitting 

operations can achieve reasonable viewpoint and bandwidth adaptivity. However, animated 

meshes are not considered, nor are the 3-D submeshes compressed.

Guéziec et al. [GTHL99] proposed a complete framework that allowed effective visuali

sation of 3-D models over the Web. Their efforts concentrated on coupling together existing 

state-of-the-art work on static 3-D mesh compression [Dee95, Hop96, TGHL98, GS98] with a 

process that generates multiple LODs through edge-collapse operations [RR96, XV96, Hop97], 

and a novel and fiexible LOD storage scheme called a progressive multi-level mesh, for stream

ing geometry in VRML worlds. The main motivation of their work had been to eliminate the 

need to perform complete downloads of geometric models before starting to display them on a 

local terminal. The proposed framework highlights the benefits of using the novel LOD storage 

scheme as its low memory footprint only requires a 10% overhead to the full detail mesh. The 

LODs, however, need to be pre-determined at encoding time, thus decreasing the framework’s 

flexibility for real-time streaming.

The work shows strong focus on integration of the compression, LOD generation, and
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LOD storage processes, while it quietly disregards QoS issues related to network bandwidth 

limitations, loss and delay. From the demonstrated design of the I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  node 

extensions, it is hard to realise how the mesh quality will be preserved and enhanced in a hostile 

Internet environment when employing this complete framework. Even at low packet loss rates, 

and particularly when they occur as bursts, losing a fraction of the progressive multi-level mesh 

structure may totally invalidate a whole LOD level and force it to be discarded. Furthermore, the 

proposed VRML node extension constructs cannot accommodate time-dependent geometries 

since the framework is strictly coupled to static mesh compression schemes.

Shamir and Pascucci’s [SPOl] recent work on separating spatial and temporal LODs for 

dynamic meshes could potentially provide insights into how to extend Guéziec’s VRML ge

ometry streaming framework and pave the way towards supporting wireframe animations in a 

networked visualisation enviromnent. The authors make use of the Temporal Directed Acyclic 

Graph (T-DAG) data structure, introduced by the same team [SPBOO], to facilitate storage of 

dynamic multi-resolution 3-D mesh geometric and attribute data. This use of T-DAG was pre

sented in this thesis in subsection 2.3.1. Shamir and Pascucci adapted the use of T-DAG in 

such a way that, instead of encoding the original series of time dependent meshes in the data 

structure, they first extracted the low frequency deformations of the meshes, and encoded only 

the resulting residual meshes as refinements to the originals. The low frequency information, 

expressed as global affine transformations on the original meshes, captures the most visually 

significant temporal displacements using a coarse and inexpensive approximation. The high 

frequency information adaptively refines the coarse meshes to achieve higher resolutions and 

greater details in both time and space dimensions.

The T-DAG, as an underlying data structure for dynamic multi-resolution 3-D meshes, can 

potentially provide the flexibility to enable a packet-based networked visualisation system to 

cope with latencies. It does not, however, address dynamic mesh compression, resulting in 

huge demands on storage space. Furthermore, the data structure is inherently too complex to be 

suited to real-time streaming. In their experiments, Shamir and Pascucci report T-DAG update 

times of 30 sec to merge a new mesh into the data structure with medium-end computers, and 

storage demands of twice the size of the binary uncompressed original mesh representation. 

Finally, the effect of packet loss on the quality of the dynamic mesh was not studied. In the 

event of missing affine maps, as defined in T-DAG, even the low frequency components may 

not be rendered, resulting in a poorer than coarse quality animation.

Noimark and Cohen-Or [NCO03] recently proposed a method for streaming remote walk

through scenes to MPEG-4 enabled thin clients. The method takes advantage of a thin client’s
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embedded ability to decode MPEG-4 video sequences with the help of a video decoding 

chip. This embedded hardware acceleration is exploited by a server-based system that streams 

computer-generated video rendered from an interactive remote walkthrough, thus releasing the 

post-processing burden from the client. The server renders the 3-D model sequence and en

codes the frames into a video stream, which has been optimised with a dynamic I-frame en

coding pattern, derived in real-time by monitoring network conditions and scene content. The 

system adapts to higher frequency of I-frame encoding in cases with increased frame losses, 

or scene cuts that require walkthrough background refresh. The system also suggests the use 

of 3-D object-based frame layering (similar to video segmentation techniques), which comes 

at low or no cost for computer-generated 3-D models, and proposes a per-layer quantisation 

scheme, which is expected though to cause cracks and other artifacts. These artifacts are over

come with gradual change of the quantisation values over time between layers, so that the edge 

transitions are not abrupt and noticeable.

The dynamic I-frame adaptation scheme of the proposed system is an elegant approach to 

providing QoS in a streamed 3-D walkthrough environment. However, in Noimark’s literature, 

the effects of frame loss to the delivered 3-D mesh quality have not been investigated. Chap

ter 4 studies the impact of frame rate reduction due to packet loss on the perceived animation 

quality in 3-D mesh based wireframe animation streaming scenarios. In addition, the proposed 

per-layer quantisation method in [NCO03] can lead to noticeable artifacts should Noimark’s 

system be extended with rate adaptation for network adaptive streaming of the server-based 

video walkthrough. The alternative, decimation-based 3-D wireframe coding method described 

in section 3.4 represents a more suitable candidate for rate-adaptive layered 3-D systems.

2.4.4 QoS through bandwidth heterogeneity and error resilience

Joslin and Magnenat-Thalmann [JMT02] tackled a related subject in the context of MPEG- 

4, that of preserving bandwidth resources while transmitting face and body animation. Being 

aware of the vast bandwidth consumption that 3-D animation implies if many elementary an

imation streams are involved in a scene, they designed a filtering method based on statistical 

analysis that removes ineffective information from the data streams, as opposed to conventional 

approaches that reduce the resolution of animation data based on encoding and quantisation 

methods.

Although novel, this approach suffers from a number of limitations. First, it only addresses 

MPEG-4 animation parameters, namely face and body animation. Second, the statistical anal

ysis upon which they evaluate the success of their proposed scheme is performed on results
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collected from human observers. It is unclear how this method can be applied effectively in 

transmitting interactive graphics. Third, their method uses the distance between the observer 

and the animated model as a parameter that determines where the transition from data removal 

to data reduction should occur or vice versa. Driving an interactive networked graphics system 

with such a subjective threshold would not guarantee consistently stable performance for a va

riety of model resolutions and users (or observers). Worse, in scenes where multiple models 

are represented simultaneously at different resolutions it is hard to set the transition thresh

old, and a higher resolution model may drive the animation data reduction, wasting bandwidth 

unnecessarily.

Martin [Mar02] recognised the need of being able to stream 3-D graphics digital content 

in different resolutions and described ARTE, an adaptive environment for the transmission of 

3-D models to clients with different graphics capabilities and connection types. ARTE’s success 

is built around two of its key components: environment monitoring and transcoding. The moni

toring tool employed by the system quantifies information about the rendering performance and 

processing load of the client and server, as well as the performance of the network link connect

ing them, which is purely evaluated upon delay (round-trip latencies) and bandwidth (achieved 

frame rate) measurements. The transcoding engine supports either on-the-fly or stored process

ing of models. Transcoding is done according to predefined performance parameters and an 

estimation of the perceptual importance of a model’s component over its final rendering.

Although ARTE exhibits good adaptation to different clients over other level-of-detail 

based algorithms, it does not consider animated models. Furthermore, its communications 

architecture does not address QoS as a function of packet loss on the Internet, making it unsuit

able to stream any sort of model in the wide area where discernible packet loss rates occur. The 

system transmits packets unreliably over UDP and, in the case of a single packet loss, it would 

discard a whole application frame that could potentially contain a significant amount of model 

data.

Bischoff and Kobbelt [BK02a] devised a robust geometry broadcasting scheme with re

spect to packet loss. They recognise that robust transmission schemes should be able to handle 

data loss, duplication and misordering. Hence they propose a novel progressive mesh coding 

algorithm which, during a pre-processing step, decomposes a given polygonal mesh into a set of 

overlapping ellipsoids that cover the mesh’s interior and that represent the coarse shape of the 

model, and an independent stream of sample points that constitute the refinement details. Due 

to the independence of these two sets of geometric data, partial data loss can be tolerated on the 

refinement stream, which eventually will only lead to gradual and controlled degradation of the
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original mesh. Explicit connectivity information is deliberately not attached to the ellipsoids 

nor to the sample points in order to achieve increased robustness to packet loss.

Such a design leads to reconstructed 3-D models where the connectivity is not the same as 

that of the original model. This makes the encoding scheme potentially inefficient for coding 

3-D animation as the latter’s temporal redundancy is not explicitly exploited. Besides, the heavy 

pre-processing step and lack of compression shows no consideration of real-time transmission 

requirements. The published work only visually evaluates the efficacy of the proposed solution, 

without particularly studying the dynamics of a networked environment, where packet loss and 

delays due to congestion are common. Section 3.4 of this thesis provides such insights.

In other work, Bischoff and Kobbelt [BK02b] presented algorithms for robust transmission 

of geometric data sets. In this, the authors assert that one of the main problems that needs to be 

addressed when transmitting 3-D geometry over the Internet is packet loss. They suggest that in 

order to achieve robust transmission of 3-D models, one has the option to exploit the geometric 

coherence of the data instead of providing redundant information with a lower layer protocol. 

Following this principle, they construct a coarse base mesh with methods such as the one de

scribed in the above paragraphs, and attempt to reconstruct the original mesh with increased 

resolution in the receiver, by progressively transmitting a triangulation of point clouds (i.e., re

finement vertices) that has a certain quality property. To reduce the complexity of the surface 

reconstruction from a point cloud, they take advantage of knowledge of the model’s topology 

prior to transmitting the independent refinement vertices. They rely, though, on redundant re

transmissions of the base mesh through some reliable transmission protocol, and their scheme 

caters for reducing the reconstruction latencies if the receiver misses a prefix of the data stream, 

by simply sending the base mesh more frequently than the other parts of the geometric data.

The same approach is adopted in related work by the same research group using progres

sively transmitted subdivision surfaces. Labsik et al. in [LKSSOO] propose algorithms for the 

decomposition and reconstruction of surfaces with subdivision connectivity, and use these to 

introduce a new progressive 3-D model representation that allows random access to the detail 

information. Any given mesh with arbitrary connectivity can be converted to a mesh with sub

division connectivity within some error tolerance. Meshes with subdivision connectivity can 

be generated by many different algorithms where a uniform splitting operator can be used to 

refine the initial control mesh. With this splitting operator, a single triangle can be divided 

into four by inserting a new vertex per edge. Although Labsik’s work is strongly related to the 

wavelet-based hierarchical decompositions introduced by Lounsbery et al. [LDW97], the multi

resolution analysis used for the above subdivision-based progressive transmission scheme is not
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explicitly based on wavelet functions. (Wavelet-based coding of subdivision surfaces in MPEG- 

4 is described by Moran et al. [MGS"'"02].)

The novelty of the subdivision-based scheme is that it achieves smooth approximations 

of original surfaces from a rather small amount of received data. In regions where no de

tail information is available, vertex positions can be predicted using the subdivision operator. 

However, the mutual dependencies generated during the construction of the sequence of detail 

coefficients, suggest that the ordering of the detail coefficients is very critical to the reconstruc

tion process. Thus, such schemes are very sensitive to network latencies, packet losses, and 

reordering, which commonly occur in the Internet.

Al-Regib et al. [RARM02] recently studied the subject of streaming compressed 3-D an

imation over lossy channels. They proposed a joint source-channel bit-budget optimised proto

col that first transmits a crude representation of the 3-D mesh, accompanied by its texture and 

immediate time evolution information (animation data). This first-round data is endowed with 

significant error protection, in the form of a forward error correction code (EEC), to protect the 

vital initial information from packet loss. Then, the protocol transmits a series of upgrades that 

refine the accuracy of the mesh and the animation. They have designed the upgrade chunks 

to contain either selections of vertex subsets, or adjustments to vertex positions, motion vec

tors, and texture coordinates, or connectivity refinements. The proposed scheme caters for the 

resilience of the second-round data chunks against transmission errors at a lower level than it 

caters for the initial data. The protection level is chosen to be proportional to the impact of the 

upgrade data on animation quality.

The scheme shows thorough consideration of compression issues by categorising and 

transmitting chunks of data covering both geometric and photometric attributes of a mesh, along 

with their time evolutions for animation. The work also places dynamic 3-D model streaming 

within a realistic Internet scenario where burst packet losses occur. However, the experimental 

evaluation of the protocol solely uses the Hausdorff distance as quality metric. Being a measure 

of geometric distance only, such a metric partially highlights the efficiency of the proposed pro

tocol, and ignores the photometric data transmitted. As this data may represent a considerable 

portion of the available bit budget, the evaluation of the protocol at medium and high packet 

loss rates may be slightly skewed. At these loss rates, their results show no significant effect of 

the optimisation operation, which is attributed to loss of vital connectivity and geometry data 

of the coarse mesh in the first place.

A  potentially more versatile bit budget optimiser in this case, not solely relying on a dis

tance metric, would allocate most bandwidth resources to geometry and exclude texture data in
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a first phase. The idea of the visual smoothness metric presented in section 5.5 is a good such 

candidate. In addition, the compressed progressive mesh [PROO] algorithm used as the source 

encoder and the iterative post-processing optimisation steps provide some sort of quantisation- 

level rate control which may not allow fast adaptation to the available bandwidth. In section 3.4 

a more efficient and fully rate adaptive scheme based on multi-resolution source coder and 

receiver-based predictive geometry coding is proposed.

Finally, in related work Al-Regib et al. [RA03] describe 3TP, an application-layer protocol 

that uses a hybrid approach to download 3-D models to users signing into a multi-user game. 

According to the hybrid TCP/UDP design, a subset of packets is transmitted using TCP in 

order to meet a distortion constraint, while the remaining packets are transmitted using UDP to 

minimise the end-to-end delay.

Although this combined scheme has been selected to respect the distortion-delay trade

off, it may not provide a viable solution in streaming continuous animation frames; in such 

scenarios, a server would need receiver feedback to monitor the streaming process and adapt to 

variable network conditions. There, the interaction between the reliable part (TCP) and real

timeness is unspecified, if not inefficient. 3TP, however, is only a fragment of a wider design 

approach also involving players’ action and state information streaming, as well as a multicast- 

based protocol to accommodate large number of participants, and should only be considered as 

such.

2.4.5 QoS through standards frameworks and interactivity

In other network-aware research about 3-D mesh transmission, some less QoS-controlled so

lutions have been proposed. Although they are based on non-streaming provisioned protocols 

such as HTTP, their value cannot be underestimated as they conform to a different networked 

multimedia model - Extensible 3-D (X3D) - supported by the international body of Web3D. Its 

model is purely based on HTTP and the Web to deliver high-quality 3-D content quickly and 

reliably.

Earlier in this section, Chen’s and Nishita’s [CN02] work was highlighted as an early 

contributor in identifying QoS needs for streaming 3-D meshes. Their work has been critically 

reviewed for employing HTTP, following the X3D streaming pipeline.

A similar approach in the context of X3D was proposed by Fogel et al. [FCOIZOl]. This 

work focuses on engineering the X3D model to deliver 3-D content asynchronously, according 

to user-specified ‘best’ levels-of-detail. It places emphasis on appropriately adapting a propri

etary progressive mesh coding method developed by the same research team [COLR99], which
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is based on triangle patch colouring, without paying particular attention to Internet QoS. The 

HTTP protocol is adopted, thus it suffers from the same drawbacks discussed earlier while 

reviewing Chen’s work. The authors do hint, however, at the need for optimisation in visual 

distortion while streaming 3-D content.

Where interactive browsing is the key requirement, Wang and Li [WLOO] developed 

OctMesh, an elegant large-scale 3-D mesh browsing scheme that only streams localised view

able portions of a large mesh at desired resolutions, thus also achieving bandwidth savings. 

OctMesh achieves this by a mechanism that clusters the vertices of the original mesh and 

builds a hierarchical space-partitioning oct-tree. Based on this structure, Wang and Li devised 

a compressed bitstream that can be accessed interactively by a browser at random entry points. 

Network aspects were not addressed in OctMesh.
In the work discussed previously in this section, the motivation was to be able to trans

mit 3-D meshes reliably, at high quality, and in a way that facilitates mesh browsing and user 

interactivity. Nonetheless, all this literature only addressed static meshes, leaving out time- 

dependent ones. Cohen-Or et al. [COMF99] came to terms with this problem by proposing a 

framework suitable for streaming texture intensive animation. They recognised the existence 

of strong temporal coherency between successive frames of such geometry and texture syn

thetic animations. Their solution, although aware of network bandwidth constraints occurring 

in the Internet, only covers a subset of potential applications, namely those with ample synthetic 

texture information. No reference to network-based incentives is given in this work either.

For visualisations sensitive to interactivity, Gobbetti and Bouvier [GB99] have formalised 

the issue of scene rendering as an optimisation problem, and proposed a solution for time- 

critical transmission of graphics objects making up a 3-D scene. The problem is that of select

ing appropriate resolutions for a set of visible objects that maximise the visual quality within 

predefined timing constraints. The proposed solution assumes support of multi-resolution cod

ing for the 3-D objects. It achieves smooth LOD control and guarantees a uniform, bounded 

frame rate even for widely changing viewing conditions. The solution is shaped around two 

heuristics. A cost heuristic, estimating the time required to render a scene containing the vis

ible objects at a certain resolution for each object. A  benefit heuristic, estimating the quality 

of the rendered image containing the set of objects at the optimised resolutions. Although the 

proposed optimisation method is independent of the data structure used to represent the multi

resolution representation of the objects, the authors also propose Totally Ordered Mesh (TOM), 

a mesh packing data structure that facilitates mesh traversal at an arbitrary desired resolution 

within short predictable time.
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The MPEG-4 Animation Framework Extensions (AFX) is a proponent of subdivision 

surfaces for coding and transmission of 3-D surfaces. Moran et al. [MGS"'"02] describe the 

framework’s W a v e l e t S u b d iv i s i o n S u r f a c e  node supporting wavelet hierarchical cod

ing of 3-D details in a SPIHT-like embedded bitstream. The AFX framework through this node 

achieves three kinds of adaptive mesh refinements: view-dependency, sub-band decomposition, 

and bitstream embedding.

Within the context of AFX in MPEG-4, Salomie et al. proposed MeshGrid [SMG+02], 

a compact, multi-scalable, animation-friendly, surface representation method. MeshGrid de

scribes the global vertex connectivity of a 3-D object’s surface with the help of a regular 

3-D reference grid of points, and exploits further this regularity of the grid with wavelet de

compositions, in order to achieve compact lossless mesh representations of up to 4 bits/vertex. 

This kind of representation lies between the classic approaches for compact surface encoding 

techniques: vertex and œnn&ctiwity IndexFaceSet-based encodings, and alternative surface rep

resentation methods. It maintains features common to the first approach, but exploits wavelet 

multi-resolution analysis techniques, typical of the second category, to refine a 3-D shape. Us

ing the latter techniques, MeshGrid achieves three simultaneous scalability modes: i) mesh 

resolution scalability (i.e., adapting the number of transmitted vertices), ii) global shape pre

cision scalability (i.e., adaptive reconstruction of the reference grid positions), and, iii) local 

vertex position scalability (i.e., increasing the precision of the known vertex positions in rela

tion to the reference grid). It also permits topological changes between successive resolutions 

of the mesh.

The MeshGrid approach has been recently integrated to the AFX framework of MPEG-4, 

and represents an expression of the state of the art in multi-resolution based, view-dependent 

3-D object coding with animation capabilities. A unique feature of the MeshGrid technology 

is its ability to express various surface representations, or 3-D meshes (triangular, quadrilateral, 

etc.); however, arbitrary IndexFaceSet models need to be re-triangulated in order to be brought 

to the MeshGrid format. This is imposing an extra pre-processing step to the large existing 

base of triangulated 3-D models that are potentially currently being used in other vertex-based 

animations.

In MeshGrid, as in the whole AFX framework, however, the exploitation of compact mesh 

representations for efficient, adaptive (or QoS-based) transmission over the Internet has not 

been defined. Therefore, animation streaming systems will require customised application- 

level protocols to achieve network QoS for 3-D graphics in the context expressed earlier in this 

section. Ideally, these protocols would interact with congestion management modules in the
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network or application layer. Such an approach is taken with the end-to-end 3-D streaming 

architecture described in this thesis, with details on the interaction with the network protocol 

described in section 3.5.

Finally, Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) [W3C03] is a newly finalised standard by the 

World Wide Web consortium, based on XML grammar, for defining vector-based cross

platform graphics over the Web. Although it covers 2-D only graphics, its inherent design 

scalability due to the textual XML-based description of the graphics content, makes this ap

proach a candidate for high-quality uncompressed 2-D graphical content dissemination to a 

large number of heterogeneous clients. Of particular interest is SVG’s support for applying 

transformations to the positional matrices of the graphics objects at runtime, thus enabling lim

ited animation capabilities through coordinate translation, rotation, and scaling. The standard 

does not specify any form of network adaptation since it does not deal with continuous media. 

But, through its various ‘profile’ specifications, it can be seen as an immediately available tech

nology for scriptable, cross-platform, 2-D animation, dealing with the variety of target devices 

with different processing and rendering capabilities.

2.4.6 Summary of QoS-based 3-D mesh transmission

Table 2.5 summarises the reviewed methods for QoS-based transmission of 3-D meshes.

Table 2.5: Summary of QoS-aware 3-D mesh transmission.

C a t e g o r y M e t h o d  N a m e

To et al. [TLG99]

Lau et al. [LGTW98]

V ie w -D e p e n d e n t Yang & Kuo [YKKOl]

&  P r o g r e s s iv e Chen & Nishita [CN02]

Guéziec et al. [GTHL99]

Shamir and Pascucci [SPOl]

Joslin & Thalmann [JMT02]

B /W  a w a r e  &  

E r r o r  R e s i l i e n t

Martin [Mar02]

Bischoff & Kobbelt [BK02b, BK02a]

Labsik et al. [LKSSOO]

Al-Regib et al. [RARM02]

S t a n d a r d s Fogel et al. [FCOIZOl]

BASED Wang & Li [WLOO]
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2.5 Error Measurement and Quality Evaluation

Polygonal 3-D models are growing steadily in detail and complexity for most modem applica

tions. This growth is mainly reflected in their correspondingly increased file sizes. Because 

encoding techniques, and simplification and compression algorithms, strive to preserve credi

ble model appearance, a measure of visual quality is necessary. Ultimately, visual quality can 

only be assessed by human observers. However, interactive demands imposed by the major

ity of modem applications requiring control of quality of 3-D models do not allow continuous 

experimentation. Furthermore, subjective quality assessment, although effective, is costly and 

resource consuming.

Watson et al. [WFMOl] used the term visual fidelity to express that visual quality is a pro

cess with a wide range of meanings, such as similarity of a model to the original, or successful 

perception and communication of the original concept in a modelled environment. They distin

guished between experimental and automatic measures of fidelity of 3-D graphics models. The 

first category refers to those measures that involve human participants assessing experimental 

stimuli through well-defined scientific processes in order to obtain their relative judgements. 

The second category refers to all other measures that are generated purely automatically.

Clearly, the wider notion of fidelity as expressed by Watson et al. may extend to 3-D an

imation. A quality measure of 3-D animation should be able to express the notion of fidelity 

most relevant to this type of application, that is smooth vertex trajectories and smooth animated 

surfaces, without cracks or bumps. In this thesis, fidelity, visual quality, error, and distortion, 

are terms that will be used to refer to the same process: measurement of the deviation of a 

model, or model sequence, from another model or sequence, that is referred to as the origi

nal. When deviation is defined on a basis that expresses a purely physical quantity (distance, 

volume, etc.), the measure is automatic. When deviation refers to more subtle properties that 

the human observer appreciates more, the measure is experimental, following Watson’s terms. 

Furthermore, the function, algorithm, or other method upon which similarity is measured, will 

be called a metric throughout this thesis.

This section clarifies the distinction between two large categories of distortion measure

ment, geo-metrics and photo-metrics, in the wider area of 3-D mesh processing. Following this 

distinction, a review of some of the most common metrics, encountered in particular in the 

literature of 3-D mesh coding and animation areas, is given.
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2.5.1 Geometries

Model simplification researchers have long used three-dimensional measures of distance 

[SZL92, RR96, Ros97, KLS96], curvature [Red96], volume [LT98, Gué95, ALSS99], or their 

combinations [CRS98] to perform various mesh processing operations since one typically does 

not know what part of the model a user may be observing. The term geo-metrics is introduced to 

encompass all automatic measures of distortion that perform calculations of distance, curvature, 

or volume, on 3-D surfaces and models.

Ronfard and Rossignac [RR96, Ros97] used an error bound metric that calculates dis

tances to supporting planes. Their error estimator measured the displacement of vertices in the 

direction orthogonal to their incident faces. Their work defined two energy functions: local 

tessellation error, and local geometric error. The local geometric error computes the maximum 

distance from the new location P  of a vertex to all the supporting planes of the vertices that have 

collapsed into P . This metric works well for flat, or nearly flat, surfaces. Similarly, Schroeder 

[SZL92] in his mesh decimation method had used a vertex-to-plane distance as decimation 

criterion.

Klein et al. [KLS96] used an error metric based on the Hausdorff distance. This work 

differs from the previous in the fact that the error metric used measures distance between the 

reduced and the original meshes, rather than between Rossignac's reduced mesh and a plane or 

Schroeder’s average surface.

Reddy [Red96] used an ‘error’ function based on curvature to guide a mesh simplification 

process. This follows previous remarks that human vision acuity varies with spatial frequency. 

In his simplification algorithm, he limited the spatial frequencies that could be impacted due to 

simplification operations.

Lindstrom [LT98] further elaborated on simplification using area- and volume-based cal

culations that relate to expressions of local error. Guéziec [Gué95] used a tolerance volume 

as an error bound measure for mesh simplification. His tolerances and errors are defined with 

respect to the simplified surface, as opposed to the original surface. Alliez et el. [ALSS99], 

not initially driven by compression or simplification oriented motives, contributed a mesh ap

proximation method that minimises the volume between two meshes. Clearly targeting mesh 

complexity and visually attractive rendering, they allow vertices to move while minimising the 

geometric deviation. They later extended their technique to address geometric compression, 

leading to multi-resolution meshes with minimal visual losses.

Cignoni et al. [CRS98] created the Metro tool that integrates the calculation of distance 

and volume distortion between two 3-D models. In a companion survey [CMS98] on public
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domain simplification codes, the same authors discussed empirical results they obtained by us

ing Metro and presented a thorough classification of error evaluation criteria. Metro achieves 

an approximation of error based on surface sampling (integration process over a surface) and 

the computation of point-to-surface distances. Aspert et al. [ASCE02] built another tool called 

Mesh that simplifies the calculation of the Hausdorff distance between 3-D models. It follows 

a similar approximation principle to Metro, by sampling the original mesh surface, and calcu

lating the Hausdorff distance in a more speed- and memory-efficient manner than the distance’s 

full algebraic expression. Both tools return numerical and visual evaluations and histogram 

reports of error distributions.

All the above literature introduced measures of geometric error to simplify geometry and 

ignored distortion due to surface or appearance attributes (such as colours, textures, and nor

mals). There are significant works reported where metrics cater for more than the pure ge

ometric features of a mesh. For example, Cohen et al. [CVM+96] did not directly use any 

error measure, but devised a geometric construct, called simplification envelopes, to minimise 

surface deviation. Garland [GH97] measured vertex-to-plane distances, called Quadric Error 

Metrics, which were also suitably extended for meshes with attributes [GH98]. Hoppe [Hop96] 

initially introduced the energy functions, used to preserve surface geometry, scalar attributes 

and discontinuity curves. Later [Hop99, HMOO], he improved upon Garland’s Quadric Error 

Metric for attributes [GH98].

2.5.2 Photo-metrics

As mentioned in the previous subsection, many existing techniques for still or dynamic 

3-D model coding, compression, or simplification, rely on some measure of geometric distor

tion between two surfaces, models, or sequences of models, with the same or different number 

of polygons, vertices, or edges between them. For some graphics applications, however, these 

surfaces or models are ultimately used to produce raster images. If one is interested in the vi

sual quality of a model, then a metric based on properties of comparative photometry of the two 

models should be considered. Metrics that account for the photorealism in computer generated 

images, are termed photo-meXnc?,.

In the field of 2-D image and video processing, research mainly focused on automatic 

fidelity measures that compare the quality between images or sequences of video frames. 

The mean squared error (MSE), for example, simply calculates the mean of the squared 

pixel-by-pixel differences between the original and approximate images. More complex er

ror measures have been devised based on numerical models of the human visual system (HVS)
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[Dal93, BM98, Lub95].

Lindstrom [LTOO], in a photo-metric approach, measured fidelity of simplified models us

ing MSE by taking virtual snapshots of the model before and after the simplification process. 

This approach had been proposed in a similar way by Garland in his thesis [Gar99b], but no ex

perimental evidence had been given. Lindstrom suggested that evaluation of mesh quality could 

be possibly done using the root mean square metric over a collection of images from different 

viewpoints. Roy et al. [RFT02] built a tool that assesses mesh simplification quality, based on 

appearance attributes, regardless of viewpoint. In their work, they formally defined attribute 

deviation as the local difference of the attributes between the original and a simplifies mesh. 

(This definition is in equivalence to geometric deviation in geo-metrics.) They also suggested a 

fast algorithm to sample the surface of a triangular mesh, which increases assessment resolution 

and statistic precision.

Other very common distortion metrics on the 2-D plane, based on the MSE, include the 

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR). By equivalence to these 

common 2-D error metrics, some corresponding 3-D metrics have been expressed. Their ex

pression either directly considers the error on the 3̂ *̂  dimension [CKL+00], thus only numer

ically expanding their 2-D equivalents, or it is more carefully tailored to the animation signal 

they evaluate [GSK02, VOHOl].

The following subsection 2.5.3 discusses the above automatic measures of fidelity, and in 

particular their expressions adapted to 3-D animation.

2.5.3 Automatic error metrics for mesh animation coding evaluation

In order to measure the visual loss resulting from a non-perfect reconstruction of the animated 

mesh at the receiver, a metric is required that is able to capture the visual fidelity of a decoded 

mesh M  to its original equivalent M  during animation. Any differences can be expressed 

either in a quantitative manner, by providing some deterministic measurement of geometric 

error, or in a way that the human visual system appreciates that is subjective and possibly 

non-deterministic. Only calculating the geometric deviation between two 3-D models is better 

suited to still models or frame-by-frame model comparisons in an animation sequence and we 

can refer to such evaluation methods as spatial methods.

As animated wireframes introduce the time dimension, spatial methods alone may not 

suffice to provide adequate measure of distortion. In the developing area of 3-D animation 

coding, there is a trend to design error metrics in such a way so that they capture artifacts of a 

more subjective nature, such as mesh surface smoothness. The remainder of this section reviews
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some known spatial metrics commonly used in 3-D mesh compression and further discusses 

how these can be extended to evaluate animation distortion due to compression. These metrics 

lay the foundation for the design of the visual smoothness metric, proposed in section 5.5, 

that quantifies and considers surface smoothness in an attempt to correlate geometric error to 

geometry distortion as perceived by the human eye.

2.5.3.1 Euclidean distance

The simplest measure is the RMS geometric distance, or Euclidean Distance (ED), between 

corresponding vertices of the original and decoded models. The ED between two vertices vi 

and Vj is denoted by the || • ||2  norm, or k j,  and defined as in equation (2.8).

~  W'̂ i ~  ^j\\ ~   ̂  ̂ i'^ik ~  '^jk) • (̂  8)
k=x,y ,z

2 .53 .2  Mean geometric error — Metro

The approximation error between two meshes may be defined as the distance between corre

sponding sections of the meshes. Given a point p  and a surface S, the distance e{p, S)  can be 

defined as:

e{p,S) =  inin d{p,p') , (2.9)
p'gs

where d{) is the ED between two points in E ^ .  The one-sided distance between two surfaces 

S i , S 2 is then defined as:

E { S i , S 2 )  =  m a x  e { p , S 2 )  ■ (2 .10)
peSi

Given a set of uniformly sampled distances, we denote the mean distance E m  between two 

surfaces as the surface integral of the distance divided by the area of S i :

E m { S i , S 2 ) =  [  e(p, % ) ds . (2.11)
\^l\ Jsi

The latter equation (2.11) is the mean geometric error, the quantity evaluated by the Metro 
tool [CRS98] when calculating the distance between 3-D meshes.

2.5.3.3 Hausdorff distance

The Hausdorff distance has been commonly used in the literature [ASCE02, Cru03, RA02] as 

an error metric. It is defined as the maximum minimum distance between the vertices of two 

sets, M t and M t, so that every point in M t lies within the distance h {M t ,M t )  of  every point in 

M f  This can be expressed as:

h {Mt ,Mt )  =  m ax min \\mt -  rnt\\ , (2.12)
m t e M t m t e M t
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where || • || denotes the Euclidean distance between the two vertices, m t and rfit [CKL‘''00].

It is important to note that this distance, as the one-sided distance of equation (2.10) be

tween two surfaces, is in general not symmetrical, i.e.:

. (2.13)

We refer to h{Mt^Mt)  as the forward distance, and to h{M t ,M t )  as the backward distance. 

It is then convenient to introduce the symmetrical Hausdorff distance H{Mt,  Mt),  defined as 

follows:

H { M t , M t )  = m a x {  h{M t ,M t) ,  h{M t ,M t )  } . (2.14)

The symmetrical distance provides a more accurate measurement of the error between two 

surfaces, since the computation of a “onesided” error can lead to significantly underestimated 

distance values. When H{M t,  M t ) ~ ^  the two sets are identical and the implication is that a 

lossless compression scheme has been used. However, a small value of H{Mt,  Mt)  does not 

mean that the models, Mt  and Mt,  are similar. In fact, their shapes could differ significantly.

Calculating the Hausdorff distance may take a considerable amount of time for large mod

els because the time complexity of the algorithm is 0{n?).  Recently, however, Aspert et 

al. [ASCE02, Cru03] suggested a more efficient and less memory intensive calculation, demon

strated with their M esh tool. Their algorithm achieves a close approximation to the Hausdorff 

distance between two 3-D models by selectively reducing the number of point-triangle distances 

that the original algorithm needs to calculate between the original model (points) and the recon

structed one (triangles). This reduction can be achieved using a uniform point sampling grid as 

used in the M e tro  tool [CRS98].

2.5.3.4 SNHC model distance

For two isomorphic models, the SNHC distance metric, D s n h c ,  as defined in [IS098], is an ap

proximation of the volume spanned by the surface of the original model while it is continuously 

deformed into the decoded model, or vice versa.

Analytically, this metric can be defined as the sum of two asymmetric terms. The first 

term is the average of the distances {D)  from a number of sample points {N)  chosen on the 

surface of the original model {Mt)  according to the uniform distribution (constant number of 

sample points per surface area) to the surface of the distorted model {Mt). The second term is 

computed as the first one, with the same number of samples, but with the two models switched. 

The result is a symmetric measure, D s nh c , which can be expressed as follows:

=  . (2,15)
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Computation of the SNHC model distance is simple and straightforward once the N sample 

points have been selected. Obviously, its complexity is bounded by 0 { n )  U N  < n ,  otherwise 

it is in the order of 0 { N ) .

25.3.5 3-D PSNR

While adapting the peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR) from its 2-D expression (i.e., when 

used to measure natural video) to 3-D animation streams seems to be a straightforward opera

tion, in reality one needs to be able to interpret the adaptation of this metric in the 3-D domain. 

For 3-D animation, being a time-based signal, PSNR does not simply relate to the quality of 

the still picture as a spatial metric would do in natural video. Rather, it provides a quantitative 

expression of animation smoothness or jerkiness in time, thus representing a temporal metric.

As shown in equation (2.16), frame PSNR is calculated based on the peak Mean Square 

Error (PMSE) per vertex and per node. The expression captures animated geometry samples 

that have been predictively encoded (in what is the equivalent to a P-frame in natural video) 

by considering only those vertices and nodes that have changed since the previous frame. The 

notation is explained below.

=  (2.16)

PSN R =  - 1 0  logio PM SE .

Symbol Meaning

s{n,v) original sample of vertex v in node n

s '{n,v) decoded sample of s(n , v)

R maximum displacement of s(n , v)

Nn number of changed nodes in a D-frame

Pv number of changed vertices in a node of a D-frame

2.5.3.Ô An alternative SNR

An alternative error metric in 3-D wireframe animations, provided by Gupta et al. [GSK02], 

uses the Signal-To-Noise ratio (SNR). According to the formulation shown in equation (2.17), 

the signal is defined as the variance of the absolute error in positional matrices between two 

consecutive frames (let A M  be this quantity). The error term is defined as the difference be

tween a reconstructed positional matrix and its corresponding original (let A E  be this quantity).
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Then, the SNR ratio can be expressed as:
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2  IbLbllt, I

^  X I  W “  P j , k - l ) i  -  P i Y  ,
j = l  y i = x , y , z  

2 n u m  I--------------------------------------

j = l  y i = x , y , z

S N R  — l O l o g i Q ,

where the notation is: 

Symbol

n u m

P j , k

P'i

P'ci

Meaning

total number of vertices 

the vertex of the frame

mean value of the frame difference signal ( p j ^k  ~  P j , k - i ) i  

mean value of the estimation error {pj^k ~  Pjjc)i 

variance of the frame difference signal (p j ^k  — P j , k - i ) i  

variance of the estimation error {pj^k ~  Pj^)i

Equation set (2.17) can be significantly simplified to the closed form:

S N R  =  10 logio
avg\ \NMj -  /x||
3 < n ___________
avg\ \NEj  — /ie|| 
j < n

(2.17)

(2.18)

2.5.4 Summary of distortion measures for 3-D meshes

Table 2.6 summarises the reviewed distortion metrics used in 3-D mesh coding and animation. 

Table 2.6: Summary of common 3-D mesh distortion metrics.

M e t r i c  T y p e M e t r ic  N a m e

S t a t ic

M o d e l

D is t a n c e

Euclidean Distance [CKL+00]

Mean Geometric Error [CRS98]

Hausdorff Distance [Cru03, RA02]

SNHC Model Distance [IS098]

A n im a t io n 3-D  PSNR [VOHOl]

E r r o r Alternative SNR [GSK02, GSK03]

M e t r ic Visual Smoothness [VHO03]



Chapter 3

3-D Animation Coding

Data compression in the area of 3-D graphics has focussed on reducing spatial redundancy from 

3-D models, by compactly representing their geometric and attribute information. Existing 

algorithms are considered static, in the sense that they can only operate in intra mode, and do not 

exploit temporal coherence of model sequences, if applied to compression of time-dependent 

3-D models. Furthermore, no known compression method exists that can operate synergistically 

with network feedback in order to adapt its bitrate to degrading network conditions expressed 

as variable available bandwidth.

This chapter proposes and evaluates a coding method for dynamic 3-D wireframe models, 

suitable for Internet streaming. It concludes that dynamic coding methods lead to significant 

bandwidth savings in comparison to static methods. Variations of the proposed method also 

enable adaptive bitrates, which can be exploited by a prototype 3-D streaming architecture to 

provide certain level of QoS to dynamic wireframes.

3.1 Background and Motivation

Image, video, audio and computer graphics represent a major source of multimedia in our time. 

Increasing demand for modern applications such as audio and video conferencing or IP tele

phony has led audio, video and still image media to become particularly popular and fuelled 

further research and development in the processing of their signal, as well as in multimedia 

communications. As a result, a large international standardisation effort has taken place. Appli

cations such as digital TV broadcasting, interactive 3-D games and e-shopping, combined with 

the high popularity of the Internet, are rapidly changing the scenery demanding richer inter

active multimedia services. Existing media gain new importance: 3-D graphics and animation 

are among them. Despite the existence of a plethora of file formats and encodings for 3-D data 

(i.e., VRML 2.0), an efficient compression and animation framework is sought [JanOO] in the 

context of MPEG-4.
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MPEG-4 attempts to provide a state-of-the-art standard that covers among others the afore

mentioned areas of 3-D scene compression and delivery through a tool set called Binary For

mat for Scene (BIPS) [SFEOO]. BIPS is a compressed binary format derived from VRML 2.0, 

which it extends by preserving backwards compatibility. Apart from 3-D scene definition, BIPS 

also allows scene modification, through BIPS-Command, and limited scene animation, through 

BIPS-Anim [SigOO].

BIPS tools (or components) are, like in VRML 2.0, organised in a scene graph. The scene 

graph is a tree structure in which each node is a component and branches are its properties. As 

each component represents one aspect of functionality, the early components that appeared in 

VRML and BIPS were low-level and covered the basic graphics functionality (lines, shapes, 

colours, etc.). In this sense they were very close to the graphics API such as OpenGL. In later 

extensions of the BIPS specification, and recently in the APX amendment [ISO02], higher-level 

components were needed and were finally adopted.

For example, the MPEG-4 SNHC tools comprise few components that yield reasonably 

high compression for still textures, face and body animation, and 3-D mesh coding. In MPEG- 

4, the two early animation tools, BIPS-Anim and ‘faceanim’ were based on a DPCM system 

and arithmetic encoding that allowed for low delay coding. The coding scheme described in 

subsection 3.2.2 follows a similar block structure.

Despite the capability of VRML 2.0 and BIPS to provide animated graphics, it was soon 

felt that such support was limited due to a number of factors. VRML, for one, follows a 

download-and-play philosophy, which is inadequate for streaming synthetic 3-D content. Like

wise, the interpolator-based animation capabilities of this standard not only require a great 

amount of stored data to describe the animation, but also demand the existence of modelling 

and authoring tools to automate the generation of realistic animation interpolators. It has been 

reported that in a VRML/BIPS scene with 2-D and 3-D animation content, 80% or more of the 

file often contains animation and geometry data [BS02]. MPEG-4 promised to reduce the stor

age requirements of 2-D and 3-D graphic scenes by calling for suitable technologies that could 

efficiently compress scene geometry. This led to the development of the 3-D mesh coding 

component (3DMC [IS099]). And, more recently, MPEG-4 adopted methods of compressing 

interpolators [KJH+02] within the BIPS tool in a step towards efficient representation of rich 

synthetic scenes containing animations.

These source coding tools alone do not allow the robust transmission of the scenes in error- 

prone environments, nor could they scale to accommodate heterogeneous receiver capabilities. 

Moreover, coding and transmitting rich synthetic scenes that contain animated objects is a cum
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bersome task, mainly because there is no unified solution that could take into account efficient 

source coding of animation, loss robustness, and scalability.

Designing a 3-D animation codec suitable for the best-effort Internet would require, be

sides the signal-processing domain, special consideration of the channel characteristics. These 

refer to packet loss, reordering and duplication, delay, delay variation (jitter), and even frag

mentation. Traditional packet audio/video tools, such as rat and vie [uuOO] use RTF [SCFJ03] 

with adaptive playout buffering algorithms to cope with variable delay. Loss is unpredictable, 

whether it is expressed in the short-term as some packets being independently dropped, or in 

the longer-term in the form of loss bursts or network outages. In such cases, an error resilience 

scheme is desirable along with a good payload format design.

This chapter lays the foundations of a coding scheme, called 3D-Anim, suitable for the 

compression and robust transmission of animated 3-D models. Also included is its RTF payload 

format, which draws heavily on the best common practice guidelines for writers of RTF payload 

formats in [HF03]. 3D-Anim represents the source compression component of a generic archi

tecture, suitable for streaming 3-D animated content with some degree of QoS. This streaming 

architecture is also presented, and the interaction between its source and network components is 

described. Further description of its capabilities for error resilience and data repair is provided 

in the following chapters.

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Section 3.2 formally introduces the 

area of dynamic 3-D animation coding and describes 3D-Auim, a basic single-resolution anima

tion coding method. Section 3.3 presents enhancements and optimisations to basic wireframe 

animation coding. Section 3.4 formally introduces multi-resolution wireframe animation cod

ing and argues that such codecs can form the basis of network adaptive 3-D animation streams. 

The Internet architecture is then presented in section 3.5. It is designed for streaming dynamic 

3-D animation content adaptively, and was used to evaluate the coding methods of the previous 

sections. Section 3.6 concludes this foundation chapter with reference to the error resilience 

capabilities of the streaming architecture that will be described in the following chapters.

3.2 Dynamic 3-D Wireframe Coding

3.2.1 Formal definition of wireframe animation

Assume that a static 3-D model, M ,  exists whose geometry and connectivity are given. In 

popular 3-D graphics standards, this information is provided either in a simple structured un

compressed matrix form (i.e., in VRML 2.0) called the IndexedFaceSet, or in an enhanced, 

more compact, and yet structured form (i.e., in BIFS) called IndexedFaceSetSD. In both
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representations, the underlying data structure is an ordered set of indexed vertex positions that 

stores the geometry, along with an unordered set of polygon descriptions (where a polygon 

is a list of edges followed by a delimiter) that stores the connectivity of the given model M .  

However, none of these I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  structures can store time-varying geometry or 

connectivity.

The vertices rrij of a time-dependent isomorphic 3-D mesh, corresponding to model M  

at time t, form the indexed set Mt =  {rrijt, j  =  l ,  2, . . .  ,n } ,  where n  is the total number of 

vertices in the mesh. Since a vertex has three spatial components {xj , yj ,Zj ) ,  and assuming 

that no connectivity changes occur in time (isomorphic mesh with constant n), the indexed set’s 

geometric data at time t can be represented by the position matrix Mt, as;

Mt  = 2/ 1 2 /2 ,<

Xn,t

yn,t

Zn,t

The indexed set of vertices may be partitioned into intuitively natural partitions, called 

nodes^. For example, in wireframe model FRED shown in Figure 3.1, different nodes have 

been coloured in the rendered model on the right to be easily identified.

I f f
Figure 3.1: Nodes o f model FRED.

Then, the position matrix of the node is denoted by Ni^f Note that, without loss of 

generality, the position matrix Mt for k such nodes can now be expressed as:

M t =

For notational convenience, Ni^t (i =  1,2 , . . . ,  fc) is used for representing both a node’s position 

matrix and to refer to the node A/i of the model as well. Similarly, the notation Mt refers 

both to the model’s positional matrix at time t and to denote the model M  at time instant t.

'The term is chosen to highlight the correspondence of such nodes with the nodes as defined in VRML and BIFS. 

The usefulness of nodes will be made clearer after a related discussion on model layering, in section 5.3.
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Free-fonn animations of a 3-D mesh may result in position matrices that exhibit high vari

ability in the time domain, which makes them unsuitable for applications where transmission 

of the animation data over a communications channel is required. In such applications, it is 

desirable for a compressed representation to be as compact as possible. The objective of a time- 

dependent 3-D model compression algorithm is to compactly represent the sequence of position 

matrices M t, as defined above, that form the synthetic animation.

3.2.2 The 3D-Anim codec

The 3D-Anim input signal is defined as the set of non-zero displacements of all vertices in all 

nodes at time t;

Df — { dit — '^ it i — l , 2 , . . . , p  (p ^  ri) : dit 0 }• (3.1)

Following the earlier notation, the input signal can be expressed with a displacement matrix, 

D t, as:

Dt = M t — M t- i

A  =

X2,t — X2,t-1

y i , t  — y i , t - i  y2,t -  2/2,t - i

Z\,t — Z2,t — Z2,t-1

or, equivalently, using node matrices:

yp,t ~  yp ,t-i 

Zp,t ~  ^p,t-i

(3.2)

U,t , (3.3)

where the displacement matrix of node i, for I such nodes (2 =  1 , 2 , . . . ,  /). Note that D t’s 

dimension may be reduced to p  (where p < n )  compared to Mt,  since Dt by the above definition 

does not contain vertices for which the displacement on all axes is zero. The latter vertices are 

called stationary vertices. Note, too, that I < k  holds, in the event that no vertices in a node are 

displaced, resulting in stationary nodes (or, =  0).

Figure 3.2 shows the effect of differential coding of geometry coordinates. The original 

range of the distribution of geometric coordinates of model Fred, shown in the upper three 

plots of the figure (one plot for each component coordinate), is largely reduced to the com

pact distribution of the lower plots. Similar distributions for all other sequences used in this 

dissertation are given in Appendix A.2.

The scheme described and summarised in equation (3.2), is suited to a DPCM coder, as 

described in paragraph 3.2.2.2. The coding process assumes that the initial wireframe model 

Mo, here termed as the reference model, is already present at the receiver. The reference model
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can be compressed and streamed with an existing method for static 3-D mesh transmission, 

such as the robust method proposed in [RA02], along with error protection if it is assumed the 

transmission is done over the same lossy channel as the time-dependent mesh. The proposed 

3D-Anim coding method may interoperate with such static mesh transmissions and these will 

not be discussed further here.

3.2.2.1 Frame types

In the 3D-Anim codec’s context, a P-frame describes changes from the reference model Mq 

to the model at the current time instant t. A  D-frame, describes the changes of a model from 

the previous time instant ( — 1 to the current time instant t. The corresponding position and 

displacement matrices for P and D frames are denoted respectively by M f ,  M f ,  D f ,  D f .

In P-frames, the residual error vectors generated by differentially encoding a 3-D model 

against a reference model are larger than the corresponding error vectors in D-frames. The 

magnitude, however, of this difference is not large and usually depends on the amount of motion 

present in the frames being coded. The size of a P-frame is, on average, larger than the preceding 

or following D-frame by less than 6% in 4 out of the 5 models used to evaluate 3D-Anim 

(models listed in appendix A).

The way these two types of frames are placed in the sequence bitstream is a design de

cision, which can be based on source coding criteria (i.e., signal attenuation), or on feedback 

received from the network (i.e., random unidentified frame loss). For example, a simple place

ment policy would introduce P-frames at constant regular intervals in a stream of D-frames, if 

the content motion pattern of the sequence does not exhibit sudden peaks or falls (smooth mo-

□(süibution of Model Coordinates Distribution of Model Coordinates

o
L4J

X coordinate 

Distribution of Residual Error

11.;

Distribution of Model Coordinates

•1,5 -1 -0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5
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A -3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1 5
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Figure 3.2: Distributions of absolute position matrix coordinates (upper row) and differential coordinates (lower 

row) for sequence FRED.
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Figure 3.3: Block diagram of the 3D-Anim codec. Top: Encoder, Bottom: Decoder.

tion). In parallel, when loss is reported by receivers, P-frame frequency in the sequence can be 

increased to prevent prolonged deterioration of the animated model as a result of the prediction 

step in the decoder.

Due to the small variance of P-frame sizes in comparison to the size of D-frames, the 

simple regular frame placement policy is used in the experiments of section 4.4.

3.2.2.2 Encoding and decoding process

Figure 3.3 shows a block diagram of the coding scheme. The top figure 3.3 diagram depicts 

a DPCM encoder that takes advantage of the temporal correlation of the displacement of each 

vertex along every axis in the 3-D space. To encode a D-frame, the decoded set (animation 

frame or displacement matrix) of the previous instance is used as the predicted value, M ^ i -  

(Equivalently, for encoding an P-frame, the predicted matrix is M ^_i, where =  0 at

t  =  0 is the displacement matrix for the reference model.) Then, the prediction error E t, i.e., 

the difference between the current displacement matrix and the predicted one, is computed 

and quantised (Et). Finally, the quantised samples are entropy coded (Q )  using arithmetic 

coding [MNW98], which adapts to the distribution of the geometric coordinate components. 

The predictive coding scheme of 3D-Anim prevents accumulation of quantisation error.

A DPCM decoder (bottom of figure 3.3) first decodes arithmetically the received samples 

(Ct) and then computes the decoded samples (D^).

Similar coding schemes have been used in MPEG-4 for the compression of facial anima

tion parameters [TOOO] and for BIFS-Anim [SigOO].

3.2.2.3 Q uantisation

In previously proposed methods for still geometric data compression, scalar quantisation indi

vidually for each component coordinate has been followed. The approaches taken for example 

in Deering’s triangle strips method [Dee95], or in Topological Surgery [TR98], Edgebreaker
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[Ros99], Touma-Gotsman’s method [TG98] and others, were to first normalise the coordinate 

values in a unit cube and then to round off the normalised coordinates to an integer of fixed 

length k. Depending on how the rounding operation was performed, this process might have 

led to uniform or non-uniform quantisation. Clearly, the number of quantiser levels is restricted 

to be =  2^ in this approach.

In 3D-Anim, this restriction has been lifted, and the quantiser’s levels, K ,  can take values 

that are not necessarily a power of 2. This is to benefit the entropy encoding process that follows 

quantisation, which may be able to better allocate variable length codes to the most frequently 

used quantiser indices. A uniform scalar quantiser was designed, where the K  quantisation 

levels for each component coordinate are of equal step size q, given for the x  component by:

^ m a x  ~  ^ m in  /n  a\
Qx — • ( p ' ^ )

Then, the quantiser is designed as:

Q{x)  =  , (3.5)
Qx

leading to the quantised indices:

0,1,2,  . . .  , K - 1  . (3.6)

The corresponding inverse quantiser is:

X =  Q x ^ i ^ x )  =  *a; ■ +  ~  ̂+  X m i n  ■ (3-7)

The uniform scalar quantiser designed above is suboptimal. However, optimal quantisers 

such as those based on the iterative Lloyd-Max algorithm can be computationally expensive, 

and their implementations require maintenance and searching of look-up tables. This fact, com

bined with the sheer volume of vertex coordinates that may be involved in free-form animation 

scenarios of rich models, makes the implementation of optimal quantisers rather impractical 

for on-the-fiy encoding and streaming. In addition, it has been reported that low-frequency 

errors, such as small vertex displacements due to uniform quantisation, are less noticeable to 

the human visual system, which is more sensitive to normals and lighting errors than geometry 

[SCOT03]. Furthermore, the inverse uniform scalar quantiser of equation (3.7), as designed 

above for 3-D models, is amenable to hardware-based decoding. Such a technique is described 

by Fowler et al. [FvdZT+00] in a terrain rendering system using 3-D geometric position data 

similar to those of the 3D-Anim codec. For these reasons, the simple uniform scalar quantiser 

was preferred over an optimal scalar quantiser.
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The quantisation step size q was assumed to be invariant among different nodes of the same 

model. Allowing different quantisation step sizes for different nodes may result in artifacts, 

such as mesh cracks and overlaps, especially in the edge and vertex boundaries between nodes, 

as was discussed in the literature (paragraph 2.2.1.2) and experienced by Chow [Cho97] in 

his adaptive non-uniform quantisation for still 3-D mesh coding. Such cracks can be repaired 

with stitching operations; however, these add complexity and may require modifications to the 

surface mesh in order to achieve good visual results. They have not, therefore, been used in 

3D-Anim.

3.2.2.4 Entropy coding

In figure 3.3, the quantised prediction error È t of the geometric coordinate samples is entropy 

coded without loss, using an adaptive arithmetic coder. Arithmetic coders are known to be 

asymptotically optimal, whereas Hufftnan coding performance is within 1 bit of the entropy. 

This means that arithmetic coding leads to more compact symbol representations on average 

[MNW98].

The input string of symbols {Èt) is compacted into an encoded string sequence of bits with 

the aid of an adaptive model. The model is a way of calculating, in the context of 3D-Anim, 

the distribution of probabilities for the next input quantised geometric coordinate component. 

Being adaptive, the model recalculates and assigns different such probabilities for each symbol 

encountered so far in the message based on its frequency of appearance. This process leads 

to the assignment of variable length codes to each input symbol in the message, with the most 

frequent symbols being finally represented with shorter codes in the encoded bit sequence^.

3.2.2.5 A nim ation m asks

The 3D-Anim scheme defines one table and at least two bitmask structures for each dynamic 

model in order to convey which vertices and nodes of the model are non-stationary, and there

fore encoded. These structures are the Node Table, the Node Mask and one or more Vertex 

Masks.

The Node Table is an indexed list of all I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  nodes in the dynamic model, 

and is assumed to be known a priori at the decoder. This fact follows the earlier assumption 

that the wireframe model already exists at the decoder, or is downloaded through other means. 

The Node Table helps the decoder identify and refer to each of the model’s nodes by their index 

in the table.

^The implementation of the arithmetic codec for 3D-Anim follows that o f Moffat et al. [MNW98] with low 

bound iriLow = 0 and high bound m H igh = 2^®.
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The Node Mask is a bit sequence where a bit, if set, denotes that the corresponding 

I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  node in the Node Table is non-stationary.

Vertex Masks follow a similar definition, where set bits correspond to non-stationary ver

tices to be coded. There is one Vertex Mask per coordinate component.

From the previous definitions it follows that a model may have as many sets of Vertex 

Masks as its number of non-stationary nodes. For stationary nodes, no Vertex Masks are de

fined. Finally, in animations where all vertices and all nodes are non-stationary, definition of 

the previous structures is redundant.

The bitmask structures as defined previously are not compact. The 3D-Anim scheme can 

be extended at this point to cover lossless compression of the Node and Vertex Masks. In the 

bitmask case, a run-length encoder (RLE) would efficiently compact a stream of consecutive 

occurrences of the same bit symbol into a single symbol preceded by a number signifying the 

length of the symbol run. The RLE steps for the mask data of 3D-Anim can be summarised as:

1. Measuring separate histograms of run-lengths for O’s and I ’s.

2. Smoothing ragged histograms by averaging neighbouring bin heights.

3. Creating Huffman codes, one for the O’s histogram and one for the I ’s histogram.

Uncompressed animation masks are defined in BIFS-Anim [SigOO] in a compatible way and 

this allows the 3D-Anim scheme to be directly integrated with an MPEG-4 terminal.

3 .2 .2 .6  C oding perform ance

In this paragraph, the performance of the simple 3D-Anim codec is compared against MPEG- 

4 ’s 3-D Mesh Coding scheme (3DMC) [IS099]. Additional comparison results are provided 

against MPEG-4’s p r e d i c t i v e M F F i e l d ,  the predictive coding method used for compress

ing each multiple field  structure (MFField, i.e., indexed face sets) in each frame individually.

The basic functionality of 3DMC as a progressive single-resolution encoder relies on the 

TS [TR98] and PFS [TGHL98] schemes presented in the literature, and its subsequent im

provements during the course of development of the standard. Namely, Touma and Gotsman 

proposed the use of parallelogram prediction [TG98], while Li and Kuo proposed an improved 

error coding scheme [LLK97]. Later, the connectivity encoding for progressive transmission 

was enhanced by Bossen [Bos99j. Finally, Guéziec et al. contributed the non-manifold en

coding [GBTS99] based on cutting and stitching. For these technologies, the 3DMC coding 

scheme represents the state of the art as shown by extensive experimentation performed during 

the course of the MPEG-4 process.
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The block diagram for the predictive coding scheme of MFField is shown in figure 3.4. 

This coding method exploits the redundancy that exists between vertices lying in the same 

‘neighbourhood’ in the 3-D space, and has an effect on sequences of statically encoded 

I n d e x e d F a c e S e t s  (encoding of a model on a frame-by-frames basis).

LQ AAC

Figure 3.4: Block diagram of the p r e d i c t i v e M F F i e ld  coder.

Results of the compression comparison are plotted in figure 3.5 for models B o u n c e b a l l , 

Fr e d , C h ic k e n  and T e l l y , encoded with P-frames inserted every 15 frames (denoted by 

P/15). AU graphs show that by removing temporal redundancy with the basic 3D-Anim (blue 

plot) one can achieve deeper compression of dynamic wireframe sequences as opposed to com

pressing the sequence’s frames spatially only with 3DMC (red plot). The green, grey and black 

plots correspond to the compression performance of textual descriptions of the frames in ei

ther differential geometric coordinates (removing temporal redundancy), statically compressed 

3-D coordinates (removing spatial redundancy), or in VRML mode, respectively (labelled as 

‘DiffTab.gz’, ‘Tab.gz’, ‘VRML.gz’). In all these cases, the quantised information has also been 

adaptively arithmetically coded for fair comparison against 3D-Anim.

The red and blue plots in figure 3.5 also reveal the effects of P-frames on the coding perfor

mance of 3D-Anim. The periodic bitrate rises due to D-frame coding in sequences F r e d  and 

C h ic k e n  are apparent, and are expressed as small spikes in simple animations, or in dynamic 

models with few to medium number of vertices (F r e d ), or as sharp increases of the bitrate in 

more detailed models (like C h ic k e n ).

Another remark worth mentioning can be made on the smooth and straight shape of the 

3DMC plots (red graphs). 3DMC is tailored to compression of static 3-D models and, hav

ing assumed isomorphic meshes whose connectivity and resolution does not change between 

successive frames, it results in almost the same bitrate per frame, hence a smooth line.

In predictive multiple field mode, the performance of compressed I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  

structures for models B o u n c e b a l l  and T e ll y  are also plotted as a purple line. Conceptually, 

the p r e d i c t i v e M F F i e l d  method can be seen as the binary form of the textual tabulated 

descriptions and their performance is expected to be rather similar. This is, indeed, confirmed 

by the purple plots on models B o u n c e b a l l  and T elly  (labelled as ‘predMF’).

With the simple 3D-Anim codec described in subsection 3.2.2, the average compression
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Figure 3.5; Comparison of 3D-Anim with 3DMC and other statically, or differentially, encoded sequences.
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efficiency achieved per vertex component x, y, z, is listed in table 3.1 for wireframe T e lly  and 

for different P-frame frequencies. Quantisation step size was assumed to be the same for all 

nodes of T e lly  to avoid surface cracks.

Table 3.1 also reveals that the bitrate overhead due to introduction of P-frames in the 

sequence is small compared to D-frame bitrates. This can be derived by examining the com

pression efficiencies reported in the second and third large columns of table 3.1, corresponding 

to increased frequencies of P-frames in the animation sequence, against the first large column 

(where only one P-frame is used). Namely, by introducing P-frames regularly at intervals of 

20 frames the bitrate overhead of sequence T elly  is 2.2% at worst, calculated as the ratio of 

the total bits per vertex of the second over the first large column of table 3.1. Similarly, for 

P-frames inserted every 8 frames the corresponding overhead is calculated to be 3.7%. It is also 

notable that these overheads show little variation when modifying the quantisation step sizes. 

The previous outcome is also noticeable in all other sparse or medium detail sequences, such as 

F r e d  and B o u n c e b a l l  (5% and 3.1% at worst).

In C h ic k e n , however, P-frame bitrate is significantly higher than that of a D-frame, with 

the overhead reaching 35%. This is not surprising as motion in C h ic k e n  is intense and com

plete in all three geometric components, thus resulting in the model being considerably dis

placed with regards to the reference. Recall that, in paragraph 3.2.2.1, 3D-Anim P-frames 

have been defined as displacements relative to the reference model. The latter remark about 

C h ic k e n  is also confirmed by the 3D-Anim plots in the graphs of figure 3.5.

In table 3.2, the average bitrate of T elly  is listed for various streaming experiments as 

calculated by experiment logs. There are two interesting aspects worth noting: a) T e l l y ’s 

bitrate varies significantly over time as its standard deviation suggests and, b) T e l l y ’s bitrate 

varies little with increasing P-frame frequency. The latter point reconfirms the discussion of 

the previous paragraph. The former point implies that wireframes of sparse animation content 

and up to medium resolution (fewer than thousands of vertices) may result in rather higher 

variability rates than more intense animations of high detail (resolution) models. C h ic k e n ’s 

plot in figure 3.5 confirms this remark by exhibiting very smooth D-frame bitrates, but further 

validation is necessary to generalise this statement.

Generally, when compressing dynamic 3-D wireframes with 3D-Anim, the previous re

sults represent useful knowledge about the behaviour of the codec, and may lead to the de

velopment of variable P-frame placement policies according to network reported feedback and 

animation content. Such policies, however, are not examined in this thesis.
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Table 3.1: T e l l y : Compression efficiency (bits/sample) per component x, y, z, for various quantiser step sizes and 

P-frame positions.

P-FRAM E POSITION

Only frame 1 Every 20 frames Every 8 frames

Q u a n t . S t e p  s iz e X y z X y z X y z

(2 5 ) 32 3.39 4.28 4.23 3.41 4.33 4.25 3.46 4.42 4.29

(2 « ) 64 3.84 4.75 4.70 3 .88 4.83 4.74 3.94 4.95 4.81

96 4.12 5.01 5.05 4.18 5.11 5.07 4.26 5.23 5.13

(2 7 ) 128 4.37 5.21 5.27 4.41 5.32 5.31 4.47 5.45 5.39

160 4.47 5.35 5.47 4.51 5.48 5.49 4.60 5.61 5.57

192 4.58 5.46 5.58 4.67 5.60 5.64 4.72 5.74 5.71

224 4.69 5.55 5.70 4.78 5.68 5.75 4.82 5.87 5.85

(28) 256 4.80 5.67 5.85 4.84 5.79 5.89 4.91 5.95 5.97

288 4.89 5.72 5.94 4.94 5.87 5.97 5.03 6.02 6.03

320 4.94 5.81 6.00 5.03 5.94 6.02 5.08 6.13 6.13

352 5.04 5.84 6.07 5.06 6.01 6.14 5.17 6.19 6.19

384 5.12 5.96 6.12 5.12 6.05 6.21 5.20 6.23 6.27

416 5.17 6.02 6.24 5.19 6.15 6.26 5.28 6.32 6.34

448 5.24 6.07 6.27 5.24 6.19 6.32 5.34 6.34 6.39

480 5.26 6.09 6.35 5.27 6.23 6.36 5.38 6.42 6.45

(2 » ) 512 5.28 6.12 6.37 5.33 6.28 6.43 5.39 6.46 6.54

Table 3.2: T e l l y : Average output bitrate for various P-frame positions.

P - F r a m e  p o s i t i o n AVG. ENCODER BITRATE (k bps) STD. D e v .

None 232.5 38.0

30 234.8 39.7

15 236.7 40.6

8 240.1 42.3

3.2.3 The 2D-Anim codec

The same definition of 3-D model data given earlier in subsection 3.2.1 can cover the reduced 

case of two-dimensional graphics. In particular, the 3D-Anim encoder can be seen as a superset 

of 2D-Anim, the corresponding temporally predictive wireframe mesh coder for 2-D geometry 

data.

Streaming applications and architectures can take advantage of the reduced amount of 

data required to achieve realistic graphics models in 2-D . The geometric data can be either 

stored (pre-design ed animations or cartoons) or, most intriguingly, generated on-the-fiy by a 

3-D to 2-D projection engine, if the corresponding 3-D models are already available. In such 

scenarios, graphics streaming architectures can accommodate heterogeneous sets of clients with
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reduced processing, rendering, or networking capabilities. Such an approach is absent from 

other graphics streaming systems [Mar02] targeting heterogeneous client populations, which 

are based on transcoding.

Concolato et al. [ISOOlc, CDM03] have identified methods of adapting BIFS to encoding 

cartoons. However, all proposed BIFS-based methods suffer from those inadequacies associated 

with BIFS itself: lack of robustness in streaming, and inflexible decoding. Missing BIFS data 

due to network packet loss, or lack of repair mechanisms at receivers, will force BIFS to quit 

decoding in the event of packet loss. A scheme based on 2D-Anim and the stream robustness 

provisions proposed in the following chapters are complementary solutions.

Finally, the 2D-Anim coder can take advantage of any enhanced features available to 3D- 

Anim, such as distortion optimisations, or rate adaptation, as described in section 3.3.

3.3 Enhanced Wireframe Animation Codecs

In 3D-Anim terminology, dense animations are called those sequences with a large number of 

non-stationary vertices. Following the notation introduced in subsection 3.2.2, this notion of 

density (or sparsity) of an animation sequence can be expressed through the number of non- 

stationary vertices p (p < n) and the number of non-stationary nodes I (I < k). The density 

(or sparsity) of the animation can be formally quantified by the average density ratio, dfavg, 

defined as:
1 1 A I

dfavg =  r f '  with / <  fc and \p\ < |n |, (3.8)
/ = ! j= i ^

in the range [0..1], where N  is the number of animation frames and k the number of nodes in 

the reference model. When p  ^  n  and I k equation (3.8) gives d f ^  1, thus describing a 

dense animation. For p = n  and  ̂=  A; the above equation results in d / =  1 and the animation is 

termed complete.

By controlling parameters p  and I, the encoder can generate layered bitstreams (through 

parameter I ), where each layer L  can be scalable (by adjustment of parameter p). Different 

options for organising 3-D animation data into layers, and thus how parameter I can be adjusted 

in this case, are proposed and discussed further in chapter 5.

3.3.1 The enhanced 3D-Anim (E3D-Anim)

Controlling the number of non-stationary vertices through parameter p  leads to introduction of 

enhancement features to 3D-Anim. When the displacement of a non-stationary vertex is below 

a threshold, e, the coding distortion associated with this vertex is expected to be low compared 

to the distortion introduced by other non-stationary vertices with larger displacements. In fact.
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animated vertices with large displacements tend to dominate in all formal expressions that de

fine error metrics, such as those presented in subsection 2.5.3. Thus, vertices with very small 

displacements can be treated as stationary and be excluded from coding. The Vertex Mask 

structure facilitates this by resetting the vertex’s corresponding bit.

Let dit denote the displacement of the z-th vertex va of a dynamic 3-D model M  with n  

vertices between time instants t—1 and t, under the simplifying assumption that M  is structured 

as a single node (k — 1). Let bu be the bit corresponding to vu  in the Vertex Mask. Then,

bit =  <
0, \dit\ < e ,

(3.9)
1, otherw ise  .

For the displacement vector d t — [ d u , d 2 t ,  ... , d n t ] ,  a corresponding ‘profit’ vector can be 

defined as Pt = [Pit,P 2t, • • • ,Pnt], with Pit — where Dit is the distortion introduced 

to the animation frame t  of model M  due to treating vertex vu  as stationary. Similarly, the 

cost vector R t =  [ R u ,R 2t, • • • ,Rnt] is defined to represent the rate consumed by vertices 

• • • :Vnt\- With this notation, Rit represents the current measurement of bits con

sumed by vertex Vit in frame t  during the encoding phase.

Then, maximisation of the profit vector Pt is sought (or, minimisation of the distortion of 

the model) subject to a cost (rate) constraint, as:

n

Pt{Rt) =  m a x  ^  bit • Pit , (3.10)
i=l

subject to:
n

' ^ b i f R i t  < R t • (3.11)
i=l

Equations (3.9)-(3.11) formally define the constrained optimisation problem known as the

0-1 Knapsack Problem (also known as the Capital Budgeting Problem), which forms the basis 

of the enhanced 3D-Anim coder. In this mode, 3D-Anim operates as a sieve, by excluding from

coding stationary, as well as nearly stationary, vertices. The E3D-Anim problem formulation,

despite being NP-hard, can be significantly reduced to yield a fast and optimal solution by 

appropriately selecting the cost vector to denote average vertex rates in the sequence.

The decoder, if necessary, may apply post-processing mesh optimisation or fairing tech

niques [HDD+93, Kob97] to improve the visual quality of the rendered model.

3.4 Multi-resolution Wireframe Animation Codecs

In the previous sections, the simple and enhanced 3D-Anim codecs assumed single resolution 

models and coding methods, thus yielding bitstreams that may not easily adapt their rates to
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varying network conditions. Any attempt to shape the outgoing rate would require the use 

of coarser quantisation which, in the case of model-based coding, is known to result in mesh 

cracks. A further enhancement to 3D-Anim is possible whereby the number of faces of model 

A4 and, therefore, the corresponding transmission rate of the encoder, are adapted to the avail

able network bandwidth constraints. This approach has the advantage of trading a wireframe 

mesh’s geometric constructs (face resolution) for crack avoidance over the classic quantisation- 

based adaptation.

The following subsection introduces the general concept of multi-resolution meshes, 

which is then extended in subsection 3.4.2 to represent dynamic models.

3.4.1 Multi-resolution meshes

A  multi-resolution mesh representation of a geometric object A4 is a representation that em

bodies a set of meshes {A4^, A4^~^, , A4^}, each of which is in turn a representation of

A4. These representations can be seen as different approximations of the original object sub

ject to some tolerance. The set of approximations is considered ordered with A4* denoting a 

representation ‘closer’ to A4 than A4^ for i > j .  This ordering implies that A4^ represents the 

coarsest approximation to A4 and A4^ the finest. Following this notation, the original model 

A4 can also be referred to as A4^.

In general, creating the multi-resolution representations involves the following primary 

decisions:

•  Selection of a decimation primitive.

•  Quantitative definition of the tolerance (error) to prioritise the decimation elements.

Once these parameters are established, a multi-resolution representation of a model can be 

built as a sequential process, where the sequence of discrete modifications (decimation opera

tions) is recorded in a linear data structure such as a priority queue. According to the direction 

of the traversal on this structure and the current approximation, one can apply a series of dec

imation operations from the sequence on the existing mesh either from coarse to fine or from 

fine to coarse. For simplicity, and for other reasons explained in paragraph 3.4.4.3 of this chap

ter, the mesh simplification process assumes only independent decimation operations, i.e., such 

that two sequential decimation operations do not share any geometric elements (vertices, edges, 

faces).

Mesh simplification methods like those described in paragraph 2.2.2.3 of the literature, 

construct a coarse base representation A4® of a detailed initial mesh A4*, by iteratively apply

ing a contraction operation cjA, such as edge collapse. The recorded sequence of simplification
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operations forms a simplification stream, whereas the ordered set of intermediate mesh repre

sentations M.^ forms an incremental representation, as:

M
k-1

Hoppe [Hop96] introduced the progressive mesh structure, by exploiting the fact that the 

edge collapse operation is invertible as a vertex split operation. Thus, for each contraction 

Hoppe defined the corresponding inverse split, and proposed the progressive representation 

as a base mesh M P  followed by a refinement sequence ijĵ  :

'Ipk - l
* M '

(The formal notation here is similar to that of paragraph 2.2.2.1 where the edge collapse opera

tion is covered by cp and the vertex split by 'ip.)

3.4.2 Formal definition of dynamic multi-resolution meshes

In mesh decimation literature, simplification techniques applied solely to static meshes are en

countered. Similarly, in the emerging field of dynamic mesh geometry coding, only single 

resolution approaches have been proposed. In this subsection, the time-dependent multi-reso

lution geometry representation is introduced, by extending Hoppe’s original progressive mesh 

representation to the time domain. This concept can be formally expressed as follows:

I

j^ k fl

I

L k ,0

kk,j

i

a , o

L k , t L i , t a.t
J ^ k , t  _Z— , . ..  ^ ^  J ^ i , t  . . .  ^  > ^0,t_

R e s o l u t io n

In the notation tabulated above, each row represents a incremental representation and each 

column a dynamic mesh evolving downwards. Starting from the top-left representation of a 

detailed mesh at time 0 the proposed representation of the mesh at time j can

either be transformed horizontally to 0*’-̂ * following Hoppe’s progressive

decimation concept, or vertically as uj^d+i o following a dynamic evolution
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of the geometry. The inverse operation of a contraction can be similarly expressed with this 

notation as denoting a refinement (for simplicity, this is not shown

in the tabulated notation).

Using the previous notation, an accumulation of elementary topological operations can 

also be expressed to describe transitions between any two models, in the incre

mental representation. A batch 0^'^ of such simplification operations, and the inverse batch of 

refinements is defined as:

J ^ q , t  ^  O • • • O 0 ^ '* )  O A f P ’* .

The increment (or decrement) K — \p—q\ with the batch operations can express any

forward or t q v q t s q  fine-grain adaptation of a model MP'^ to another A4^’*.

3.4.3 Why use a multi-resolution model?

The relative merits of transmitting a multi-resolution 3-D mesh over a single-resolution mesh 

are numerous. Below, two key merits are described and argued for:

1. To avoid mesh cracks while adapting a model’s resolution to network conditions.

2. The ability to transmit animation while a model is being streamed.

Traditionally, media rate control is based on increasing or reducing the quantiser’s step 

size in order to respectively reduce or increase a codec’s output bitrate. This approach, known 

as adaptive quantisation, if applied to 3-D animated meshes, may result in successive transi

tions (i.e., frames) between coarse and fine encodings of a 3-D model with potentially visible 

undesirable effects, such as cracks or rough model surfaces, during reconstruction. If, instead 

of variable quantisation, the encoder uses a reduced resolution model (by vertex elimination, 

or any other decimation rule), then the crack effect gives way to smoother mesh resolution 

transitions with much less noticeable surface distortions.

On the other hand, single-resolution meshes (i.e., progressive meshes) are static in the 

sense that once a sequence of detail coefficients is constructed, its ordering is rather inflexible 

and a fixed number of detail removal steps when applied leads to ordered and deterministic 

coarser resolution levels. Hence, transmission of progressive models is also static, in the sense 

that streaming is only permitted for rigid models. Without redundancy, or under variable net

work conditions, progressive meshes cannot be used to achieve adaptation and animation.

Multi-resolution animated 3-D models can be efficiently streamed over packet networks by 

allowing coarser models to adapt to reduced available bandwidth. The term “coarser models”
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here reflects a state of reduced resolution through a decimation rule of choice (vertex, edge, 

face elimination, or other rule). Similarly, during refinement, the multi-resolution approach 

proposed in this thesis refers to the addition of geometric detail to the streamed model without 

considering other mesh processing techniques, such as smoothing or fairing.

Other mesh coding techniques that could allow network adaptivity are those based around 

the notion of subdivision surfaces. For example, the work of Labsik et al. [LKSSOO] introduces 

the term adaptive subdivision for the application of progressive broadcasting of 3-D models. 

However, an adaptive subdivision streaming method only adds smoothness to the original 

model, not geometric detail through wireframe geometry refinement, as proposed in this thesis.

3.4.4 The progressive 3D-Anim  (P3D-Anim)

3.4.4.1 Source encoding

The P3D-Anim encoder shown in figure 3.6 compresses the dynamic geometric positions of the 

vertices of the 3-D model while successive simplification or refinement operations take place on 

its structure [VHO04]. The encoder builds upon the simple 3D-Anim geometry coding scheme 

of subsection 3.2.2, in which each vertex geometry component is quantised and differentially 

predicted from its previous instance, after decimation analysis on the current mesh. The dec

imation analysis step identifies candidate vertices to split or edges to collapse (or any other 

topological operation) according to some criteria, usually minimisation of some form of error 

metric.

To encode a frame, the Vertex Mask structure of 3D-Anim is re-employed with slightly 

modified semantics. Setting a bit denotes that the corresponding vertex has been predictively 

coded, as in 3D-Anim. Resetting a bit now signifies that the corresponding vertex has been con

tracted. Each component stream of such predicted geometries is further arithmetically encoded 

in an adaptive manner separate from other components. To reduce the number of predicted 

geometry vectors, vertex pair contraction is utilised as decimation scheme [GH97]:

( v i , V j )  V .  (3.12)

The contracted vertex v  is selected as one of the endpoints, Vi or Vj, and further geometric 

adjustment of the edges incident to the vertex pairs does not take place. This is to allow the 

decoder to reconstruct the animated model frame with the geometry of the ‘decimated’ (non

coded) vertices predicted by their neighbours. Having assumed isomorphic dynamic meshes 

means that the same edge indexing information can be reused at the decoder.

3D-Anim distinguished encoded vertices into P-frames and D-frames, by coding vertex 

positions relative to the geometry of the reference model (A4^’%  or a previously encoded frame
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Qj. respectively. A  P-frame in P3D-Anim enables the correction of error

vectors of the ‘decimated’ vertices. This is exploited further in paragraph 3.4.4.4 to provide 

rate control.
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Figure 3.6: P3D-Anim encoder and decoder.

3.4.4.2 Motion-compensated decoding

The previous paragraph 3.4.4.1 described how the dynamic 3-D mesh can use Vertex Masks to 

register the vertices that have been differentially compressed, and also to indicate which vertices 

have remained un-coded. The decoder should be able accurately to predict geometry of both 

types of vertices.

To achieve this, a butterfly motion vector prediction scheme is employed, as described in 

paragraph 2.2.1.2 and shown in figure 2.7. For the un-coded vertices, a simple 1-ring butterfly 

predictor is used, obtained from equation (2.4) by setting a  =  1, if each un-coded vertex Vd has a 

sufficient number of neighbouring vectors. If insufficient 1-ring neighbours exist to substantiate 

the value of k (i.e., when k  =  0), then vertex Vd is decimated by applying the vertex pair 

contraction operation with the nearest vertex as:

(%, '^dn  ) (3.13)

where Vdn is the optimised position of the endpoints Vd and Vn that minimises the error 

metric.

3.4.4.3 Choosing the optimal predictor

For the mesh decimation strategy, computation of an efficient predictor is needed for the ge

ometry of the decimated vertices. This paragraph evaluates prediction from 1 ..N  coefficients, 

where N  is the valence of a vertex v  before decimation.

The evaluation is based on the MSE of the geometry of the predicted vertices Vi. Intu

itively, when evaluating prediction from a small number of coefficients (smaller than the va-
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Figure 3 .7 : Average MSE o f sequence B o u n c e b a l l  in multi-resolution format for varying number o f displace

ment vector predictor coefficients. Graph plotted for varying quantisation levels and decimation step 

policies.

lence of V{ ), one should consider those displacement vectors with the smallest distance from 

Vi as coefficients. In a similar situation, for their mesh broadcasting algorithm, Bischoff and 

Kobbelt [BK02b] considered all those vertices lying within a sphere of radius d centred at Vi-

For the evaluation, A4° has been considered as the coarser mesh such that any further 

edge contraction would result in at least one vertex within a decimated hole (i.e., that cannot 

be predicted since all its adjacent displacement vectors have been decimated). This rule can be 

relaxed in order to reach an even coarser mesh than by considering prediction of vertex 

Vi from its higher distance neighbours that are not immediately adjacent to Vi. This approach, 

however, not only increases complexity, but is also likely to lead to volume shrinkage of low 

resolution models. Such distortions, however, may be less noticeable on rich models.

Figure 3.7 shows the prediction accuracy as the average MSE of sequence B o u n ceb a ll  

for varying numbers of prediction coefficients. As can be seen, the average distortion decreases 

consistently while increasing the number of coefficients. The error is minimised when the 

number of prediction coefficients for each vertex reaches the maximum valence of the mesh. 

(Sequence B o u n ceb a ll  is semi-regular with more than 95% of its vertices having valence 

6.) It is also shown that this relationship holds regardless of the resolution of the original 

model (achieved by varying quantisation levels Q e  [256..1024]), or the decimation step policy 

(consisting of either smooth but frequent steps of 3 decimated faces every 9 frames, or slow, but 

more aggressive, decimation of 8 faces every 24 frames).

3.4.4.4 Rate control

P3D-Anim operates a rate-control encoding algorithm by iteratively identifying candidate ver

tex pairs for contraction such that the output bitrate does not exceed the instantaneous available 

rate of the network R. The algorithms for the encoder and decoder are shown in figure 3.8.
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Assuming that the network provides at least binary feedback of experienced rate increase or

decrease along a sender-receiver path, the algorithm constructs appropriate batches and

between detected bandwidth transitions.

Formally, this is expressed as:

E s tim a te {p ,q }  , (3.14)

such that batches and satisfy the rate constraint:

R k  < R  , (3.15)

where R k  is the rate achieved after a batch o f K  = \p —q\ transitions.

As feedback packets in modem congestion control protocols, such as the equation-based 

TFRC [FHPWOO], come at a frequency of one per round trip time Tru, Ane adaptation is 

achieved by spreading the elementary operations contained in the batch simplifications and 

refinements over intermediate steps of the Trtt interval. The number of steps within a round 

trip time interval can be controlled by appropriately selecting the number of elementary opera

tions performed per step, thereby adjusting the smoothness of rate change between instances of 

feedback. In the P3D-Anim case, linear rate control in an additive fashion is used, in the belief 

that providing more aggressive adaptation by reducing the number of steps was likely to result 

in visible coding artifacts.

3.4.5 Evaluation

The progressive dynamic mesh codec P3D-Anim was used to evaluate the adaptation advan

tages of multi-resolution dynamic codecs over quantisation-based schemes.

For the experiments described in this subsection, the animations represented by the semi

regular model B o u n c e b a l l  and the non-regular C h i c k e n  were used. The original sequences 

have 66 and 400 frames, coded at 24 Hz and 15 Hz, and represented with 160 and 3030 ver

tices (320 and 5664 triangles) respectively, as described in appendix A. Both sequences have 

been coded with an P-frame inserted every 30 frames. To produce a substantial number of 

frames from these short sequences, each sequence was repeatedly concatenated with its re

versed dual, resulting in a total of 528 ( 6 6  x 8) frames for B o u n c e b a l l  and 800 (2 x 400) 

frames for C h i c k e n . Sequence mirroring also ensured smooth animation at the concatenation 

points, avoiding mesh jumps similar to scene changes in natural video. Simple concatenation 

of forward animations could have introduced bias in favour of the multi-resolution scheme.

The rate-controlled scheme proposed in paragraph 3.4.4.4 was compared to a typical 

scheme based on quantiser level adjustment that trades bitrate for geometric precision (here-
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E n c o d e r

1. R ;= rate budget;
2 . R e p e a t  :

3. Identify vertex pairs for contraction;
4. Encode one endpoint and mark 'coded';
5. Mark other endpoint 'decimated';
6. Rx : = bitrate after batch
7 .  U n t i l  Rk < R;

D e c o d e r

1. Vc := vertex marked 'coded';
2. Vd := vertex marked 'decimated';
3 . R e p e a t  :

4 . Decode Vc ;
5. I f  enough neighbours
6 .  P r e d i c t  Vd;

7 .  e l s e

8 .  C o n t r a c t  Vd w i t h  n e a r e s t  v e r t e x ;

9 .  U n t i l  no m ore v e r t i c e s  r e c e i v e d ;

Figure 3.8: Rate control algorithm of the P3D-Anim codec.

after called Q u a n t ). Figure 3.9 (left plot) shows rate-distortion curves obtained for sequence 

B o u n c e b a l l  whilst streaming with quantisation-based rate control and the P3D-Anim codec. 

Distortion, measured as the average mean square error between the original and the decoded 

frames for the whole sequence, is constantly lower in the P3D-Anim scheme, for a range of 

bitrates in [32..62] kbps. In the P3D-Anim case, the animation vectors were quantised con

stantly at 1024 quantisation levels, for comparison with the Q u a n t  method. The labels on 

each curve represent, for the P3D-Anim scheme, intermediate values of removed triangles and, 

for the reference Q u a n t  scheme, the corresponding quantiser levels.

It is interesting to note that at a bitrate approximately half that of the original, the distortion 

of the reference model is 48% higher than base, whereas the corresponding figure for P3D- 

Anim is only 27% higher, despite having removed over half of the triangles (180/320). This
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Figure 3.9: Rate-Dlstortion curves of quantisation-based against multiresolution-based rate control for the se

quences B o u n c e b a l l  (left) and C h i c k e n  (right). The sharp deterioration of the P3D-Anim method 

in C h i c k e n  is due to insufficient prediction of un-coded vertices, which eventually get contracted.

represents an improvement for P3D-Anim of 45% over the reference.

The same simulation was conducted for sequence CHICKEN, with the results shown in 

the right of figure 3.9. This is a large mesh, allowing many more vertex pair contractions, and 

exhibiting a striking difference to B o u n c e b a l l . Here, the P3D-Anim scheme performs better 

only down to a certain bitrate (% 450 kbps), beyond which it sharply deteriorates. The reason is 

that the model of this sequence is not semi-regular with its vertices exhibiting various degrees, 

mainly between 4 and 13. After those vertices with the least degree become ‘decimated’ (un- 

coded) there is a sharp error increase since it is not possible to predict their geometry from their

1-ring neighbourhood, and these vertices are contracted with their nearest connected neighbour 

within a 2-ring. On the one hand, this contraction offers visual adaptation of the model’s surface 

to a reduced number of vertices. P3D-Anim achieves the contraction of the un-coded vertices 

at the expense of geometric precision of their nearest neighbours, which are now fitted to a 

position mid-way between the endpoints.

Figures 3.10 and 3.11 subjectively compare frames from both the quantisation-based and 

the multi-resolution decoded sequence to the original sequence. The top row of each figure 

shows original frames of the sequences with the frame number below them. The middle row 

shows the corresponding decoded frames of the same rate, achieved by adapting the quantisation 

level. The quantisation level figure is also shown below the frames in the middle row. The 

bottom row shows the corresponding decoded frames, which have been received at controlled 

rates with the P3D-Anim scheme. These frames contain reduced geometry data, as a subset of 

the vertices has been eliminated from coding, or ‘decimated’. The numbers below the P3D- 

Anim frames represent the number of faces that have been eliminated from the original model 

as a result of vertex decimation. Subjective evaluation suggests that coding artifacts due to
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coarse quantisation are much more disturbing visually than the corresponding rendered models 

(frames) of the P3D-Anim adaptive sequences. The latter maintain the shape and volume of the 

original model, albeit at reduced resolution. This result holds for sequence CHICKEN regardless 

of the poorer P3D-Anim performance in objective terms, as pointed out by the average MSE 

in figure 3.9. The deteriorating numerical performance at reduced bitrates, exhibited by P3D- 

Anim in CHICKEN, is exaggerated by the large number of un-coded vertices, which amount 

to 2200 in the decoded frame 300 (corresponding to roughly 3/4 of the original sequence’s 

vertices). The un-coded vertices contribute towards a larger average MSE, but this has hardly 

any visual effect, as the model maintains its shape and volume.

Motivated by the P3D-Anim results of sequence Chicken in figure 3.9, one would seek
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Figure 3.10: Snapshots from the dynamic sequence B O U N C E B A L L  as decoded by Q u a n t  and P3D-Anim.
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to improve the decoder's performance by introducing potentially more efficient motion estima

tion schemes. Based on geometric neighbourhood approaches, the 1-ring butterfly estimation 

scheme used in P3D-Anim can be extended to 2-ring estimation with the expectation of provid

ing the sought performance improvement over the 1-ring. This setup has also been evaluated 

with P3D-Anim.

2-ring motion estimation comes into effect only after all 1-ring neighbouring vertices of a 

vertex u, have been exhausted. Knowing that the vertex valence of sequence C h i c k e n  ranges 

mainly between 4 and 13, it is expected that the P3D-Anim decoder may resort to 2-ring es

timation mode sooner for vertices with small valence than other vertices with higher valence. 

However, low-valence vertices for this particular sequence are few and are located in those ar

eas of the mesh with higher vertex density (i.e., details of the head, legs). In these areas, using
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Figure 3.11; Snapshots from the dynamic sequence C h ic k e n  as decoded by Q u a n t  and P3D-Anim.
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C h ic k e n , I-ring & 2-rinn, (5664 faces)
Quant 
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P3D-Anim 2-ring
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Figure 3.12: Rate-Distortion curves of quantisation-based against multiresolution-based rate control for the se

quence C h ic k e n  with 2-ring motion estimation.

2-ring estimation does not noticeably distort the model’s volume.

As can be seen by the evaluation in figure 3.12 the 2-ring method improves upon the 1-ring 

mode for a prolonged range of rates from 520 kbps down to about 430 kbps by providing better 

estimation for some motion vectors that would have otherwise been decimated. However, this 

improvement is also expected to be limited. The reason for this performance bound is that grad

ual geometry reduction (through vertex decimation in this case) will eventually lead to progres

sively lower model resolutions and rather rough approximations of the original mesh. Sequence 

Chicken is not manifold and 2-ring vector estimations may reach the model’s boundaries 

where the highest distortion is likely to occur. This is expressed in Chicken’s lower rates by 

worse 2-ring performance over the 1-ring mode. Nevertheless, P3D-Anim’s 2-ring performance 

is near that of 1-ring and, at least for bitrates down to 430 kbps, subjective assessment would 

show equivalent visual performances.

As a final remark, the result of figure 3.12 suggests that the overall distortion Dmr in 

multi-resolution wireframe animation codecs, like P3D-Anim, can be expressed as a composite 

distortion measure of geometric prediction, D g,  plus distortion due to vertex decimation,

Dmr — Dq +  Dd . (3 .16)

In equation (3.16), the term Dg is initially stronger at higher bitrates than Dd but, while pro

gressing to low rates, Dd dominates, thus leading to high mesh volume distortions.

3.5 Internet Architecture for Wireframe Streaming

The importance of integrating QoS control into streaming applications has been previously 

recognised and justified for a variety of streaming media architectures. Most notably, existing 

architectures either associate QoS with a generic congestion control (CC) management service
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Figure 3.13; Block diagram of the Internet streaming architecture.

[Rej03, BRS99], or express QoS through a number of application-level provisions tailored to 

a specific medium, such as static 3-D graphics [RLS+02, Mar02]. Architectures of the latter 

category, however, do not integrate any existing CC mechanism of the former category properly, 

if at all, and rather provide their QoS mechanisms on an ad-hoc basis.

The 3-D streaming architecture described in this section enables QoS control in the appli

cation level and shows how QoS mechanisms can be integrated within a wider CC module. The 

block diagram is depicted in figure 3.13. The design is based on a generic streaming architec

ture for MPEG-4 [BVCLOl, VBHOO], which has been enhanced with the functionality of the 

greyed blocks, i.e., the 3D-Anim family Elementary Stream (ES) codecs and the QoS control 

module.

For adaptive 3D-Anim streams in particular, QoS-enabled streaming refers to the function

alities of multi-resolution rate control at the server side and multi-resolution motion estimation 

at the client terminal. The functionalities of these two sub-modules are those described in para

graphs 3.4.4.2 and 3.4.4.4. The combination of end-to-end multi-resolution adaptivity and error 

control is in accordance with the minimal QoS requirements of a 3-D streaming application, as 

defined in subsection 2.4.2.

Issues associated with 3D-Anim packet loss repair at the receiver are further analysed in 

chapter 4. The error control sub-module of the server side is the subject of chapter 5.

3.5.1 Application-level protocol considerations —  RTP

The Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP) has been adopted for the carriage of 3D-Anim codec 

family data as it is developing as the common denominator in multimedia transport. RTP pro-
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vides end-to-end network transport functions suitable for conventional multimedia applications 

transmitting real-time data (i.e., audio or natural video), over unicast or multicast network ser

vices. Transport of 3D-Anim is currently restricted to unicast although multicast transmission 

is not prohibited, but may raise media synchronisation, and service admission issues.

RTP represents a new style of protocol design philosophy shaped around the principles of 

Application Level Framing (ALF) and Integrated Layer Processing (ILP) proposed by Clark 

and Tennenhouse [CT90]. That is, “RTP is intended to be malleable to provide the information 

required by a particular application and will often be integrated into the application processing 

rather than being implemented as a separate layer’' [SCFJ03]. This design philosophy, which 

does not address resource reservation and does not guarantee any level of quality-of-service, 

maps well to the design and provisions of the 3-D streaming architecture described earlier, 

where 3-D QoS is integrated into graphics applications.

3-D data transmission benefits from RTP since the protocol allows synchronisation with 

other media types for which a large base of payload format descriptions already exist. Fur

thermore, 3D-Anim RTP payload principles may influence the design of other 3-D streams 

payloads. For example, there is lack of transport and fragmentation rules for BIFS-Anim if 

carried over RTP as an independent stream, or for the now developing Lightweight Graphics 

and AFX elementary streams of MPEG-4.

3.5.1.1 Payload design

In its simplest form, one RTP packet would contain one D-frame or P-frame, which represent 

one Application Data Unit (ADU). This is in accordance with the ALF principle [CT90], which 

defines an ADU as the smallest unit of payload data that can be processed out of order with 

respect to other ADUs. In this sense, the codec’s output bitstream is directly packetisable with 

RTP, whereby the boundaries of one ADU take the place of the RTP payload boundaries for 

purposes of end-to-end data manipulation.

0 |  1 1 1 1 1 1 8 |  1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ^ 1  I I I  I I  |2 4 | 1 1 1 1 1 |31

F ra m e  Len N o d eM ask

V ertexM askX  L en V ertexM askX

V ertexM askY  L en V ertexM askY

V ertexM askZ  L en V ertexM askZ

X  Len X d a t a ...

. .. X d a t a ...

V Len Y d a t a ...

. .. Y d a t a ...

Z  Len Z d a t a ...

. .. Z d a t a ...

Figure 3.14: 3D-Anim stream generic packet format.
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The 3D-Anim packet format design as an encapsulated RTP payload is shown in fig

ure 3.14. The packet is split into header and payload parts.

The header part starts with the Node Mask and is followed by one or more Vertex Masks. 

Animation masks are kept together and placed in the header to facilitate control operations that 

may take place in the Application Layer. For example, the motion compensation feature of 

P3D-Anim and the associated rate adaptation algorithm rely on the animation masks to operate. 

Furthermore, the packet format specifies that uncompressed masks should be sent to allow for 

fast control and compatibility with MPEG-4’s BIFS-Anim.

The header is followed by the 3D-Anim payload part, which contains encoded samples for 

X , y, and z axes in this order. The geometry components are separately packed to allow for the 

same payload format to be easily used by both 2-D and 3-D animated models. For example, 

2D-Anim’s bitstream can be accommodated simply by eliminating the z-axis component masks 

(from the header) and data (from the payload). The vertex mask and geometry data length fields 

serve as pointers for fast access to mask and geometry component data.

The above design has been kept simple and linear also to facilitate further extensions for 

attribute data (colours and normals) that may follow geometry data. The M bit in the RTP 

header must be set for the first of a series of empty RTP payload frames, which can also be 

grouped together. For wireframe models with up to a few hundreds of vertices, or detailed 

models with more than a few thousands of vertices but sparse animation, the resulting ADU 

size is short enough to fit in the path MTU of a wired Ethernet network.

3.5.1.2 Fragmentation and reassembly

Model sequences with higher density of animation would not be covered by the previous design 

without grouping and fragmentation rules. Special consideration of the path MTU limits are 

also required when the network is not wired end-to-end.

In such cases, the previous ADU definition is relaxed to accommodate the maximum size 

logical data units within an P-frame or a D-frame. The fragmentation rules are listed below.

1. In 3D-Anim, logical data units for individual processing are mapped to the node bound

aries including the corresponding Vertex Masks.

2. The complete Node Mask, as defined in paragraph 3.2.2.5, must be encapsulated in the 

payload of the first RTP packet of the higher level ADU (P or D frame) along with the 

first unit of the fragmented ADU (first node of the Node Table).

3. For each subsequent fragmented ADU, a modified Node Mask is prefixed, in which there 

is only one bit set. This bit corresponds to the node being carried in the payload. Such an
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arrangement allows each node to be processed as soon as it arrives at its destination and 

prevents the receiver from discarding a whole high-level ADU (frame) in case of a node 

loss.

4. Lost ADUs are considered stationary in the 3D-Anim sense, and therefore, reassembling 

the fractional ADUs before processing is not a requirement of the architecture.

The payload design described in this subsection allows for low delay streaming of 3D- 

Anim data and is suited to those applications with real-time needs. If higher delay is tolerable 

and there exist requirements for end-to-end redundant error control, a different payload format 

will be shown in chapter 5.

3.5.1.3 Rich media synchronisation

It was mentioned earlier in subsection 3.2.1 that D t’s dimension is reduced t o p < n  compared 

to M t, since it does not contain vertices for which the displacement on all axes is zero. This 

property is an advantage against MPEG-4’s BIFS-Anim [SigOO], which does not allow for re

duced animation frames. For sparse D t matrices it may also be the case that a whole node is not 

animated thus allowing great animation flexibility and generating a scalable bitstream. Further

more, in the case where =  0, for alHG [I..I], the displacement matrix D t is zero, leading to 

empty payload frames.

This property resembles the silence period inherent in speech audio streams and can be 

exploited in the application layer of RTF-based receivers to absorb network jitter. Inter-stream 

synchronisation can also be achieved, which is paramount for many applications (e.g., lip syn

chronisation of a 3-D animated virtual salesman with packet speech).

3.6 Conclusion

This foundation chapter, proposed and evaluated a coding scheme for 3-D wireframe models 

suitable for Internet streaming applications. The proposed compression scheme, 3D-Anim, 

leads to efficient coding of sequences of I n d e x e d F a c e S e t  structures, which hold geometric 

information of dynamic meshes, and generates single-resolution compressed animation data 

along with their corresponding bitmasks. 3D-Anim and its variant, E3D-Anim, exploit temporal 

coherence to achieve better compression than MPEG-4’s 3DMC, which can only compress

3-D model sequences statically, on a per-frame basis. Compressed animation data are streamed 

to 3D-Anim-capable clients with a QoS-enabled 3-D model streaming architecture. The degree 

of QoS offered by the architecture at the Application Layer is that of adaptation to the available 

network bandwidth, through 3D-Anim’s proposed multi-resolution variant (P3D-Anim).



Chapter 4

Repair Options

To date, almost all work within the field of 3-D animation has focussed on raising perceptual 

appeal to an adequate level. However, it is a non-trivial task to match the requirements of real

time streams representing tri-dimensional data to the reality of the Internet. One of the key 

problems that must be addressed is that of how to best conceal errors in the event of packet 

loss. This chapter proposes, models, and evaluates the effect of different possible concealment 

schemes under different conditions of loss. It concludes that frame insertion methods show 

good performance at low loss rates and loss patterns with isolated packet losses, but that frame 

interpolation methods exhibit better performance at both low and higher burst packet loss rates, 

though at the cost of added delay and complexity.

4.1 Introduction

In MPEG-4, the two early animation tools, BIFS-Anim and ‘face-anim’ were based on an adap

tive arithmetic encoder that output a series of differential changes to scene components. This 

allowed for low delay coding. The remainder of this chapter will refer to 3D-Anim, as was 

described in detail in chapter 3; a zero-order prediction-based coder that arithmetically encodes 

vertex displacements of animated 3-D meshes that do not suffer topological changes through 

time. However, there is considerably more to realising a codec suitable for use over the Internet 

than this.

In order to design a codec suitable for widespread Internet use, it is just as important to 

take into account the likely channel characteristics as to consider what happens in the signal 

processing domain. In fact, it is most unwise to design the latter without having the former in 

mind. The best-effort Internet is a somewhat hostile environment; one must cope with packet 

loss, packet reordering and duplication, delay, delay variation (jitter) and even fragmentation. 

Consequently, network-awareness is very desirable. To take a simple example, packet loss on 

the fixed network is most often associated with congestion at routers and is a relatively common
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occurrence in the wide area. Unless coding schemes are robust and unless the transmission rate 

can be adapted to take account of the congestion, perceptually significant problems will arise.

The network problems that arise from the best-effort nature of the Internet have been inves

tigated and addressed over some period of time within the now established audio/video tools, 

such as vie and rat [uuOO]. These tools use RTP [SCFJ03] with adaptive playout buffering algo

rithms to cope with variable delay. However, for the reasons outlined above, congestive loss is 

a reality, ranging from individual packet loss through burst loss to network outage. As a conse

quence, online loss parameter estimation methods (notably Bernoulli and 2-state Markov chain 

models) have been studied with the aim of enabling adaptive applications to monitor the net

work congestion levels and adapt encoder transmission rates. Given this possibility to estimate 

loss and monitor congestion, loss concealment or redundancy techniques have been devised 

[PHH98], along with suitable RTP payload formats, and network-friendly streaming protocols.

In the remainder of this chapter, we bring to bear the depth of experience in streaming 

media repair techniques for the Internet [PHH98] on the problems faced by novel media streams 

such as 3-D animation data in the same environment. We also study their performance for 

emerging applications and standards, such as MPEG-4. The suggested repair schemes may 

operate in tandem with network-friendly rate control mechanisms, such as the one described in 

paragraph 3.4.4.4.

4.2 Options for Repair of Animation Streams

Even given the obvious similarity in presentation, it is not obvious that perceptual effect of loss 

in a stream containing animation of 3-D models should be anything like the effect of loss in a 

stream containing natural video. This derives from three factors:

•  video represents a 2-D projection of a 3-D scene, whereas the third dimension remains 

within animation data

•  there is a fundamentally different underlying data representation, so a lost packet has a 

fundamentally different visual effect in each case

•  synthetic animation data does not necessarily follow a naturalistic model in terms of 

chrominance versus luminance. The HVS, however, is tuned to the naturalistic model.

It is probable, therefore, for these reasons that the error sensitivity of animation data 

is significantly greater than that for video. For obvious reasons, much effort has been ex

pended in developing realistic model rendering, colouring, texturing and animation tech

niques within the animation community. Likewise, recent 3-D animation coding attempts
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[Len99, GSK02, AKKHOl, AKKH02, YKLOl, YKL02, AMOO] focus on compression. In all, 

there is a small body of literature that addresses the problem of error concealment for animation 

data in the presence of packet loss. Based on the above remarks and past research experience 

with traditional multimedia coding, some of the possible options for robust animation coding 

are explored below.

4.2.1 Sender-based repair

A number of audio repair techniques require the participation of the sender of an audio stream 

to achieve recovery from packet loss. There are two major classes of sender-based tech

niques: active retransmission and passive channel coding. Channel coding, in turn, is fur

ther subdivided into interleaving and forward error correction (FEC). FEC data may be either 

media-independent, typically based upon parity operations and Reed-Solomon codes, or media- 

specific, based on the properties of a signal. Detailed information on this taxonomy specifically 

for audio streams is provided in [PHH98].

Clearly, the above taxonomy could equally well be applied to 3-D animation data, as the 

left half of table 4.1 shows. The sender side taxonomy is discussed below.

Retransmissions of large animation frames often imply retransmitting a plurality of pack

ets which are likely to suffer variable delays in the sender-receiver path. Even in the case of 

small frames comprised of just a couple or few packets, delay variability (jitter) can be harmful 

for interactivity. Thus retransmission-based methods are likely to be too costly for animated 

data in the same way that they are for traditional multimedia streams. This is particularly true 

for 3-D animations where possible application areas include those with strong real time require

ments, such as multi-user virtual worlds and distributed games, where excessive delays can not 

be tolerated.

Channel coding methods indirectly repair errors by allowing redundant information to be 

transmitted through the data channel, which the receiver can use appropriately to reconstruct 

data (packets or frames) that have been lost (or corrupted) during transmission. The following 

list of options is typical of channel coding methods for conventional multimedia streams that 

can also be applied to animation:

1. Media-independent FEC schemes do not depend on the contents of the packet and con

sequently can only attempt to ensure that the repair is an exact replacement for a lost 

packet. Such techniques are easy to implement and cheap to execute but, because they 

cannot take advantage of media-specific knowledge, they may be relatively expensive 

in terms of bandwidth consumed. This is because, for a constant overall stream rate.
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Table 4.1; Summary of repair options for 3-D animation sequences.
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any media-independent FEC scheme requires corresponding reduction in the source rate 

thereby introducing source coding error to the stream. However, channel optimisation 

methods can be effective, especially for FEC schemes provided unequally to the packets 

(or frames) of the source signal, according to the perceptual significance of the packets 

in the animation stream. Media-independent FEC under an optimisation framework is 

discussed in chapter 5.

2. Media-specific FEC is an attractive proposition for 3-D animation streams, but suffers two 

drawbacks relative to media-independent FEC: it requires increased computational effort, 

which increases latency; and it requires the modification of animation codecs, which 

may be hard for existing 3-D animation codecs that rely on lower level technologies and 

specialised hardware. In its simplest form, however, media-specific FEC can use the same 

engine to produce both the primary and secondary encodings, at high and low quality 

respectively.

Finally, another repair method that could make part of sender-based channel-coding tax

onomy is packet interleaving. Its potential benefits on generic animation though, as in the case 

of media-specific FEC, are unclear and will undoubtedly require extensive subjective evalua

tion tests before useful conclusions may be drawn. Consequently, media-specific methods and 

interleaving will not be investigated in this thesis.

4.2.2 Receiver-initiated concealment techniques

Receiver-initiated error concealment methods are desirable when either the sender of a stream 

is unable to participate in the recovery, or when sender-based recovery schemes fail to correct 

all loss. Receiver-based methods ameliorate the effects of lost data by attempting to produce 

something that is perceptually as close to the original as possible, often by taking advantage of 

the short-term self similarity of the signal.

For audio signals, these methods perform well for low to average loss rates (<  15%) and 

for small packets (4 — 40 ms), since these figures represent audio signals shorter than the typical 

duration of a phoneme (5 — 100 ms). As the loss length approaches the length of a phoneme.
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these techniques are believed to break down, since the listener may miss whole phonemes. In 

particular, loss of a phoneme positioned at the start of a word may result in significant perceptual 

loss.

The lack of a direct equivalent to phonemes in visual animation signals means that the error 

bounds for audio are unlikely to apply in the same way in this case. Thus the true perceptual 

effect of errors and its relationship to stream content, packet sizes and loss lengths for any given 

concealment technique can only be determined by experimentation. The first step in this is a re

examination of the generic techniques that are available for receiver-initiated error concealment.

In the case of 3-D animation with free face deformations, which pertains to the family 

of 3D-Anim codecs of chapter 3, the following categories for receiver-based concealment are 

identified, as shown in the right half taxonomy of table 4.1. In the description of the receiver- 

based concealment methods in this thesis it is assumed that one animation frame corresponds 

to one RTP packet in respect of the Application Level Framing principle. This is particularly 

true for animations of models with small number of vertices, or for sparse animations on larger 

models, or on layered animation data (described in chapter 5) where each layer’s frames tend 

to be short. All previously described cases suggest that it is meaningful to evaluate the con

cealment methods at the frame level, where the assumption of one frame corresponding to one 

packet represents a rather worst case packetisation scenario. In general, any frame fragmen

tation approach could potentially be combined with other inter-frame concealment techniques 

(e.g., spatial interpolation), which would only improve the performance of receiver-based con

cealment methods. Section 4.4 will provide further reasoning on this.

Insertion based schemes repair losses by inserting a fill-in packet. Usually, the fill-in 

packet can be very simple, such as a repetition of the last successfully received packet. In 

zero-order prediction-based codecs, similar to the 3D-Anim developed in subsection 3.2.2, the 

decoded frame usually contains vertex differences between the model’s current position and its 

previous position in 3-D space. The decoder, then, has several options:

1. To repeat a previously decoded frame ‘as is’ (Frame Repetition), in order to avoid er

roneous motion on the model’s faces. Good candidate frames are those from the short 

motion history. This is easy to implement, but requires additional memory at the receiver, 

especially in the case of loss bursts, where concealment could be based on repetition of 

multiple past frames to reach the animation sequence frame rate.

2. To predict the missing frame from the previously received one, thus extrapolating the 

motion of the missing frame (Motion Vectors). Prediction can be linear, in the case of a
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single frame concealment, or non-linear, for consecutive frame drops. With this scheme 

the model preserves its motion vectors in an attempt to minimise the perceptual distortion 

of the animation. This technique is also relatively easy to implement, but on average it 

requires more buffering and has greater complexity than scheme 1.

Interpolation based schemes use the packets surrounding the loss to produce a replace

ment for a missing sequence of packets. These techniques account for the changing charac

teristics of the animation signal and, therefore, are well suited for longer loss bursts when the 

animation pattern is mainly directional instead of alternating. The options for repair at the 

receiver, using interpolation methods, can be categorised as following:

1. The receiver constantly updates a tracking curve of the model’s animation path. In the 

event of loss, this curve is used to interpolate the position and predict the velocity of 

the animated vertices for missing frames, approximating a smoother animation path. For 

better results, a receiver could trade delay for quality, in order to collect a reasonable set 

of sampling points along the animation path, and employ non-linear interpolation and 

optimisation techniques. In its proposal for distributed animation in multi-user worlds, 

the SNHC group of MPEG-4 advocate a similar method in [ISO02] in conjunction with a 

dead reckoning principle algorithm. Although the proposed animation streams in [ISO02] 

are not frame-based, the ideas can be applied to error repair. Such techniques require 

increased processing power at the receiver and imply playout delays. Thus, they can be 

well applied to near real-time or stored animation avatars.

2. The receiver can apply more specific parameter-based recovery techniques. In special 

cases, where the animation exhibits some form of regularity or short-term stationary be

haviour in the samples of consecutive frames, it is possible to describe the animation 

path piecewise using regressive analysis methods on the last received set of samples. A 

synthesis step during concealment, based on an estimate of motion parameters (e.g., ve

locity), will generate an approximation of the missing frames. These schemes may be 

hard to implement for animation and there is hardly any experience yet with regards to 

their performance.

Table 4.1 summarises the repair options on 3-D mesh sequences. The remainder of this 

chapter proposes and evaluates the performance of receiver-based concealment methods that 

follow the taxonomy of table 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: Three scenarios using linear interpolation in a 3-D animation sequence: (a) monotonie, (b) asymptotic, 

(c) free-form trajectory.

4.3 Receiver Concealment of Vertex-based Animation

The trajectory of animated vertices can take several forms depending on the content and the 

intensity of the animation. Figure 4.1 shows three possible scenarios of the trajectory, where 

it may (a) remain monotonie, (b) present a single peak, or (c) alternate, exhibiting local min

ima/maxima. When applying an error concealment method to time-dependent meshes the aim 

is to achieve a good approximation of the vertex animation trajectory for relatively short packet 

loss bursts (that are common in the Internet).

For a concealment scheme to be successful, it is assumed that the principle of locality 

of vertex motion holds true. According to this principle, the motion trajectory is unlikely to 

change much for a single component (x, y, or z) within a short time interval. In formal notation, 

the trajectory functions F y , Fz  remain monotonie within time interval [Tq..T{,]. The visual 

result of assuming monotonicity in an animation trajectory that is non-monotonicity would be 

seen as artifacts on the mesh surface. Depending on the error concealment scheme in effect and 

the packetisation scheme used these artifacts can take the form of:

(i) blips on the rendered surface, if vertices of one sub-mesh are split between different 

packets, or

(ii) irregularly enlarged, or shortened sub-meshes, if all vertices of one sub-mesh are con

tained in the same lost packet(s).

Such artifacts, however, are almost invisible in high frame-rate animation streams.

In the following subsections, three receiver-based error concealment schemes covering the 

taxonomy of table 4.1 are proposed and their suitability for different loss patterns and scenar

ios is analysed. The performance of the schemes under variable loss conditions are further 

evaluated in section 4.4.
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4.3.1 Frame repetition (FR)

A simple form of frame concealment, following the notation introduced in 3.2.1, is to repeat the 

vertex positions of the last received frame in the current missing frame, as soon as it is detected 

missing. Formally, if the j-th  vertex of frame k  is lost, its position u'  ̂can be estimated as:

^ j , k  =  ■ (4.1)

where vj^k-i is the position of the corresponding properly received vertex Vj in the previous 

time instant k — 1.

The advantage of this simple concealment method is that it only depends on the previously 

decoded frame, which in all cases could be maintained in the receiver buffer and be reused 

before it is discarded, and does not require any additional calculations at the receiver.

As described earlier in sections 3.2 and 3.3, the 3D-Anim codec can tag those vertices with 

insignificant displacement over the previous time instant, without needing to repeatedly encode 

all the details. The simple FR scheme will perform well if such stationary vertices dominate 

the model when loss occurs. This situation is likely to arise in sparse animations suffering 

isolated losses on D-frames where the majority of a frame’s vertices are either not animated or 

where they only exhibit very small displacements from the previous frame. Then, in the event 

of a single D-frame loss, FR can perform accurate concealment of the missing frame at very 

low computational cost. Section 4.4 evaluates and further discusses the performance of the FR 

method in comparison to the other proposed methods following this subsection.

4.3.2 Motion vector repetition (MV)

In the previous subsection, equation (4.1) implicitly assumes the majority of vertices to be 

stationary. Intuitively, this is not the optimal choice if non-stationary vertices form the majority 

of a time-dependent mesh, so that most or all of Vj^k vertices in frame k  are animated. In 

fact, by definition of the proposed 3D-Anim scheme in subsection 3.2.2, stationary vertices are 

excluded from coding and the corresponding Vertex Mask bits in the RTP payload described in 

subsection 3.5.1 are reset. This is not the case in dense, or complete, animations.

An improved alternative in such cases is to assign motion to each vertex of frame k equal 

to the motion in the previous frame k — 1, expressible as:

= '^j,k-l -  Vj,k-2 ■ (4.2)

The right part in the above equation represents motion of vertex Vj from time A: — 2 to time k — 1. 

Let y j^k-i denote this motion vector in the 3-D space, and equivalently let  ̂ represent the
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estimated motion vector of the left part of equation (4.2), where u'-  ̂ is the estimated position 

of vertex vj at frame k. Then, equation (4.2) can be re-written in a simpler form as:

^ j,k  =  • (4.3)

The case previously described implies the assumption that vertices are moving with constant 

velocity. (Note how in the special case of zero velocity, = 0, equation (4.3) captures the

FR method). Equation (4.3) can be augmented to account for the average linear estimation of 

from K past motion vectors:

1 ^  -
^ j,k  — ^  ^ j ,k - i  • (4.4)

i = l

The concealment scheme described by equation (4.4) linearly estimates a missing vertex 

position Vj ^ assuming constant velocity for the motion vectors. Non-linear approaches lead 

to vertex geometry estimation after loss assuming constant acceleration of the motion vectors, 

expressible as:

^ j,k  — l j ,k - \  • ^ j ,k - l  1 (4.5)

where is the acceleration of vertex vj at frame k — 1, calculated by the ratio of the norms 

I  •  I  of motion vectors y j ,k - i  and \ j , k - 2  at frames k — 1 and k — 2 respectively:

3 .A- 1  =  • (4.6)
\yj,k-2\

The acceleration-based concealment may provide good estimates for u'-  ̂ in those partic

ular situations where the vertex motion is not linear. However, the value of this concealment 

method depends on the temporal characteristics (content) of the animation. For example, con

sidering the case where motion is low for vertex Vj in frame k — 2 and which sharply accelerates 

thereafter, the acceleration ratio 7 j,fc-i may tend to infinity, thus yielding poor estimates for u'- 

This situation is not unlikely to occur at the end of a GOV sequence of animation frames, where 

the DPCM coding method may exhibit higher average distortion (error vectors) during a cod

ing transition from a D-frame to an P-frame. Although this transition in frame coding aims at 

refreshing the error vectors that will now be coded relative to the reference model, this error 

vector correction is expected to result in unstable 7 ’s. The symmetric case at the beginning of 

the GOV (with P to D frame coding transition) may have similar effects. Thus the performance 

of MV repetition in such cases is unpredictable and can only be evaluated heuristically at the 

expense of additional calculations. In most cases, the constant velocity approach is computa

tionally simple yet with sufficient performance.
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From the above analysis, it now becomes clearer that a frame concealment method based 

on motion vector repetition is suitable for small burst losses on D-frames where there is no 

transition from a P to a D frame, and possibly on sparse individual losses on P-frames, and 

thus provide an improvement over simple FR methods. This is expected to be more apparent in 

cases where the P frame refresh rate is low and when considering dense or complete animations. 

The relative performance of MV concealment verifying the above is shown in figure 4.5 and is 

discussed in the following section 4.4.

4.3.3 Linear interpolation (IN)

Both previous methods attempted to estimate the position of a vertex u '  ̂ at a frame k  by using 

only information from the near past (k — i) of the previous i frames. It can be intuitively inferred 

that neither FR or MV require additional latency in order to be effective; a single frame loss can 

be directly detected and concealed using the previously received frame.

It has also been argued that, assuming frame k — i has been received without errors, small 

and sparse bursts ( i = 2  at low loss rates) can be adequately concealed with low latency using 

MV repetition (or FR in certain situations) from frame k — i i o k  — i + 1, and subsequently the 

predicted vertex positions v'- in frame k — i + l  can be reused to estimate motion towards 

frame — z -t- 2 (or fc, if z=2). However, this consecutive use of MV repetition may lead to 

the undesirable situation of overestimating motion, in particular for sparse sequences, where 

mostly stationary vertices may be overly displaced.

To overcome these situations and yet provide robustness against burst losses, a conceal

ment scheme can trade latency for increased geometry precision of predicted vertices. This can 

be achieved with a bidirectional temporal interpolation scheme between two frames which are 

spaced T  frames apart, and it can be described with equation (4.7) and gradation factor r  as:

^ 3 , k + t  = (1 -  + 'T • Vj,fc+r, with T =  0 < f <  r  . (4.7)

With the above equation the geometry of vertices v'- belonging to intermediate frames k + t  

can be estimated, which may have been partially or completely lost due to a large loss burst 

spanning frames k+1  to k-VT—1 (see example in figure 4.2). The gradation factor r  weights the 

impact that the vertex geometry of the endpoint frames has on estimated frames (fc,..., k + T ),  in 

such a way that for interpolated vertices v'- ■ closer to frame k  the geometry of vj^k dominates

over Vj^k+T and vice versa. It is assumed that all vertices belonging to the endpoint frames have 

been previously received without loss. It is also assumed that the animation system can tolerate 

latency of up to T  frames. Figure 4.2 depicts the case of linear interpolation on the wireframe 

C h ic k e n  after a loss burst of 4 frames.
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tim ek + Tk + 2

burst loss

Figure 4.2: Linear interpolation applied to a hypothetical loss burst (wireframe C h ic k e n  with k = 2 9 5  and T = 5 ) .

Frames 295 and 300 correspond to the original uncompressed wireframes o f  C h i c k e n , whereas the 

intermediate frames 296 — 299 have been interpolated from the above endpoints.

The interpolation scheme described above provides good estimates of the lost frames ge

ometry even in the case of sparse animations, where some vertices are animated while others 

remain stationary. Since there is no computationally cheap way of predicting the performance 

of FR or MV methods in sparse animations, the proposed IN scheme can be used in all situ

ations where frame concealment is required, either due to isolated or long burst losses. It is 

worth noting that even in the case of isolated loss, the IN method incurs one frame delay, which 

is not the case for FR or MV methods.

The above formalisation of equation (4.7) for vertex-wise linear interpolation in 3-D 

meshes resembles to a large extent the idea of geomorphs formalised by Hoppe [Hop96]. The 

motivation in Hoppe’s expression of geomorphs is to achieve smooth transitions between a mesh 

representation M* and its forward or backward representations and produced with 

a vertex split or edge collapse operation respectively. Geomorphing ensures that no visible 

‘snapping’ occurs between such transitions, as figure 4.3 shows.

Figure 4.3: Snapping avoidance by geomorphing on wireframe B o u n c e b a l l . The leftmost snapshot corresponds 

to the original mesh with 320 faces at frame 24 o f the wireframe sequence. The rightmost

snapshot corresponds to the backwards representation o f the same frame, after decimating 

with 10 edge collapses. The three intermediate frames show the geomorphing process applied to the 

marked rectangular area o f  interest.
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In a similar way, the proposed interpolation concealment scheme tries to avoid such visual 

effects of snapping when a sequence of animation frames suffers burst loss. Consecutive miss

ing frames can be reconstructed by ‘smoothing’ the distance between the last received frame 

at time k + T  and the previously received frame at time k, with r  being mapped to the blend 

parameter of geomorphing. Such techniques are typical of frame-rate up-sampling in natural 

video.

From the previous reasons of smoothing, and due to the locality of reference principle 

discussed earlier, it can be intuitively inferred that interpolation-based methods exhibit very 

good repair capabilities for burst frame errors. Even if the average burst loss length h is large 

enough (6 % 4), the proposed interpolation-based concealment achieves good visual transitions 

between the endpoint frames, not only masking potential snapping effects, but also achieving 

good estimations of the intermediate vertex positions. In particular, where the vertices maintain 

a relatively constant velocity over small frame spans and regardless of their direction the average 

objective error to the original mesh position remains small. This performance, as captured by 

the 3-D PSNR metric, is discussed in the following section 4.4, highlighting the effectiveness 

of this method over FR or MV for recovering burst frame losses.

The increased performance comes at the expense of some computational effort and in

creased latency. Typical values of 6, however, in the wide area of the wired Internet are in the 

order of two packets (6 =  2), thus not requiring extensive interpolations. However, if the sender- 

receiver path involves a wireless link, loss of a single lower-layer data segment may result in a 

larger application-level loss burst where interpolation-based concealment can be applied.

4.4 Experimental Evaluation

In this section, experimental evidence on the relative performance of the concealment meth

ods proposed in the previous paragraphs is presented. The experiments covered here focus on 

receiver-initiated techniques described in the previous section 4.3. Sender-based mechanisms 

are further discussed and evaluated in chapter 5.

4.4.1 Packet loss model

As reported by Bolot [Bol93], the short-term bursty loss process of the Internet is quite complex, 

but it can be closely approximated by a 2-state Markov model (known as the Gilbert model). 

Sanneck [SanOO] not only confirmed this claim, but further studied the packet loss process in 

the wired Internet for streaming applications and suggested that medium and long-term outages 

can be also described by higher-level models.
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The model derived by both these citations is depicted in figure 4.4. The two states are 

state G (good), where packets are timely and correctly received, and B (bad), where packets 

are either lost or delayed to the point that they that can be considered lost. The model captures 

a burst loss when it remains in the bad state, B, for multiple consecutive packets. The average 

burst length is denoted by 6. The conditional state transition probabilities pq b  and p b g  can 

fully describe the model but, since they are not sufficiently intuitive, the model can be better 

expressed using the unconditional average loss probability Pb  (or probability of being in state 

B on average, Prob{B)), and b, as:

Pb  = Prob(B) = ---- ^ ------ , (4.8)
P g b  +  P b g

6 =  —  . (4 .9 )
PB G

P bg

P gb

Figure 4.4: Gilbert model for packet loss simulation.

Equations (4.8)-(4.9) with b G [2..4] tend to capture well the short-term burst loss patterns 

of the Internet. Where experiments with packet loss are described in this thesis, the model 

was repetitively run in order to generate loss patterns with average loss rates, Pb, up to a high 

percentage. The loss patterns can be generated in either cumulative or non-cumulative way. 

Cumulative means to keep the same loss pattern P^ between two successive loops k and A: -(-1 

(with respective loss rates R k  and R k + i ) ,  as a deterministic process, and drop additional packets 

from Pfc, until the requested loss rate R k + i  is achieved for loop A; +  1, where R ^  < R k + i -  

Experiment details and parameters like these are described individually, where necessary.

4.4.2 Evaluation and results

For the evaluation, a number of animated wireframe models are used: T e l l y , F r e d , R o b o t , 

B o u n c e b a l l , and C h i c k e n . Results are discussed here for the first three wireframes. A de

scription of these models’ characteristics (such as number of vertices, nodes, frame frequency, 

number of frames, and other features) is given in appendix A. For the following experiments, all 

sequences have been encoded either with P-frames at various regular positions, namely at mul

tiples of 8,15, or 30 frames (denoted in the graphs by P /8 , P /15, P /30  respectively), or without 

P-frames apart from the first frame in the sequence (denoted in the graphs by P/0). Sequence
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T e l l y  contains sparse animation data in accordance to the definition of equation (3.8) in sec

tion 3.3, as opposed to all other sequences’ dense animation. In all sequences, the number of 

quantisation levels was maintained constant at 11 bits. This is to guarantee uniform effect of 

quantisation across all sequences when measuring distortion at the receiver, so that the effect of 

lossy source coding does not mask the distortion effects introduced by packet and frame loss, 

which are the focus of the experiments in this section.

It is assumed that one encoded animation frame fits into one RTF packet, following the 

design of subsection 3.5.1, with respect to the path MTU. (The value of the Internet path MTU 

is roughly 1500 bytes.) In fact, this is true for sequences T e l l y , B o u n c e b a l l  and F r e d . 

C h i c k e n  and R o b o t  are larger models for which frame fragmentation is required. However, 

the assumption that no frame fragmentation takes place reflects the worst case scenario where 

whole animation frames get lost. For small animated models or sparse animations on larger 

models (such as localised effects and surface deformations), having one frame being contained 

in a single packet is a very realistic case. Equally realistic is the case where the frame may con

sist of a subset of nodes only. In addition, the animation system described in section 3.5 caters 

for layered streaming of time-dependent wireframe meshes (details of which can be found in 

a later chapter, section 5.3). In short, wireframe layering is achieved with node segmentation, 

which leads to the design choice of one node (or node segment) per packet. All previously 

mentioned cases suggest that it is meaningful to evaluate the concealment methods at the frame 

level. The results discussed in this section refer to frames that contain a single node. In general, 

any frame fragmentation approach could potentially be combined with other inter-frame con

cealment techniques (e.g., spatial interpolation), which would only improve the performance 

results presented in this section.

Burst packet losses were simulated with the 2-state Markov model described in subsec

tion 4.4.1. Using this model, various non-cumulative loss patterns were generated and applied 

to the sequences within the packet loss percentage range [0..30%]. The graphs presented in 

figure 4.5 were generated by averaging experimental results over 60 loss patterns for F r e d , 

and 40 patterns for T e l l y  and R o b o t . This was done to eliminate any bias in the results 

occurring from the loss pattern. For example, as will be mentioned below, some loss patterns 

may hit P-frames more than other patterns, thus slightly increasing the measured distortion. In 

the remaining text describing the experiment, distortion is measured as 3-D PSNR, which is 

calculated as the average Euclidean Distance between the original and coded sequences. This 

was defined in [VOHOl] and discussed in paragraph 2.5.3.5. Note that in these experiments a 

3-D PSNR value is calculated per node using equation (2.16) with Â  =  1.
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Figure 4.5; 3-D PSNR versus Loss Rate for different sequences, nodes, and P-frame combinations.

Figure 4.5 shows the PSNR achieved after repairing with either of the three proposed 

methods, namely Frame Repetition, Motion Vector repetition, and Interpolation, referenced as 

FR, MV, and IN, respectively. As the encoding has been iterated over a large number of loss 

patterns, the plots show the average performance with min-max error bars. At first glance, the 

graphs verify the expected decreasing trend of PSNR as loss rate increases, highlighting the 

relative performances of each repair method. Certain sudden PSNR drops or peaks are visible 

mainly expressing the effect of loss on P-frames; these drops are in the order of 1-2 dB for 

sequences with P-frames, or less in sequences without P-frames (denoted by P/0), as can be 

observed in sequence FRED with P-frames inserted every 8 , 15 and 30 frames in graphs (a) 

and (c). The anomaly is due to the non-cumulative loss patterns, as has been explained in 

subsection 4.4.1, which result in random P-frame losses.

From plots (a)-(c) it is evident that MV performs better than FR in F r e d  for P-frames 

inserted up to every 15 frames. When P-frames are inserted every 8 frames, the relative perfor

mance of MV and FR is already reversed for node FarRight (a), suggesting that the frequency 

of P-frames is important to the relative performance of the repair techniques. This behaviour is 

observed in all nodes of sequence F r e d  with a swap-in performance at P/10 for the majority 

of nodes.
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Figure 4.6: Mesh-wide 3 -D  PSNR versus Loss Rate for sequences PRED and T e l l y .

Observation of T e l l y  data in plot (b) shows inverted results, with performance swap 

threshold of P/5. In T e l l y ,  sparse vertex animation takes place, and different vertices are 

animated from one frame to the next. Repeating the previous frame means animating the ver

tices present in the previous frame only, in which case FR performs better than MV even in 

the absence of P-frames. This evidence suggests that FR tends to be more suitable for sparse 

animations where vertices tend to be stationary on average.

Knees are also observed early at around 4% loss in the PSNR curves without P-frames 

(P/0) in plots (a) and (b). This observation validates the intuitive result that lack of P-frames in 

the encoded sequences sharply deteriorates their animation quality in the event of frame losses.

Plot (d) shows the same experiment performed on ROBOT for a shorter loss rate range, 

where the loss patterns have been edited (here called biased loss) in order to minimise the 

effects of loss on P-frames. In the range shown, the relative performance of FR and MV is as in 

T e l l y ,  but without observing any P-frame frequency threshold. This sequence also validates 

the effect of loss on P-frames, as was observed earlier in sequence F r e d  by sharp drops or 

peaks on PSNR. In R o b o t ,  where the loss pattern is biased towards not dropping P-frames 

these effects are hardly, if at all, noticeable.

It was mentioned earlier in this section that results obtained as 3-D PSNR in the graphs of 

figure 4.5 have been shown per node. Mesh-wide plots would have not made easily apparent 

the effects of loss on P-frames. Furthermore, the swap-in performance of MV and FR could 

have been slightly masked by the averaging of node PSNR in equation (2.16). Figure 4.6 shows 

mesh-wide PSNR measurements for models F r e d  and T e l l y .

All plots show that IN outperforms FR and MV concealment methods. In all graphs, 

the IN plots lie very close together and increasing the P-frame frequency in the animation se

quence contributes little PSNR gain. Interpolation is, therefore, the preferred frame conceal-
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ment method irrespective of the loss pattern or P-frame frequency, but it achieves this perfor

mance at the expense of additional computational load and increased latency. As can also be 

seen in all plots, IN hardly exhibits any PSNR anomalies (sudden drops) pointed out earlier for 

FR and MV. IN will fail altogether for loss bursts that span a longer packet duration than the 

maximum frame latency allowed at the receiver, but such bursts are unlikely to occur unless 

they are the consequence of a disconnection, about which one can do nothing.

With this knowledge of the performance of the receiver-based concealment methods over 

different loss patterns and P-frame placements, a wireframe animation streaming system may 

be tuned to cope effectively with loss. As these methods are completely receiver-based, and the 

receiver is capable of monitoring network conditions and the animation content, a method that 

is expected to perform better under the experienced conditions can be chosen for repair in cases 

of sustained packet loss.

4.5 Conclusion

This chapter focussed on receiver-based error concealment options for 3-D animations streams, 

by studying the effects of packet loss on 3D-Anim streams. It developed three concealment 

schemes, evaluated their performance under conditions of burst packet loss, and inferred net

work loss behaviour scenarios where each method is more appropriate. The chapter concludes 

that frame insertion methods show good performance at low loss rates and loss patterns with 

isolated packet losses, but that frame interpolation methods exhibit better performance at both 

low and higher burst packet loss rates, though at the cost of added delay and complexity.



Chapter 5

Optimised Error Resilient Streaming of 3-D 

Wireframe Animations

This chapter addresses the problem of how to achieve optimal resilience of dynamic 3-D models 

to channel errors in terms of the perceptual effect at the receiver by providing data redundancy 

at the sender. The perceptual effects of packet loss on 3-D wireframe meshes have been poorly 

addressed in the context of animation to date and much of the work that there has been in this 

field has relied on objective measures such as PSNR in lieu of those that take subjective effects 

into account.

In order to achieve a degree of error resilience for animated 3-D wireframes, concepts 

from the related field of video streaming are brought together. In particular, this chapter intro

duces options for organising the animation stream into a number of layers. The independent 

application of Reed-Solomon (RS) forward error correction (FEC) codes to each layer is then 

proposed. FEC codes are applied unequally to each layer, in such a way as to maintain the same 

overall animation bitrate whilst minimising the perceptual effects of error, as measured by the 

visual smoothness metric presented in section 5.5.

5.1 Introduction

To date, the most prevalent representations for 3-D static models are polygonal or triangle 

meshes. These representations allow the approximation of models of arbitrary shape and topol

ogy within some desired precision or quality. Efficient algorithms and data structures exist to 

generate, store, modify, compress and transmit such static meshes, and state-of-the-art algo

rithms for encoding were presented in section 2.2. Enhanced, non-static, 3-D media stream 

types that introduce the time dimension, such as those generated by the encoding methods of 

section 2.3, would require scalable solutions to survive with respect to the network’s limited 

resources (bandwidth) and characteristics (channel errors).
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The previous chapter introduced the classification of receiver-based and sender-initiated 

methods for error resilience, and proposed and evaluated receiver-based schemes. The classi

fication was summarised in table 4.1. This chapter focuses on sender-initiated techniques for 

error resilient streaming of time-dependent 3-D meshes. The proposed techniques in this chap

ter are optimised with respect to network bandwidth and consider the bursty loss nature of the 

channel.

In subsection 4.2.1, the classification of sender-based redundancy distinguished between 

media-independent and media-specific error resilience. According to the discussion in that sub

section, redundancy methods that are called media-independent do not depend on the content 

of the packets in order to provide redundant packet-replacement information. The redundancy 

methods proposed in this chapter are generally considered to follow the media-independent 

trend. However, the proposed redundancy methods also assume that the animation data have 

been organised into packets in a layered fashion, as elaborated in section 5.3. Some of the pro

posed layering methods rely on ranking or ordering of the vertex position data according to a 

distortion quantity, which, in the cases considered by this chapter, is the smoothness of the mesh 

surface. In this sense, by ordering the vertex data (content of the packet) one could arguably 

consider any redundancy method applied to such layers as being media-specific. Despite the va

lidity of this argument, the error resilience process does apply redundancy to the packets of each 

layer independently; thus, this chapter maintains the distinction between media-independent 

and media-specific resilience and adheres to the former paradigm.

The problem of 3-D wireframe animation streaming addressed in this chapter can be stated 

as follows. Assume:

(i) a time-dependent 3-D mesh has been scalably compressed as a sequence of wireframe 

animation frames,

(ii) the available transmission rate R  is known (or determined with respect to the correspond

ing TCP-friendly rate),

(iii) the channel error characteristics are known, and

(iv) a fraction R c  of the available transmission rate (R c  < R ) can be reserved for channel 

coding.

In a media-independent approach, the optimal number of bits is initially sought that can be allo

cated unequally to each level of importance (layer) in the animation scene so that the perceived 

quality of the time-dependent mesh at the receiver is maximised.
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Section 5.2 explores the motivation for researching sender-based methods of error re

silience for 3-D animation streams. Section 5.3 discusses layering options for animated wire

frame meshes. Section 5.4 describes the media-independent error correction codes used for 

providing redundancy to the appropriately packetised output bitstream of the 3D-Anim codec 

described in section 3.2. The channel error model is also analysed in relation to the redundancy 

codes and the proposed unequal error protection method is presented in a formal expression 

that leads to solutions yielding optimal smoothness. Analysis and discussion of experimental 

evidence is given in section 5.7.

5.2 Background and Motivation

The following subsections serve as background to FEC-based error protection schemes for lay

ered streaming media. A review of this background outlines the motivation for the design of 

error protection solutions tailored to animated 3-D wireframes.

5.2.1 Layering streaming media

From the point of view of the network, organising streamed data into multiple layers (in the gen

eral sense) is a mechanism that has been used primarily by natural video transmission systems 

to address two distinct problems:

(i) Client bandwidth heterogeneity and the related problem of network congestion and,

(ii) Channel unreliability due to packet loss.

With the goal of achieving adaptivity to client bandwidth heterogeneity and the network 

congestion level, several approaches in the literature have exploited the properties of cumulative 

layered coding of a continuous source (mainly video) efficiently to transmit to clients at different 

bitrates. To achieve efficiency and scalability, the paradigm of layered source data coding is 

assisted by multicast distribution to a potentially large set of heterogeneous receivers. Most 

notably, in Receiver-driven Layered Multicast (RLM) by McCanne [McC96], low-bandwidth 

clients may choose to receive only a base layer by joining a single multicast group, while high- 

bandwidth clients would receive both a base layer and a multitude of enhancement layers at 

will by continuously monitoring the reception quality and network conditions and accordingly 

joining or leaving multicast groups that receive enhancement layers.

However, quality issues have been raised (Rejaie, [Rej99]) for layer-switching streaming 

video such as RLM and the overheads associated to cumulatively layered encodings have been 

highlighted by Kim and Ammar [KAOl] and de Cuetos et al. [dCSROl] among others. The
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latter two provide simulated and experimental evidence of the overheads, and advocate the 

replication of streams, or ‘multiple stream versions’, instead of conventional cumulative layer 

encodings, for multicast and unicast distribution respectively of stored video.

To achieve robustness to packet loss, the approach of encoding a continuous media source 

with multiple descriptions (MD) has been taken. Proposed solutions in the literature rely on 

the content distribution network’s (CDN) architecture or are applied end-to-end. In the first 

paradigm, Apostolopoulos et al. [AWTW02] advocate the use of path diversity with MD coding 

for streaming video on-demand over CDNs. This is similar to combining parallel downloads 

of different video descriptions from multiple server nodes. In an end-to-end context, Lee et 

al. [LPK+00] calculate optimisations to the MD coder descriptions using feedback from an 

AIMD-like congestion control protocol.

In a novel approach to layering, Chou et al. addressed the joint problem of heterogeneous 

receivers and channel unreliability for multicast video with the hybrid Layered Multiple De

scription Coding (LMDC) [CWP03] which, if supported by multiple diverse distribution trees, 

also provides a good solution to peer-to-peer streaming [CPW03]. With LMDC they trans

mit base layer descriptions to low bandwidth clients while both base and enhancement layer 

descriptions get transmitted to higher bandwidth clients.

5.2.2 Channel reliability through forward error correction codes

Graceful degradation of streaming multimedia over packet erasure channels has often been the 

topic of research on various types of media. Mohr’s work on image transmission [MRLOO] ad

vocates the application of unequal amounts of FEC to progressively compressed images, with 

the FEC codes optimised according to the importance of various parts of the image stream. 

Coded images, however, are represented by a rather non-time-lined bitstream, unlike other con

tinuous media types that are either inherently time-lined, such as audio, or temporally encoded 

such as natural video. For the latter media types, the idea of graceful degradation at higher 

packet loss rates has been expressed in general through two types of algorithms:

(i) Those algorithms that optimise the amount of FEC redundancy codes applied unequally 

to layers of compressed digital video (Stuhlmiiller et al. [SFLGOO]) or,

(ii) FEC codes provided selectively to those frames of an audio codec that disturb speech 

intelligibility if lost and are ‘marked’ with higher importance (Sanneck et al. [SLWOO]).

The above approaches fall respectively into the areas of media-independent and media-specific 

error resilience schemes of the classification in table 4.1 and the former are the subject of
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this chapter. Rejaie provides a systematic and more complete classification of error resiliency 

schemes that can operate in best-effort networks [Rej99].

The simplicity and popularity of FEC schemes in multimedia streaming has led the re

search community and the industry to attempt their standardisation. The AVT group of IETF 

recommends the use of FEC in two threads for the protection of multimedia streams against 

packet loss. In one such thread it is recommended that parity FEC be applied generically, al

beit unequally, to selected fields of RTF packet headers and to the payload. This effort, called 

Unequal Level Protection (ULP) [LLV+03], is media-independent and stems from the obser

vation that almost all media formats have their frame header information at the beginning of 

a data packet, which is therefore the most vital part of the packet. The second thread recom

mends the Unequal Erasure Protection scheme (UXP) [LWPW03], which applies interleaving 

and redundancy information obtained through Reed-Solomon operations to the media payload 

of progressively encoded multimedia streams.

The above distinction between ULP and UXP exposes the fundamental requirements dif

ference between the applications to which these schemes are tailored. The interleaving and 

block structure redundancy of UXP incurs delays at both encoding and decoding sides even 

when loss does not occur, whereas, in ULP, decoding delays are only introduced at the receiver 

in case of packet loss. UXP offers, however, the advantage of changing the packet size inde

pendent of media payload type and error code used. It is also important to reemphasise here 

that although both ULP and UXP are considered media-independent schemes, the importance 

of each part or ‘layer’ in UXP is rather dependent on the stream content. Reflecting the dif

ferent importance, redundancy is then applied unequally but independently to each part. This 

distinction is maintained in this chapter where a method adhering to the media-independent 

UXP paradigm is proposed for animated 3-D wireframes without interleaving the transmitted 

packets.

This chapter focuses on the use of FEC codes and optimisations for use with layered 

3-D animation streams. Optimised error-resilient approaches for the transmission of statically 

encoded models have been proposed by Al-Regib [RA02, RAOl] in related literature. How

ever, layering particularly tailored to animated 3-D wireframe meshes has not been proposed 

in the literature. Application of FEC codes to static models, as proposed by Al-Regib, also 

bears the limitation that the decoding process would stop in case of high losses, if the provided 

FEC-based redundancy is not adequate to cover severe loss conditions.
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MPEG-4 attempts to elaborate on the area of 3-D animation within its Animation Effects 

Framework (AFX) [ISO02, JanOO] in version 5 of the standard, which recently reached draft 

standard status. However, the MPEG-4 approach does not provide a scalable error resilience 

method regarding animation streams at the Elementary Streams Layer, that accounts for the 

channel bandwidth or channel error characteristics. It rather leaves any transport-level loss 

protection at the Systems Layer.

Given these facts, transmission of animation based on each frame being individually en

coded with a static codec, such as those proposed by Al-Regib [RARM02], MPEG-4’s 3DMC, 

or other methods described in section 2.2, will not have the same visual result as a temporally 

coded sequence where the sender-optimised redundancy is complemented by receiver-based 

concealment. To further improve the perceptual result, the proposed FEC code optimisations of 

this chapter for 3-D animation are designed around a perceptual measure of distortion capturing 

model surface smoothness, as opposed to raw distance metrics used in the literature of static 

mesh coding.

The following section proposes options for the ‘layering’ of animation data in the wider 

sense, motivated by similar approaches for other streaming media described earlier, in a step 

towards formulating an optimisation problem to sender-based redundancy.

5.3 Options for 3-D Wireframe Layering

In 3-D animated wireframe models, options for organising the encoded vertex position data 

into layers can be defined from different standpoints. Layering options from three different 

standpoints are proposed below.

5.3.1 Grouping and partitioning

From the point of view of the 3-D scene composition two possible layering options are identi

fied: node grouping and node partitioning.

1. Node grouping leads to a layered organisation of the vertex data where the nodes of the 

animated mesh are allocated to different sets according to some criterion and each such 

set represents a streaming layer. This scheme is the commonest method for layering a 

3-D mesh having a plurality of nodes. The number of nodes to be grouped in the same 

layer is a design choice, and dictates the output bitrate of the layer. The criteria for 

node grouping could be any of the error metrics or other measurable quantities on the 

mesh, like those used by mesh simplification methods (global ranking or cost value of 

candidate topological operations). Such criteria have been discussed as error metrics in
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Figure 5.1: Node grouping and partitioning methods for animation layering. The original model B o u n c e b a l l  has 

only one node consisting of 320 triangular faces, and has been split into two smaller nodes (partitioning). 

A symmetric partitioning is shown here where each sub-node has 180 faces each. Vertices and edges on 

the split boundary have been duplicated.

subsection 2.5.3 and in the mesh decimation literature of paragraph 2.2.2.3.

2. Node partitioning is suitable for meshes with only a single or few nodes but a large 

number of vertices per node. For such meshes, node partitioning is required according 

to which a node’s vertices are allocated to two or more sets, where each set or sub-node 

represents a streaming layer. Node partitioning would restructure the 3-D mesh’s vertices 

into a new mesh with more nodes than were originally present. This process does not 

affect connectivity, or the overall rendered model.

When layering is done with node grouping, it is good practice to consider grouping to

gether nodes which are spatially close or adjacent in the mesh. This should be done in order to 

minimise the chance of cracks on the surface of the model, as described in paragraph 2.2.1.2. 

When layering is achieved by partitioning a node into sub-nodes, partitioning should not be 

arbitrary, but should reflect the natural objects these new nodes represent in the 3-D scene and 

their corresponding motion. If partitioning is not possible in the above sense, one could parti

tion the mesh or the node into arbitrary sized sub-meshes (sub-nodes) and subsequently allocate 

these sub-meshes into layers. Figure 5.1 shows model B o u n c e b a l l  layered according to the 

above scheme of node partitioning into sub-nodes. In general, mechanisms for efficient mesh 

partitioning may require complex pre-processing steps or connectivity changes, but these mech

anisms are beyond the scope of this thesis.

By assuming static connectivity, the 3D-Anim codec described in chapter 3 can afford 

layered encoding of vertex position data by node partitioning or node grouping.
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Figure 5.2: Organising animation data into independent layers: The red vertices of the original wireframe B o u n c e 

b a l l  in the left image have been organised into two independent layers. The first layer is made up of the 

green vertices shown in the right image, whereas the red vertices form the second layer. Connectivity 

information needs to be updated to reflect the layering configuration.

5.3.2 Cumulative and independent layering

A second distinction in layering schemes can be made from the standpoint of the source en

coder, between independent layers and layers with cumulative effect on mesh detail.

1. Independent layer schemes suggest that animation data (signal samples, such as vertex 

positions in the case of 3D-Anim encoder) in each layer is not related to animation data of 

any other layer belonging to the same stream. Bach independent layer can feed the anima

tion samples it contains to the decoder, and these samples can be rendered immediately 

without requiring the samples of a ‘lower’ layer to have been decoded first. Independent 

layering of sequence B O U N C E B A L L  is shown in figure 5 . 2 .

2 .  Cumulative layer schemes, on the other hand, suggest that for the decoding and ren

dering of animation samples contained in layer Li, animation data of the coarser quality 

layer L i- \  have been decoded first. Otherwise layer Li data are unused. It is assumed 

that the signal has been encoded in such a way so that layer Li animation adds ‘detail’ to, 

or refines, the coarser layer L i- \ .

To organise the animation data into independent layers seems to be different from what 

is considered common layering practice in natural 2-D video coding, where layers containing 

encoded video samples are rather cumulative in nature, and a ‘higher’ layer is usually added to 

the quality of a coarser quality layer.

Independent layering may also serve as an elegant mechanism for mapping scalable bit

streams of 3-D meshes encoded hierarchically, or progressively, to layers for animation stream

ing. Suppose, for example, that a static mesh decimation scheme results in: (i) a batch of
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base layer vertices forming a coarse representation of a 3-D object, and (ii) other batches of 

refinement layer vertices (not included in the base layer) that add detail to the model. Had the 

mesh been animated, these resolution-based batches can be mapped one-to-one to streaming 

layers, where each streaming layer contains animation data for vertices only present in the cor

responding resolution batch. This setting, formed by independent layers, emulates the effect of 

cumulative layering and bears a strong resemblance to multiple description (MD) video coding.

5.3.3 Fixed and adaptive layering

Seeing the layering mechanism from the standpoint of the end-user experiencing the 3-D stream, 

a further distinction can be made between fixed and adaptive layering schemes.

1. Fixed layering assumes that the group of nodes (or a sub-node) allocated to a certain 

layer are static and this allocation does not change over time.

2. Adaptive layering mechanisms permit the group of nodes that form a layer to change 

over time, or follow a node partitioning scheme that can dynamically change during a 

layer’s transmission.

An example of static layer allocation is the distortion-aware layering scheme where layer

ing is performed in a way such that the average distortion of a layer reflects its importance in the 

animation sequence. To achieve this, the distortion metric (such as the visual smoothness, VS, 

defined in equation (5.5)) is computed independently for every node in a mesh and the nodes are 

ranked according to their average distortion in the sequence. The node, or group of nodes, with 

the highest average distortion forms the first and most important layer visually, L q. This is the 

layer that a streaming system may want to make more resilient to packet loss than other layers. 

Subsequent importance layers L i, are created by subsequent nodes, or group of nodes,

in the distortion ranking order. The experiments with sender-based optimised redundancy using 

the 3D-Anim system and Visual Smoothness as distortion metric described in section 5.7 follow 

a fixed layering scheme.

Adaptive layering schemes allow dynamic changes to their vertex contents and are ex

pected to be less usual. An example of adaptive layering is the visibility-based layering result

ing from user interactivity in the streamed 3-D scene. According to this scheme, transmitted 

layers contain only those vertices that are expected to be visible at the receiving terminal. As 

the user interacts with the streamed object scene, different parts of these objects are visible 

at any time instant, and only the nodes forming these visible parts are grouped or partitioned 

to form layers. This mechanism relies on regular and timely camera position updates being 

communicated back to the server.
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Table 5.1: Summary o f layering approaches and options for 3-D animated wireframe sequences.
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3-D  S cen e

Node

Grouping

Node

Partitioning

S o u r c e  E n c o d e r

Independent

Layers

Cumulative

Layers

E n d - u s e r

Fixed

Layering

Adaptive

Layering

The three approaches to layering 3-D animated wireframes and their corresponding op

tions are summarised in table 5.1. It has to be noted that layering options proposed in this section 

are not restricted by the topological constructs forming the signal. The discussion above was 

made assuming the topological construct in hand is vertices, but equivalent layering schemes 

based on faces or edges could be shaped accordingly. It is also worth commenting the fact that 

layering options from each of the standpoints described previously can be combined together to 

form layering schemes suitable for a wide range of applications. In the experiments described 

in section 5.7, fixed independent layers based both on node grouping (for sequence T e l l y )  and 

node partitioning (for BO U N C E B A L L ) are used.

The following section formalises the RS erasure code optimisation problem, describes the 

channel model, and a block structure that is suitable for the design of an efficient packetisation 

scheme for each layer. A closed form relation of the layer design parameters is also derived.

5.4 Error Resilient 3-D Wireframe Streaming

5.4.1 Channel model and error correction codes

The idea of Forward Error Correction (FEC) is to transmit additional redundant packets which 

can be used at the receiver to reconstruct lost packets. In the proposed FEC scheme Reed- 

Solomon (RS) codes are used across packets. RS codes are the only non-trivial maximum 

distance separable codes known, hence they are suitable for protection against packet losses 

over bursty loss channels. An RS (n, k) code of length n  and dimension k  is defined over 

the Galois Field G F  (2^) and encodes k q-bit information symbols into a codeword of n  such 

symbols, i.e., n  <  2^ — 1. A sender with k  information packets will generate n  — k  redundancy 

packets. The resulting n  packets are stacked in a Block-Of-Packet (BOP) structure described 

in more detail in subsection 5.4.2 and shown in figure 5.3. The BOP packet structure has been 

previously used in the literature for error resilient video and static mesh coding [HSLG99, 

SFLGOO, RA02]. To maintain constant total channel data rate, the source rate is reduced by the 

fraction k /n ,  called the code rate, resulting in an initially reduced animation quality. A receiver
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can begin decoding as soon as it receives any k  correct symbols, or packets of a BOR

In reality, the underlying bursty loss process of the Internet is quite complex, but it can be 

closely approximated by a 2-state Markov model, as described in subsection 4.4.1 and depicted 

in figure 4.4. The two states are state G (good), where packets are timely and correctly received, 

and B (bad), where packets are either lost or delayed to the point that they that can be considered 

lost. The state transition probabilities p g b  and p b g  fully describe the model but, since they 

are not sufficiently intuitive, the model can be better expressed using the average loss probability 

P b  (or probability of being in state B on average, Prob(B)), and the average burst length b, as:

Pb  = P robiB) =  — ^ ------ ,
P G B  +  P B G  ( 5 ,1 )

b =   .
P e g

For the selection of the appropriate RS code one needs to know the probability that a BOP 

cannot be reconstructed by the erasure decoder as a function of the channel and the RS code 

parameters. For an RS (n, k) code, this is the probability that more than n  — k  packets are lost 

within a BOP, and it is called the block error rate, P b e r - Let P {m , n) be the probability of m  

lost packets within a block of n  packets, also called the block error density function. Then, it 

can be calculated:
n

P e e r  =  ^  -P(m, n) . (5.2)
m = n —k + l

The average loss probability Pe  and the average loss burst b corresponding to the 2-state 

Markov model described above, relate to block error density function P {m ,n ) .  The exact 

nature of their relationship has been extensively studied and derived in the literature. Here, the 

derivation for bit-error channels is adapted to a packet loss channel [E1165].

Such a model is determined by the distribution of error-free intervals (gaps). If there occurs 

an event of gap length u such that u —1 packets are received between two lost packets, then the 

gap density function g{n) gives the probability of a gap length n, i.e., g{i/) =  P rob{0^~^l\l), 

where 0 denotes a received, and 1 a lost packet. The gap distribution function G{i/) gives the 

probability of a gap length greater than or equal to n — I, i.e., G{n) =  Prob{0'^~^\l). In state 

B of the model, all packets are lost, while in state G all packets are received, yielding:

1 - R b g , =  1,

P e g {1 -  P g e ) ^ ^ P g e , n  >  I .

G{v) = <
1 , =  1 ,

P e g {^ — Pg e )'^'^, n >  1-
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Let R {m ,n )  be the probability of m  — 1 packet losses within the next n —\  packets following a 

lost packet. This probability can be calculated from the recurrence:

R { m ,n )  =  <
G{n), m  = l ,
n - m + l

g {u )R {m —l , n —i'), 2 < m < n .
U=1

Then, the block error density function P {m ,n )  or probability of m  lost packets within a block 

of n  packets is given by:

P {m ,n )  — <

1 —y ^ P ( m ,  z/), m  =  0,
ic=l

P B G {u )R {m ,n  — iy-\-l), l < m < n ,
1̂ 1

where Pb  is the average error probability.

From equation (5.2) it can be seen that P {m , n) determines the performance of the FEC 

scheme, and P (m , n) can be expressed as a function of Pb  and b using equations (5.1). Later, 

in section 5.4, this expression of P {m , n) is used in a RS (m, n) FEC scheme for optimised 

source/channel rate allocation that minimises the visual distortion.

5.4.2 Bitstream format and packetisation

The single-layer output bitstream of the 3D-Anim codec without error resilience at the sender 

has been appropriately packetised for streaming with RTF as the application-level transport 

protocol. This process was described in detail in subsection 3.5.1 and its main features are 

summarised below:

•  In order to describe which nodes of the model are animated, two animation masks. Node 

Mask and Vertex Mask, were defined. A bit set in the Node Mask denotes that a cor

responding node in the Node Table will be animated, A Vertex Mask per axis has been 

defined in a similar way for animated vertices.

•  The M bit in the RTF header must be set for the first of a series of ‘empty’ frames, which 

—  if they exist —  can be grouped together.

•  One Application Data Unit (ADU) is contained in one RTF packet. For sparse animations 

one ADU usually corresponds to an animation frame.

•  The RTF packet payload format of subsection 3.5.1 starts with the Node Mask and Vertex 

Mask, followed by the encoded samples along each axis.
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In this sense, the 3D-Anim codec’s output bitstream is ‘naturally packetisable’ according 

to the Application Level Framing (ALF) principle [CT90].

The simple payload format summarised above suffices for light animations with a modest 

number of vertices. However, sequences with high scene complexity or high resolution meshes, 

may generate a large amount of coded data after compression, resulting in frames which poten

tially exceed the path MTU. In such cases, raw packetisation in a single layer would require the 

definition of fragmentation rules for the RTF payload, which may not always be straightforward 

in the ALF sense. Furthermore, frames directly packetised in RTF as described above generate 

a variable bitrate stream due to their varying lengths.

For sender-based redundancy schemes, like the one proposed in this chapter, a more effi

cient packetisation scheme is sought that satisfies the requirements set out above: (a) to accom

modate layered bitstreams, (b) to produce a constant bitrate stream, and (c) to be able to multi

plex redundant information with source data. There is related effort in the literature in design

ing efficient block data structures conforming to these requirements. Redmill and Kingsbury 

[RK96] have proposed the error-resilient entropy code (EREC) to multiplex the variable-length 

blocks of data produced by standard compression algorithms into an error-resilient structure. 

Their algorithm works by reorganising the variable-length blocks and allocating them into slots 

such that each block starts at a known position within the code (the beginning of a slot). This 

means that the decoder is automatically synchronised at the start of each block at the expense 

of some source bitrate that defines the boundary of the slot. Albanese and Luby, in Friority En

coded Transmission (FET) [AL96], suggest that the various parts of a compressed source signal 

{original message) be ordered according to their importance in the decoded signal {decoded 

message). They then propose a generic error protection scheme according to the priority order

ing of the data parts. In FET, the priorities of each part are assigned by the user. Although FET 

does not directly propose a block data structure, to a large extent it implies inherent similarity 

to EREC for the partitioning and prioritisation of the data.

The EOF data structure introduced earlier in this chapter satisfies the three requirements 

above for efficient packetisation of multiplexed source and redundant data. Yet it maintains 

simplicity compared to EREC as it does not waste additional source bits to achieve synchro

nisation. Furthermore, the method of providing unequal redundancy to different parts of the 

encoded message (3-D animation data in this case) does not rely on the user arbitrarily assign

ing priorities to the various parts of the message as done in the FET scheme, but rather explicitly 

extracts such priorities from the visual importance of each part (based on the calculation of the 

visual smoothness metric). The ordered 3-D animation data can then be naturally allocated to
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Figure 5.3: The Block-Of-Packets (BOP) grid structure.

layers for streaming. Finally, the BOP structure naturally respects the ALF principle at the 

packet level and makes a suitable choice for efficient packetisation of redundant 3D-Anim data.

The BOP structure has been previously used in error resilient video or static mesh coding 

[HSLG99, SFLGOO, RA02], and it is adapted here for use with 3-D animation data. Encoded 

frames of a single layer are placed sequentially in line order of an n-line by 5p-column grid 

structure and then RS codes are generated vertically across the grid. For data frames protected 

by an RS { n,  k )  erasure code, error resilience information is appended so that the length of the 

grid is n  for k  frames of source data, as shown on figure 5.3. This method is most appropriate 

for packet networks with burst packet errors, and can be fully described by the sequence frame 

rate / ,  the packet size Sp, the data frame rate in a BOP / b o p ,  and the RS code (n, k ) .

Intuitively, for a BOP frequency of J b o p  (BOPs/sec), with Sp  byte long packets, with 

frame rate / ,  the total source and channel bitrate R  is given by;

T, /  Sp
R  = R c  3- R s  =

I b o i
(5.3)

where R s  and R c  are the source and channel bitrates respectively.

This equation serves as a guide to the design of efficient packetisation schemes by appro

priately balancing the parameters Jb o p , n  and Sp. It also encompasses the trade-off between 

delay and resilience. For a layered bitstream, the design of one BOP structure per layer is 

needed. By varying the parameters in equation (5.3), different RS code rates can be allocated 

to each layer, thus providing an unequal level of error protection to each layer. The way these 

parameters are adjusted in practice for the application of 3-D animation streaming, considering 

a measure of visual error, is explained in sections 5.6 and 5.7.
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5.5 Visual Distortion Metric

Typical automatic distortion metrics reviewed in the literature (subsection 2.5.3), such as the 

SNR and 3-D PSNR defined in [GSK02] and [VOHOl] respectively, are derived by equivalence 

to natural video coding but they are tailored to the statistical properties of the specific signal 

they encode, failing to give a uniform measure of user perceived distortion across a number of 

signals and encoding methods over different media. Moreover, especially for 3-D meshes, all 

these metrics give only objective indications of geometric closeness, or signal-to-noise ratios, 

and they fail to capture the more subtle visual properties the human eye appreciates, such as 

surface smoothness.

One attempt that was made in this direction was reported by Kami and Gotsman in [KGOO] 

as being undertaken whilst evaluating their spectral compression algorithm for 3-D mesh ge

ometries. In this, the suggested 3-D mesh distortion metric normalises the objective error com

puted as the Euclidean distance between two vertices, by each vertex’s distance to its adjacent 

vertices. This type of error metric captures the surface smoothness of the 3-D mesh. This may 

be achieved by a Laplacian operator, which takes into account both topology and geometry. 

The value of this geometric Laplacian at vertex Vi is:

GL{vi) = V i -  . (5.4)
X u

J e n ( i )

where n(i) is the set of indices of the neighbours of vertex i, and lij is the geometric distance 

between vertices i and j .  Figure 5.4 provides intuition on the geometric Laplacian quantity GL. 

The surface on the left of the image represents a hypothetical fragment of the animated mesh 

at time t, consisting of vertices denoted by heavy dots and triangular connectivity denoted 

by straight and dotted lines. The right hand side mesh represents the corresponding decoded 

fragment. Assume a scenario where the decoded coordinates of vertices B, C, D, E introduce 

no coding error, whereas vertex A’s y-coordinate contains coding error. Obviously, the decoded 

surface suffers a bump on vertex A. This distortion is what the Laplacian GL captures. A  

complete numerical example of the VS metric is given in appendix C.

The new metric is defined as the weighted sum of the norm of the geometric distance 

between meshes and the norm of the Laplacian difference (rrit, rht are the vertex sets of meshes 

M t, M t respectively, and n  the set size of Mt, Mt):

1
VS(^t) =  -m rtW  + WL\\GL{mrt) -G L { m r t) \ \)  ■ (5.5)

r —1
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Figure 5.4: Example of a Laplacian operator on a hypothetical surface. Left: original surface. Right: reconstructed 

surface with distortion on vertex A.
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Figure 5.5: Comparative plot of distortion metrics: 3-D PSNR, Hausdorff Distance, and Visual Smoothness for 150 

frames of the animated sequence B o u .n c e b a l l  and P-frames inserted every 8 frames.

Depending on the value of the weights w q , wl one can put more emphasis on either the geo

metric or the visual term of the equation according to the animation content.

This metric in equation (5.5) is used in the evaluation of the proposed redundancy optimi

sation scheme, and it will be referred to hereafter as the Visual Smoothness metric (VS). For the 

experiments of this chapter the values o iw c= W L  — 1 have been used, leading to a balanced VS 

metric between geometric and visual distortion. A comparative plot providing intuition on the 

notion of the VS metric against 3-D PSNR and the Hausdorff Distance is given in figure 5.5 for 

the 3-D sequence BOUNCEBALL. The sequence has been encoded and decoded with 3D-Anim 

and the plots show the Geometric Distance (as either Hausdorff or 3-D PSNR) against the Vi

sual Distortion. Both graphs indicate that the Visual Distortion might be low in case where the 

Geometric Distance is high and vice-versa. This is most evident around frames 16 and 114.

Obviously, the VS metric requires connectivity information: the adjacent vertices of every 

vertex mt- For the case of the 3D-Anim codec, where it was assumed no connectivity changes 

occur during the animation, the vertex adjacencies can be precomputed.
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5.6 Problem Formulation

The expected distortion of the animation at the receiver at time t  is the sum of the product 

quantities Pjt • V Sjt, where j  is the layer index, V S jt is the visual distortion incurred by missing 

information in layer j  at time t, and Pjt is the probability of having an irrecoverable packet loss 

in layer j .  By the way the layers were constructed, the probabilities Pjt are independent, and a 

burst packet loss in a layer contributes to its own visual distortion V Sjt in the decoded sequence. 

Formally, the expected visual smoothness VS(t) of an animation at the decoder at time t  can be 

expressed as:
L - l

VS^t) = Y ^ P j f V S j t ,  (5.6)
j=Q

where L  is the number of layers. In the equation above, P j t  is the block error rate P b e r  as 

given by equation (5.2), or the probability of losing more than n  — kj packets in layer j .  Using 

the block error density function P (m , n), we can write:

n

Pjt =  ^  P (m , n) . (5.7)
m = n —k j t + l

From equation (5.6) and (5.7) the quantity VS(^t) can now be expressed as:

L—1 n

VS(t) = Y L  E  P { m , n ) - V S j f  (5.8)
j= 0  m = n —kjt +  'i-

Equation (5.8) estimates in a statistical sense the expected visual smoothness experienced

per frame at the decoder. The objective is to minimise this distortion with respect to the values

of k j t ’s in equation (5.8). With distortion-aware layering it is expected that the optimisation 

process allocates more redundancy to the layer that exhibits the greatest visual distortion (coarse 

layer), and gradually reduces the redundancy rate on layers with finest contribution to the overall 

smoothness. There are L  values of kjt that need to be calculated at every time t, that follow the 

conditions 0 <  kjt < n  and ~  where R c  the redundancy bits, and q is

the symbol size. The above problem formulation yields a non-linear constrained optimisation 

problem that can be solved numerically^. .

The anticipated behaviour of the model for P g  — 0 is to produce equal values for k j t ’s,

whereas at high Pb , k j t ’s would vary unequally. Note that for the calculation of smoothness

distortions in equation (5.8), possible concealment at the receiver was not taken into account.

In chapter 4, it was shown that techniques based on vertex linear temporal interpolation 

are an efficient method of error concealment for 3D-Anim frames. According to this technique, 

a burst of missing frames can be concealed by interpolating the missing vertex values from 

’a  solution is provided here using the non-linear optimisation tools of Mathematica®
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Figure 5.6: Performance of three error concealment methods for the sparse node Nostril of sequence T e l l y , with 

P b  =  [0..30] and 6 =  4 using the Visual Smoothness distortion metric. (FR = Frame repetition, MV = 

Motion vector repetition, IN = Interpolation). The plot shows the average performance over 20 iterations 

with different loss patterns.

two sets of vertices: the ones in the last received frame before the burst occurred and those in 

the currently received frame. This relies on the ‘locality of reference principle’, according to 

which high-frame rate animations are unlikely to exhibit vertex trajectories other than linear 

or piece-wise linear. If higher complexity can be accommodated, higher order interpolation 

can be employed by using information from the neighbouring frames. Interpolation and other 

concealment methods discussed in section 4.3 are generic in that they can be used by any other 

decoder.

Figure 5.6 shows the relative performances of three error concealment methods adapted to 

the experimental parameters of this work, namely Pb  = [0..30%] and 6 =  4. It is evident that 

linear interpolation outperforms frame repetition or motion vector repetition methods under 

all experimental conditions. (Detailed descriptions of all error concealment methods at the 

receiver were given in subsections 4.3.1 to 4.3.3 and detailed evaluation of their performances 

with 3-D PSNR metric was presented in 4.4.) The plot shows average values for 20 iterations 

with different loss patterns. It is clear on the plot (as seen by the error bars) that the interpolation 

concealment method exhibits very low variance, verifying the locality of reference principle. In 

high frame-rate sequences (30 Hz in the case of T e l l y )  the animation trajectory of each vertex 

remains monotonie for frame lengths higher than the average loss burst length 6 =  4. This leads 

to very good concealment performances of interpolation-based methods.

The remainder of this chapter will assume the use of interpolation-based error concealment 

at the receiver in the case where the channel decoder receives less than n — kjt BOP packets. 

In fact, the kjt's that provide a solution to the optimisation problem, will also give minimum 

distortion if combined with concealment techniques. The experienced distortion in such cases
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will be lower than the distortion without error concealment.

5.7 Experiments and Results

5.7.1 Experiment details

In the following experiments, the efficiency of the proposed Unequal Error Protection (UEP) 

scheme combined with Error Concealment (EC) for streaming 3-D wireframe animations is 

demonstrated through simulation. In particular, UEP and EC are compared to simple UEP, to 

Equal Error Protection (EEP) and to No Protection (NP). The comparison is based on the Vi

sual Smoothness metric, which is known to yield a distortion measure that captures the surface 

smoothness of the time-dependent mesh during the animation. For the calculation of the pa

rameters kjt the constrained minimisation problem of equation (5.8) was numerically solved, 

given the channel rate R c-  Furthermore, n  was calculated from equation (5.3) such that the 

rate characteristics of the original source signal are met for a design of a BOP particular to this 

experiment. The other parameters used in equation (5.3) are given below for the two sequences 

in the experiments, and are also summarised in table 5.2. For the EEP case, a constant k  is 

considered that can be derived directly from the selection of the channel rate, which was set 

to 15%. For the NP case, all available channel rate was allocated to the source. Finally, an 

EC scheme based on interpolation was used for the case of UEP with residual losses. In all 

experiments, 6 =  4 was used.

Sequences T e l l y  and B o u n c e b a l l  with density factors of c( /t e l l y  =  0.75 and 

4fBouNCEBALL =  l-0 givcn by equation (3.8) were used in the experiment. T e l l y  consists of 

9 nodes (out of which 3 are relatively sparse, and the remaining 6 are complete) and totals 

780 frames at 30 Hz as shown in table 5.2. Its average source bitrate is t e l l y  =  220 kbps. 

B o u n c e b a l l  only has one complete node and 528 frames at 24 Hz, forming one layer of 

source rate b o u n c e b a l l  =  61 kbps average. Both sequences have been coded with P-frames 

at every 15 frames. Roughly 15% of channel coding redundancy was allowed, resulting in to

tal source and channel rates of i?TELLY=253 kbps and jR b o u n c e b a l l  =  70.15 kbps. Choosing 

n  =  32 the parameters calculated from equation (5.3) for each layer’s packetisation are tabu

lated in table 5.2. The value of n  is chosen as a compromise between latency and efficiency, 

since higher n  makes the RS codes more resilient, by sacrificing delay and buffer space.

Sequence T e l ly  was split into three fixed layers according to the distortion aware layering 

method presented in section 5.3. Each layer consisted of the nodes shown in table 5.2. Each 

layer’s fraction of the total number of animated vertices in the 3-D mesh is { L q ,L i ,L 2 ) =  

(0.48,0.42,0.10) on average. This splitting is expected to reflect the source bitrates of each
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Table 5.2: Animation sequence parameters used in the redundancy experiments: T e l l y  &  B o u n c e b a l l .

Sequence T e l l y

dflELLY 0.75

Nodes 9

Frame Rate, f 30 Hz

Source Rate, R s 220 kbps

Channel Rate, R c 33 kbps

Frames 780

Layer 0

UpperLip

LowerLip

Tongue

Layer 1
Skin

Teeth

Layer 2

EyeLash

EyeBrow

EyeCorner

Nostril

Sequence B o u n c e b a l l

ĉ /bounceball 1.0

Nodes 1

Frame Rate, / 24 Hz

Source Rate, R s 61 kbps

Channel Rate, R c 9.15 kbps

Frames 528

Layer 0 Bball 1®̂  half

Layer 1 Bball 2"'' half

T e l l y B b a l l

T o
S p 264 200

Î B O P 16 35

L i
S p 264 200

f B O P 19 35

L 2
S p 150

N /A
I b o p 50

layer proportionally. As can be seen, the suggested layering scheme allocated 2 out of 3 sparse 

nodes to the same layer, L \.  The total number of vertices of these two sparse nodes represents 

65% of the vertices in the reference mesh. The third sparse node. Nostril, was allocated to 

layer L 2 , but its individual motion relates to a very small fraction of the model’s total number 

of vertices (% 1.3%). This fact may bear some significance if one wishes to relate the node- 

to-layer allocation (using the VS metric) to the density factor d f i ,  calculated per layer^ (by 

equation (3.8)), and to the output bitrates. However, in order to derive any useful such relation a 

large bank of animated 3-D model data is required. If such a relation exists, an adaptive layering 

scheme may be developed for applications with such needs.

Sequence B o u n c e b a l l  initially contains only one node. The sequence represents a soft 

ball with inherent symmetry around a centre point as its shape implies. The ball also deforms 

slightly as it bounces. Given the shape symmetry, layers were designed according to the node 

partitioning method. The B o u n c e b a l l  mesh was partitioned into two nodes of equal number 

of vertices without respect to the VS metric for each node. The logic behind this partitioning 

is to attempt to verify the effect the VS metric has on the proposed UEP resilience scheme. 

All other source coding parameters are constant between the two layers, most importantly the 

quantisation step size. It is anticipated that both layers will receive roughly equal average

^This calculation is possible if k in equation (3.8) refers only to the nodes allocated to the particular layer.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of Visual Smoothness (VS) between transmitted and decoded frames of 3 layers of the 

wireframe animation T e l l y .  The equivalent EEP RS codes are respectively: left {n, k)  =  (32 ,23), 

right (n, k) =  (32, 28). Average burst length: 6 =  4.

protection bits, so that UEP performance will approach that of EEP.

5.7.2 Experimental results

Figure 5.7 (left) depicts visual smoothness, VS, as a function of the average packet loss rate, 

Pj3, for T e l l y . The four curves on the plot represent each suggested resilience method, for 

the code (32,23). The average calculated codes for the UEP are as follows (rounded to near

est integer): (n , /co) =  (32,20), (n, fci) =  (32, 24), (n , /c2 ) =  (32, 29). It is clear that UEP, and 

UEP-t-EC outperform NP and EEP for medium to high loss rates of P b > 9%. Recall that 

layering here was performed in such a way that the lowest layer exhibited high average visual 

distortion. Since the UEP method allocates higher codes to the lower layer ( Lq) ,  better re

silience is expected for L q  at high loss rates. This factor dominates in the average distortion, 

resulting in better performance. At low loss rates it is noticeable that EEP and UEP behave in 

approximately the same way, as the RS codes are more than sufficient to recover all or most 

errors. It can be also noted that the NP method under conditions of no loss is much better than 

any other. This is an intuitive result, since source information takes all available channel rate, 

thus better encoding the signal. It is also worth noticing the effect of EC: the distortion of the 

UEP+EC scheme is slightly improved over the simple UEP case. This is also expected.

The results for the (32,28) RS code on sequence T e l l y , shown in figure 5.7 (right), are 

similar. Here, the threshold where the UEP methods (with or without EC) take over EEP or 

NP is around Pb =  7%. Note how the initial NP performance (low P ^ ’s) is steep compared 

to the (32,23), highlighting again the fact that channel coding bits are actually ‘wasted’ since 

they do not contribute much resilience in this low loss region, at the expense of source rate. 

The corresponding average codes per layer are: (n, ^o)= (32 ,27), (n, fci)=(32, 29), (rz, ^ ) =
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Figure 5.8: Comparison of Visual Smoothness (VS) between transmitted and decoded frames of 2 layers of the 

wireframe animation B O U N C EBA LL. The equivalent EEP RS code is: (n, k) =  (32, 23). Average burst 

length: b =  4.

(32,31). There is a slight improvement again in the UEP method’s performance resulting from 

the error concealment’s interpolation algorithm. As this quantity has not been accounted for in 

the optimisation problem, it is expected to contribute a small reduction to the visual error.

Figure 5.8 shows the results achieved for the same experiment repeated over the sequence 

B O U N C E B A L L ,  which was ‘symmetrically’ layered as described in the previous subsection. 

The same (32, 23) EEP code was used again as before for comparison. The graph shows the 

same trends and relative performances as in T e l l y , with UEP+EC being the one giving the 

best overall performance. It can be noted, however, that the distance of the UEP curves from 

the EEP ones decreased considerably compared to the T e l l y  sequence at high E g ’s. The av

erage integer calculated RS codes for the UEP case are: (n, ko) = {32,23), (n, ^i) =  (32 ,23), 

i.e., equivalent to the EEP case. This may be a surprising result at the first glance, but careful 

reasoning suggests that equally balanced layers in terms of the amount of the animation they 

contain (same number of vertices, nodes, very similar motion in the scene, and same encod

ing parameters) correspond to visually balanced distortions. This was exactly the anticipated 

result when layering was discussed for the B O U N C E B A L L  sequence in the previous subsec

tion. In fact, the real values of kot, k u  computed as the solution to the optimisation problem, 

vary around the average integer value of 23. Furthermore, recall that the original symmetric 

B O U N C E B A L L  mesh was partitioned into two arbitrary nodes without consideration of their 

individual visual distortions, which were assumed to be similar. In fact, the soft ball’s deforma

tion at the bouncing points reduces the symmetry of the original shape. These facts reasonably 

explain why there is not an accurate fit to the UEP and EEP curves at higher P g ’s, as one would 

normally expect. Finally, it can be noted that the UEP+EC method provides a slight, but hardly 

noticeable, improvement to the visual distortion as in the previous experiment.
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5.8 Conclusion

This chapter addressed the fundamental problem of how best to utilise the available channel 

capacity for streaming 3-D wireframe animation in such a way as to achieve optimal subjective 

resilience to error. In summary, channel coding, packetisation, and layering have been linked 

with a subjective measure that measures visual smoothness in the reconstructed image (ani

mation frame). The proposed method optimises the distribution of the bit budget allocation 

reserved for channel coding amongst different layers, using a metric that reflects the human 

eye’s visual property of detecting surface smoothness on time-dependent meshes. Using this 

metric it has been shown how the encoded bitstream can initially be partitioned into layers 

of visual importance, and that unequal error protection provided at the sender combined with 

receiver-based error concealment yields good resilience against burst packet errors occurring 

on the Internet.



Chapter 6

Conclusions

This thesis addressed the problem of streaming 3-D wireframe animations over best-effort net

works and proposed an end-to-end solution that spans source compression and error and rate 

control. The main strength of the proposed 3D-Anim family of source compression schemes 

lies in the flexibility that can be achieved with the rates of the outgoing bitstream, which can 

be adapted to the available network bandwidth either by reducing the geometric accuracy of the 

model, or by dynamically simplifying it.

However, to realise the full potential of such a scheme in the real application environment 

of the unreliable Internet, issues related to the robustness of the animation stream to packet loss 

need to be resolved. Among these issues, the fields of error control and error concealment have 

been identified as of immediate interest. In the former field, the thesis advocates and proposes a 

solution based on redundant animation data being transmitted in-band with the basic animation 

data in an optimised way that caters for the visual smoothness of the wireframe model’s surface. 

In the latter field, performance of low-delay error concealment schemes suitable for animation 

stream repair have been studied and proposed.

The major contributions of this thesis are outlined below.

6.1 Summary of Contributions

Flexible source coding: A generic predictive compression scheme, 3D-Anim, has been pro

posed for time-dependent 3-D wireframe meshes as a baseline source coder. It was shown that 

with minimum processing effort over the geometric signal, temporal compression of wireframe 

sequences performs better than intra- only coding of 3-D models. The flexibility is such that 

the generic encoder can also produce layers of animated 3-D data, or can be used for two- 

dimensional wireframe geometry signals, and can be easily integrated with existing platforms 

and standards such as MPEG-4. To improve on the generic coding method, an enhanced mode 

called E3D-Anim significantly optimises the output bitrate by selectively thinning out geomet
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ric constructs that have the least effect on the quality of the mesh.

Progressive coding for 3-D stream quality adaptation: Another main contribution in 

source coding is the progress made on formally expressing dynamic multi-resolution meshes. 

The formalisation led to the design of P3D-Anim, an extension of the generic animation codec 

able to compress 3-D meshes while they are successively decimated or refined in time. This 

type of simultaneous mesh simplification and geometry compression establishes a significant 

new direction to 3-D mesh signal processing. This development enables dynamic graphics 

to adapt their quality to the available resources of the network or the receiving terminal, in 

direct analogy to quality adaptation of streamed natural video, and may well breed animated 

3-D meshes as a mainstream medium.

Rate-controlled end-to-end transmission: In order to achieve adaptation of dynamic 

3-D meshes, the progressive source codec P3D-Anim operates in tandem with a rate-control 

method. The method relies on a motion estimation scheme at the receiver that, for a given ref

erence coded vertex with a 1-ring neighbourhood, is able to predict motion of the neighbouring 

vertices which have not been coded in the bitstream. The motion estimation method has been 

investigated with different wireframe sequences and shown to operate well within limits.

Sender-based redundancy for optimal visual smoothness: An important theme in this 

thesis is the notion of fidelity of decompressed animated models, which can be optimally con

sidered when such models are streamed over the best-effort Internet suffering burst packet loss. 

Optimality was achieved using an expression of the reconstructed model’s surface smoothness 

as quality criterion. This is a significant departure from mainstream work on error-resilient 

transmission of static 3-D models, which so far has only focused on objective (or automatic) 

metrics to quantify distortion. Using visual smoothness to drive transmission of dynamic 

3-D models, it was shown that a layered 3-D graphics source supported by forward error control 

unequally distributed among layers, but with constrained available channel bandwidth, can im

prove upon transmissions that are unaware of the channel error characteristics. With the visual 

smoothness metric, it is possible to exploit the sensitivity of human vision in perceiving smooth 

dynamic surfaces by allowing more redundancy to be provided to layers that are perceptually 

more salient.

Receiver-based concealment: Investigation of the effects of packet loss on 3-D animation 

reveals that, even after loss, there is significant signal information at the receivers to help con

ceal missing animation frames. 3D-Anim and its derivatives structure their frames around mo

tion vectors, which the proposed animation frame concealment solutions utilise either through 

prediction, repetition, or interpolation, to achieve good substitutes for the lost vectors. This is
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the first attempt at the intersection of the fields of networking and computer graphics to tackle 

the problem and establish solutions for repair of streamed dynamic graphics. Receiver-based 

model concealment also complements the joint source-channel optimised animation coding de

scribed previously.

6.2 Future Directions

There are several potential avenues for further research relating to streaming 3-D models. De

spite the popularity of 3-D models in many fields of computer graphics and the intense research 

carried out in the area of static 3-D mesh compression and transmission in the last decade, 

there has been little research in coding, and even less in QoS-enabled transmission of animated 

3-D models. As this is the first major work addressing these problems, many paths remain as 

yet unexplored.

Below, a critical view is taken on assumptions and solutions described in the thesis, which 

re-state the limitations of solutions provided by, or associated with 3D-Anim, and which lead 

to ideas for future research. These ideas involve either natural extensions to the solutions pre

sented, whereas others are related, yet they are distinctly different approaches to the problems 

addressed in this thesis.

Coding of animated geometry with attributes and topology. The prototype 3D-Anim 

assumes that an isomorphic reference model already exists at the receiver, which can be 

streamed or downloaded beforehand with other means. This assumption implies that a ref

erence model resides fully at the receiver, including its connectivity and attribute information, 

which remain unaltered during animation. Streaming, however, animated geometry data with 

‘constant’ attributes may not always be what the application requires. Animated models may 

form part of an interactive virtual environment which is appropriately illuminated, shaded, or 

textured, to offer increased realism to the user. Ideally, these additional attributes should be 

compressed along with geometry data. Furthermore, compressed attributes need to be streamed 

with geometry in a synchronised manner.

The problem o f  com pressing static 3-D m odels with their attributes has been addressed 

before, but the simultaneous, or synchronous, com pression and transmission o f  time-dependent 

3-D meshes with attributes and dynamic connectivity remains an open problem. The m odels 

used in this thesis have been carefully selected as appropriate representatives o f  those m odels 

potentially used in typical 3-D applications, e.g., news or advertising clips ( T e l l y ) ,  cartoons 

and recreational animation (F r e d ) ,  m ovies with visual effects (C h ic k e n ) ,  gam es (R o b o t ,  

BOUNCEBALL). Naturally, a broader range o f  m odels is needed for experimentation with time-
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dependent attributes. Furthermore, if the new models are not isomorphic, this violates the basic 

assumption behind the basic 3D-Anim, and a compression scheme that jointly exploits spatial 

with temporal redundancy is required.

Improved error metrics. The proposed solutions for concealing dynamic 3-D meshes 

suffering geometry loss at the receiver have been evaluated mainly with automatic objective 

metrics, such as the 3-D PSNR. Although the proposed method already represents a step for

ward to streaming 3-D animation over best effort networks, further investigation of the proposed 

solutions is desirable with improved distortion metrics that also correlate to dynamic attributes, 

or to human vision perception of rendered models. In fact, as has also been established through 

natural video coding, the human eye is more sensitive to colour changes. Therefore, a colour 

artifact on an animated surface not captured by a geometry-only concealment scheme, even if 

its geometry has been perfectly concealed, may still result in higher visual distractions than 

geometric cracks.

In this context, extending the visual smoothness metric to capturing attribute smooth

ness has significant potential. Furthermore, it is worth investigating the use of a 3-D-to-

2-D projection of a model’s geometry in an improved metric as it may reveal significant corre

lation to the way human vision perceives a dynamic 3-D mesh. Subjective quality assessment 

of the resulting decoded models with attributes will be beneficial to determine the degree to 

which an extended visual metric correlates to the actual quality of a dynamic model.

Spatial prediction aided by interleaving. In receiver-based concealment for loss- 

suffering 3-D animation streams, the MV repetition method can benefit from a vertex inter

leaving scheme. A vertex interleaver can spread out the effect of loss on individual vertices, 

thus enabling better spatial prediction of a motion vector from its correctly received neigh

bouring motion vectors. Assuming frame fragmentation takes place, a vertex interleaver would 

spread neighbouring vertices into different packets. Loss of a single packet, or a short burst of 

packets, would affect selected vertices distributed over the whole mesh surface, rather than a 

local segment, had no interleaving taken place (as is currently the case with 3D-Anim).

LoD-based and Rol-aware animation compression. The proposed layering mecha

nisms can be revisited and extended to follow level-of-detail-based (LoD-based) compression 

of 3-D animation. As discussed in chapter 3, the proposed multi-resolution coding of ani

mated 3-D models relied on the idea of simultaneous decimation and temporal compression of 

a 3-D mesh sequence. Following the inverse paradigm, that of simultaneous refinement and 

encoding o f dynamic meshes, a dynamic 3-D object examined during a remote walkthrough 

may be better compressed by a source coding mechanism that is able to efficiently express the
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successive LoD refinement levels.

In a parallel extension, calculating face normals is now a cheap operation in most modern 

CPUs. Normal vectors can be used to determine the visible part of a mesh’s surface, and opti

mally allocate more bits to encode this part. In accordance with the adaptive layer allocation, 

a dynamic visibility-based layering scheme can be built, able to compute the user’s region of 

interest (Rol) in real-time, and encode and transmit this region to a potential receiver. Such a 

solution may result in significant rate savings over ‘static’ transmissions.

Better primitives for hardware-assisted temporal compression. A greater challenge 

is to find a small set of compression/decompression primitives that are well-matched to cur

rent, and next generation, graphics hardware, but general enough to capture the wide variety 

of animated geometry. Matching the existing triangle strips and fans may not lead to better 

compression ratios. Not matching existing primitives may yield to inefficient use of the render

ing engine. This seeming trade-off could be addressed by experimenting with new rendering 

pipeline technologies, that consider temporal coherence of animations.



Appendix A

3-D Animation Sequences

A .l Sequence Details

This appendix summarises the animation sequence details.

For each sequence, the table on the left column lists the frame rate, number of frames in 

the sequence, and number of nodes in the 3-D mesh. The lower part of the table lists the number 

of faces (rectangles or triangles) and vertices for each node and the total number of faces and 

vertices in the 3-D model.

On the right column a node hierarchy map and a screenshot of each rendered model are 

provided. If a model was not originally rendered, only its wireframe is given.
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A .1.1 T elly

This sequence is by courtesy of Jom Ostermann (AT&T Research).
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Table A.l: Node details of wire

frame T e l l y .

Frame Rate 30 Hz

Frames 780

N odes 9

/ /
SKIN 552 471

UPPERLIP 24 29

LOWERLIP 30 34

TEETH 32 128

TO N G U E 170 192

EYELASH 20 22

EYEBROW 12 24

EYECORNER 2 6

NOSTRIL 6 12

Total 848 918

Face

Lips Nostril Teeth Ears Tongue SIdn Eyes

UpperLip LowerLip E arl EarR EyeComer EyeLash EyeBrow  EyeballLeft EyeballRight

EyeBalU EyeBall2 Iris Fringe Pupil

Figure A.l: Node hierarchy of wireframe T e l l y .

Figure A.2: Wireframe model TELLY after rendering.

Pupil EyeLash Fringe

EyeCorneri^jg E yebalil

Figure A.3: Eye detail of wireframe T e l l y .
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A .1.2 BOUNCEBALL

This sequence is by courtesy of Jeong-Hwan Ahn (Seoul National University).
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Table A .2: Node details o f  wire

frame BO U N CEBA LL.

Frame Rate 24  Hz

Frames 528

N odes 1

/ /
BO U N CEBA LL 320 162

Total 320 162

Figure A.4: Wireframe model BO U N C EBA LL after rendering.

A.1.3 C h ic k e n

This sequence is by courtesy of Jerome Lengyel (Microsoft Research).

Table A .3: Node details o f wire

frame C h i c k e n .

Frame Rate 15 Hz

Frames 400

N odes 1

/ /
CHICKEN 5664 3030

Total 5664 3030

Figure A .5: Wireframe model C h i c k e n  without rendering.
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A .1 .4  F r e d

This sequence is by courtesy of MPEG-4.
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Table A.4: Node details o f wire

frame F r e d .

Frame Rate 15 Hz

Frames 100

N odes 24

/ /
HEAD 226 121

EAR_L 82 43

EAR_R 82 43

MOUTH_BO 6 8

LIPS.U 16 12

NOSTRILS 10 12

M O UTH .U 78 48

M 0UTH_B1 6 8

LIPS-D 16 12

MOUTH J ) 32 22

EYEBROW_L 22 13

EYEBROW_R 22 13

EYELID_LU 40 25

EYELID_LD 40 25

E Y E B A L L X 40 25

IR IS X 8 9

PU PIL X 8 9

EYELID_RU 40 25

E Y E L lD JtD 40 25

EYEBALL.R 40 25

IRIS-R 8 9

PUPIL_R 8 9

H A N D X 106 55

HAND_R 106 55

Total 1082 651

Head

Face Nostrils Ear_L Ear_R Eyes EyeBrow_L EyeBrow_R Ups Mouth_U Mouth_B

A A A
Eye_L Eye_R Ups_U Ups_D Mouth_BI Mouth_BO

EyeUd_LU EyeBaILL EyeUd_LD

A
lris_L PupLL 

Figure A .6: Node hierarchy o f wireframe F r e d .

Figure A . l :  Wireframe model F r e d  after rendering.
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A.1.5 Robot

This sequence is by courtesy of MPEG-4.
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Table A.5: Node details of wireframe 

R o b o t .

Frame Rate 15 Hz

Frames 100

N odes 32

/ /
C1RCLE05 694 355

CIRCLE 10 694 355

LEFTJ^RM 812 438

LEFTJ^IN G ER J 228 116

LEFTJFlNGER-2 228 116

L E F T J1N G E R .3 228 116

LEFTJPALM 224 114

M O LUSK_BO DY 46 92

M OLUSK-BO DY-1 438 311

M0LUSK_B0DY-2 138 184

M OLUSK..BODY-3 4262 2259

O B JEC 102 224 118

OBJECT03 224 118

RECTANGLE08 30 20

RECTANGLE09 30 20

RECTANGLE 10 30 20

RECTANGLE 11 30 20

RECTANGLE12 30 20

RECTANGLE 13 30 20

RECTANGLE14 30 20

RECTANGLE 15 30 20

RECTANGLE16 30 20

RECTANGLE 17 30 20

RECTANGLE 18 30 20

RECTANGLE 19 30 20

R1GHT.ARM 812 438

RIGHT JFlN G E R .l 228 116

RIGHT J 1 N G E R .2 228 116

RIGHT JIN G E R _3 228 116

RIGHTJPALM 224 114

T H IG H X 1008 524

THIGH-R 1008 524

Total 12536 6880

B ore_22 Bone_25 Bone_04 Bone_08

C ir c le je  Bone_23 Bone_26 C ird eJ O (...LeftArm.,,) Bone.

M duskBody_01 \  M oluskBocfyJS  

M oluskBody_02 RightArmBone_10

I Right.Fool I
RigWPalmOummy 

Bone_81 RighlPalm

RightFinger_01 \  R igh tF ingerJS  

KmFir\ger_02

0t>ject_02 B one. 106 B o n e J IO  B o n e .lK

/ I  N  h
RecLOB  B one. 108 Bone_112 R ec t_ l1  Bone.116 R e d J 3

Rea_OB R e c U 2 R ec tJ O

Figure A .8: N ode hierarchy o f  w irefram e R o b o t .

Figure A.9: Wireframe model R o b o t  after rendering.
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A.2 Histograms

This section shows how the dynamic range of the differential signal is significantly reduced in 

comparison to the original absolute vertex coordinates. Each vertex coordinate component X, 

Y, Z, of the animated wireframes is shown. The table below summarises entropy estimates and 

actual rates.

Sequence Rate (bits/vertex com ponent) Entropy (per com ponent)

BO UNCEBALL 5.0 4.149

C h i c k e n 3.9 2.741

F r e d 5.5 4.305

R o b o t 4.9 3.221

T e l l y 6 .2 4.877

B O U N C E B A L L

Distribution of Model Coordinates Distnbuüon of Model Coordinates Distribution of Model Coordinates
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.2 S ,5
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•0 4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 0.1 0.2 0  3 0.4
X coordinate

iMi.
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Distribution of ResidueU Error

1
-0.4 -0.3 -0.2 -0.1 0 01  0.2 0.3 0.4
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Z coordinate

Distribution of Residual Error
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F r e d

Distribution of Model Coordinates

to

Distribution of Residual Error

Distribution of Model Coordinates

Distribution of Residual Error

-0.5 0 0.5 1 1.5 ■4 '3 .5  -3 -2.5 -2 - IS
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Appendix B

Bitstream Syntax of 3D-Anim

This appendix provides the bit stream syntax of the 3-D animation coding scheme. The con

vention followed throughout the syntax is as follows. The second column of the table specifies 

the number of bits the entity in the first column occupies in the bit stream. The third column 

specifies the data type of the entity in the first column.

The syntax is quite straightforward. First, the explanation of constants occurring in the 

beginning of the bitstream are given as shown in the packet payload format in figure 3.14. 

These are followed by the syntax table as described in the previous paragraph.

• FrameLen - Length of frame in bytes.

•  NodeMask - Bit mask that specifies which nodes in the model are animated.

•  VertexMaskXLen - Length in bytes of the Vertex Mask (see below) for the X coordinate.

•  VertexMaskYLen - Length in bytes of the Vertex Mask (see below) for the Y coordinate.

• VertexMaskZLen - Length in bytes of the Vertex Mask (see below) for the Z coordinate.

• VertexMaskX - Bit mask that specifies which vertices are animated in the current node 

along the X axis.

•  VertexMaskY - Bit mask that specifies which vertices are animated in the current node 

along the Y axis.

•  VertexMaskZ - Bit mask that specifies which vertices are animated in the current node 

along the Z axis.

•  XdataLen - Length in bytes of the animation data for the X coordinate.

•  YdataLen - Length in bytes of the animation data for the Y coordinate.

•  ZdataLen - Length in bytes of the animation data for the Z coordinate.

•  Xdata - Vertex displacements along the X axis.

•  Ydata - Vertex displacements along the Y axis.

•  Zdata - Vertex displacements along the Z axis.
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decode-frameQ {

num_nodes = number o f nodes counted in NodeMask 8 byte

for (k=l; k <  numjaodes; k++)

{

decode_nodeQ;

}

}

decodejiodeQ {

num_vertices_X = number o f vertices counted in VertexMaskX 16 ushort

num_vertices_Y = number o f vertices counted in VertexMaskY 16 ushort

num_verticesJZ = number o f vertices counted in VertexMaskZ 16 ushort

for (k=l; k <  num_vertices_X; k++)

{

decode_vertices(X);

}

for (k=l; k <  num_vertices_Y; k++)

{

decode_vertices(Y);

}

for (k=l; k <  num_verticesJZ; k++)

{

decode_vertices(Z);

}

}

decode_vertices(axis) {

vtxbits = number o f bits next vertex is encoded at

while (!vtx_bitstream_end)

{

vtxbits = ArithDecode(nextVertex); vtxbits bits

}

}



Appendix C

The Visual Smoothness Metric: 

An Example

This appendix provides intuition on the Visual Smoothness metric (VS), by use of a practical 

example on a hypothetical surface. The example aims at highlighting the importance of the VS 

metric in 3-D wireframe animation measurements.

Assume the original surface shown on the left of figure C .l with 5 vertices {A , B , C , D , E }  

and the corresponding coordinates shown in table C .l for 2 examples. Assume also that the 

decoding process introduces coding error only for the ^-coordinate of vertex A, whereas the 

remaining 4 vertices {B, C, B , E }  are perfectly decoded, without coding errors. The decoded 

coordinates at the receiver, denoted by {Â, Ê,  C, D,  Ê } ,  are displayed in table C .l for two 

numerical examples.

Table C.l; Two numerical examples of vertex coordinates for the surface in figure C .l.

Exam ple 1 Exam ple 2

A(0,1,0) Â(0,5,0) A(0,i,0) Â(0,2,0)

B (-1 ,0 ,0 ) g(-l,0,0) B ( - § ,0 , - l ) B(-|,0,-1)

C(0,0,1) 0 (0 ,0 ,1 ) C(-1,0,1) C(-1,0,1)

13(1,0,0) 6(1,0,0) E»(1,0,1) 6(1,0,1)

E(0,0,-1) 6(o,o,-i) ^(#,0,-1) 6 (|,0 ,-1 )

A

R , , ,  E /

\\!*e 
\  f  E

A AI c y \ d \ / c y yo \

Figure C.l: Example o f a Laplacian operator on a hypothetical surface. Left: original surface. Right: reconstructed 

surface with distortion on vertex A.
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Then, the calculation of the quantities GUjtia ) and GL(m>i) for the original and decoded 

meshes in equation (5.5) for the first example (left of table C .l) is as follows;

t u b  I r n g  I m p  , m g

GL(mA) = n i A -  ^  ^  ^  ^
G b  G c  Ia d  I a e
mg 1 m g  I m p  , mg

V2 +  V2 

=  m A -  +  m e  +  m g +  m g) ,

and:

G L {m A )  =  mA -  ^(m g +  m e +  m g +  m g)

(C.1)

Similarly, the quantities GL for the other vertices can be derived:

GL(mg) =  mg -  ^(m^ +  mg +  mg) ,

GL{fhB)  =  mg —   — {̂—j=rr iA  +  mg +  mg) ,
2 + 7 Î 3  v l 3

G L { m c )  =  mg -  ^(m^ +  mg + mg) ,

G L { m c )  =  mg —  -— ( /— m^ +  mg +  m g) ,
^ +  7 i 3

G L {m D )  =  m g -  ^(m^ +  mg +  mg) ,

Gfv(mg) =  m g —  ------— i=m A  +  mg +  mg) ,
2 + 7 Î 3

G L (m g) =  m g  -  ^ (m ^  +  m g  +  m g ) ,

G L (m g) =  m g  -  - — +  m g  +  m g ) .
2 +  7Î3

Note, also, that for the above example it holds m ^  m ^, but m g  =  m g , m g  =  

m g , m g  =  m g , m g  —m g.

Let a =  — ̂  and h =  g y n + i ' Substituting the GL derivations in equation (C .l) above to 

equation (5.5), and n  =  5, we can rewrite equation (5.5), as:

V S  — - —-(2  • ||mA — mA|| +

+  2 • ||a • mA “t“ b • ttia +  (n +  6) • m g  +  (a +  6) • m g ||+

+  2 • ||a • mA +  b • ttia +  (a +  6) • m g +  (a +  6) • m g ||)  .
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We can now easily calculate the overall VS distortion for the surface of figure C .l:

V S  =  0.910 .

Equivalently, the VS distortion for the second example on table C .l is calculated as:

V S  =  0.463 .
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